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Page 152, Equation C.16 should read 
X* = X + H = A - S - 6 

Page 157, IN9 should read 
IN9 - communlty, business and personal services 
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Page 88, footnote (3), U n e 2 should read 
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in attribute levels (It can be négative). When .... 
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importance by the intra-ethnic distributions .... 

par. 3, U n e 9 should read 
région per se does not contribute very. much to mcome .... 

Page 104, par. 1, U n e 2 should read 
groups are reasonably close. However 

Page 107, footnote (9), U n e 1 shouldread 

.... is calculated as E b^ b^ 
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Page 120, par. 2, line 7 shouldread 
.... studies. Is it not possible that 

Page 124,-par. 1, U n e 7 should read 
.... the maies hâve higher rates-of-return on 
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ever-married maies receive from .... 
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Assuming that f(EX^) = e^ EX^ + 6^ EX^ in Equation 3.3 .... 
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FOREWORD 

The Cana-dian censuses constitute a rich source of information 

about the condition of groups and communities of Canadians, extending over 

many years. It has proved to be worthwhile in Canada, as in some other 

countries, to supplément census statistieal reports with analytical mono-

graphs on a number of seleeted topies. The 1931 Census was the basis of 

several valuable monographs but, for varions reasons, it was impossible to 

follow this précèdent with a similar program until 1961. The 1961 Census 

monographs received good publie réception, and hâve been cited repeatedly 

in numerous documents that deal with poliey problems in diverse fields 

such as manpower, urbanization, ineome, the status of women, and marketing. 

They were also of vital importance in the évaluation and improvement of the 

quality and relevance of Statistics Canada social and économie data. This 

successful expérience led to the décision to continue the program of census 

analytical studies. The présent séries of analyses is focused largely on 

the results of the 1971 Census. 

The purpose of thèse studies is to provide a broad analysis of 

social and économie phenomena in Canada. Although the studies concentrate 

on the results of the 1971 Census, they are supplemented by data from 

several other sources. Thèse reports are written in such a way that their 

main conclusions and supporting discussion can be understood by a gênerai 

audience of coneerned citizens and officiais, who often laek the resources 

needed to interpret and digest the rows of numbers that appear in census 

statistieal bulletins. For thèse persons, interpretive texts that bring 

the dry statistics to llfe are a vital dimension of the dissémination of 

data from a census. Such texts are often the only means that coneerned 

citizens and officiais hâve to personally perceive benefits from the national 

investment in the census. This particular report is one of a séries planned 

to be published conceming a varlety of aspects of Canadian life, including 

ineome, language use, farming, family composition, migration, adjustment of 

immigrants, human fertility, labour force participation, housing, commuting 

and population distribution. 
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PREFACE 

This study constitutes an empirical examination of factors that influence 

the distribution of employment ineome received by individuals and groups of indivi-

uals in Canada. Thèse factors are analyzed from two perspectives: their effect 

on the level of earnings of the varions groups, and the influence of thèse factors 

on the variability or degree of inequality of earnings within thèse groups. 

The distribution of économie welfare arouses a great deal of interest. 

In this context, the distribution of family incomes from ail sources is probably a 

more relevant concept than the distribution of individual earned incomes. However, 

employment earnings form the major source of ineome of Canadians. 

This study began as an attempt to explain the distribution of total in

comes received by individuals and by familles in Canada. However, a séquence of 

events, including the timing of data availability and changes of employment for 

both authors, resulted in the scope of the study being redueed to an investigation 

of factors that affect the level of and the degree of inequality of employinent in

eome received by individuals. 
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CHAPTER 1 

SCOPE OF THE STUDY 

This study endeavors to explain observed différences in emplojrment incomes 

received by individual Canadians. Employment incomes, or more simply earnings, 

consist of wages, salaries, bonuses, tips, and net ineome from farm and non-farm 

self-employment. It constitutes by far the largest component of ail ineome 

received, amounting to approximately 87% of total ineome received by individuals. 

Public and private transfers and investment ineome are the remaining ineome 

sources and thèse account for approximately 8.5% and 4.5% of the total, respeet-

ively.^ ' Thus an explanatlon of the distribution of employment ineome takes one 

a long way toward understanding the distribution of ineome from ail sources. 

The focus of this study is on the identification of factors that lead to 

différences in the size distribution of earnings received by varions groups of 

earnings récipients. The effects of thèse factors are analyzed from two 

perspectives. The first is the effect of the factors on the level of earnings 

of the varions groups. The second is the influence of thèse factors on the 

variability or degret of inequality of earnings among individuals within groups. 

The study employs data from individual responses to 1971 Canadian Census 

long-form questionnaires. To a large extent it builds upon and extends Podoluk's 

(1968) study whieh employed similar data from the 1961 Census of Canada to 

describe seleeted features of the Canadian ineome distribution. The method of 

analysis used by Podoluk for the most part consisted of comparing the arithmetic 

mean incomes received by subgroups of the population categorized by sex, âge, 

éducation, occupation, région and family status. While our study is more narrowly 

focused on the earnings of individuals, the method of analysis makes it possible 

to Investigate more deeply the relationships between a variety of characteristies 

of individuals and the distribution of earnings among those individuals. 

Many of the factors investigated in this study were considered by Podoluk. 

However, one important set of explanatory variables omitted by Podoluk, but whieh 

is included in this study, relates to ethnieity and immigration. Porter (1965) 

See footnote(s) on page 18. 
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points to the importance of thèse variables as déterminants of ineome in his 
(2) 

discussion of their relationship to social class. We are able to quantify many 

of the labor market and éducation phenomena he deseribes as being associated with 

ethnieity and récent immigration in terms of their effects on earnings. Some of 

thèse phenomena can be categorized as being the resuit of voluntary différences 

in behaviour among population groups whereas others may be the resuit of 

discrimination directed against certain groups. 

The method of analysis used in this study is to estimate earnings functions 

for both maies and females using multiple régression analysis. This allows the 

influence on earnings of many explanatory variables to be considered simultaneously. 

The theoretical basis of the earnings functions is the human capital model whieh 

implies that the level of earnings of an individual dépends on the amount that the 

individual has invested in acquiring skills of value in the labor market. Thus, 

variables describing years and type of schooling and potential work expérience 

are included to serve as proxies for aecumulated skills and knowledge. Other 

variables are included whieh describe personal attributes (such as ethnie 

group, marital status, and period of immigration) whieh can be broadly defined as 

relating to labor-supply characteristies. Together with the human capital 

variables (representing aecumulated skills and knowledge) they constitute what 

might be ealled supply-side variables. They are intended to capture those 

characteristies of the worker that affect his or her earnings. In addition, a set 

of variables representing real and potential différences in labor-demand conditions 

referred to as "market effects" variables is incorporated into the earnings 

functions. This set includes such things as occupation, industry and géographie 

locatiouo The purpose of thèse variables is to capture those characteristics of 

the work situation whieh produce différences in the compensation paid to workers 

with a given set of characteristics. Thèse estimated earnings functions are used 
(3) 

to analyze the effects of thèse variables on the distribution of earnings. 

A summary of the study's major analytical findings is presented in 

Chapter 2. This discussion inltially focuses on some of the major factor.«5 

affecting the level of maie and female earnings separately. This is followed by 

a comparison of the levels of maie and female earnings. 

See footnote(s) on page 18. 
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Chapter 3 présents the conceptual framework for the analysis and develops 

the earnings functions in a heuristic fashion. A more detailed déviation and a 

technical discussion of the estimation procédures are presented in separate ap

pendices. 

The data utilized in this study are discussed in Chapter 4. This includes 

a discussion of why the variables were seleeted and how they were constructed. A 

glossary of variable names is presented in an appendix. 

The estimated maie earnings équations are discussed and analyzed in 

Chapter 5. Groups of variables are discussed in terms of their contribution to 

the level of earnings and to the degree of inequality observed in earnings. A 

detailed discussion of the coefficient estimâtes is presented in an appendix. 

The estimated female earnings équations are interpreted in Chapter 6. The causes 

of intra- and inter-ethnie variations in earnings are discussed. 

Chapter 7 explores the effects of sex and marital status on the 

distribution of earnings. Particular attention is devoted to the extent to whieh 

male-female earnings differentlals are the resuit of sex discrimination in 

compensation and employment. Finally, Chapter 8 considers the distribution of 

actual labor supplied (in terms of weeks and hours worked) and briefly diseusses 

the non-participants in the labor force who were omitted from the earnings 

analysis. 
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FOOTNOTES 

(1) The exact allocation of the aggregate ineome received by individuals 

in the year that ended May 31, 1961 was 87.2% from employment, 8.1% 

from transfers and 4.7% from investment (Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 

Cat. No. 98-525, Bul. SX-11, Table 2). For the year ending December 31, 

1970 the corresponding allocation was 86.4% from emplojnnent, 8.9% from 

transfers and 4.7% from investment (Rashid, 1976, Table 1). 

(2) The systematie earnings différences between English and French Canadians 

has been the subject of a growing body of research. See, for example, 

Raynauld, Mariôn, and Beland (1964) and Boulet and Raynauld. 

(3) A study published recently by Statistics Canada (Cat. No. 13-537) used 

a similar method to study total family. ineome as a function of the âge 

and éducation of the family head, communlty size, régional location, 

proportion of ineome earners in the family, etc. The objectives of 

that study, however, were limited to quantifying the proportion of the 

varianee of family incomes that was explained by a variety of socio-

deinographic characteristics and ranking thèse characteristics aceordingly. 



CHAPTER 2 

FACTORS AFFECTING THE SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF EARNINGS 

2.1. The Size Distribution of Ineome and Earnings 

There is great variability in the incomes received by Canadians. This 

becomes apparent from examining the 1970 distribution of ineome récipients across 

ineome size catégories as shown in Table 2.1. Approximately 58% of ineome réci

pients received less than the mean total ineome of $5,033 in that year. Yet almost 

4% received three or more times as much as the mean ineome, and 0.9% received five 

or more times as much as the mean ineome. 

In 1970, employment ineome aceounted for 86.4% of the ineome Canadians 

received from ail sources. Employment ineome consists of wages, salaries^ bonuses, 

tips, and net ineome from farm and non-farm self-employment. Investment ineome 

aceounted for only 4.7% of total ineome. The remaining 8.9% of total ineome 

consisted of public and private transfer payments, a large proportion of whieh, by 

design, are distributed in a manner invérsely related to the level of employment 

ineome. This study is coneerned with explaining the distribution of employment 

incomes rather than total incomes.(1) 

The frequency distribution of ail employment ineome récipients by earnings-

size catégories (Table 2.2) exhibits much the same shape as the frequency distri

bution of total ineome size catégories even though this distribution is based on 

slightly over two million fewer persons. The mean employment ineome for earnings 

récipients, whieh was approximately $5,314, is somewhat higher than the mean 

of ineome from ail sources. The greatest différences between the two frequeney 

distributions oecur in the catégories below $4,000. This is attributable to the 

concentration of government transfer payment and retirement pension récipients with 

no employment ineome in the bottom range of ineome size catégories in Table 2.1. 

Major différences exist between the earnings of maies and females. This 

is apparent from the separate frequeney distributions of maie and female employment 

ineome in Table 2.2. There were 45% fewer female than maie récipients of employment 

See footnote(s) on page 33. 
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TABLE 2.1. The Distribution of Individuals ^ 15 Years and Over by 1970 Total 

Ineome Size Catégories 

Number of Per cent Cumulative 

Total ineome size group récipients of total per cent 

Under $1,000 (including loss) 1,874,490 

$ 1,000 - $ 1,999 

$ 2,000 - $ 3,999 

$ 4,000 - $ 5,999 

$ 6,000 - $ 7,999 

$ 8,000 - $ 9,999 

$10,000 - $14,999 

$15,000 - $24,999 

$25,000 and over. 

TOTAL 11,572,790 100.0 

— not applicable. 

(1) This covers ail individuals who were 15 and over on June 1, 1971 who reported 

receiving ineome in 1970. 

Source: 1971 Census of Canada, unpublished data. 

1,874,490 

1,859,450 

2,111,965 

1,863,530 

1,569,065 

1,006,995 

895,005 

286,715 

105,620 

16.2 
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TABLE 2.2. Distribution of Individuals 15 Years and Over by Sex and 1970 Employment Ineome 

Size Catégories 

Employme 
size 

nt ineome 
group 

Under $1,000 

$ 1,000 

$ 2,000 

$ 4,000 

$ 6,000 

$ 8,000 

$10,000 

$15,000 

$25,000 

- $ 1,999 

- $ 3,999 

- $ 5,999 

- $ 7,999 

- $ 9,999 

- $14,999 

- $24,999 

and over 

TOTAL 

Both sexes 

1,463,415 

949,735 

1,734,625 

1,737,420 

1,511,775 

914,500 

778,385 

238,670 

83,290 

9,411,805 

Number 

Per cent 
of total 

15.5 

10.1 

18.4 

18.5 

16.1 

9.7 

8.3 

2.5 

0.9 

and per cent 

Maie 

642,155 

452,115 

843,205 

1,062,455 

1,224,030 

822,695 

727,065 

229,165 

80,710 

6,083,595 

of récipients 

Per cent 
of maies 

10.6 

7.4 

13.9 

17.4 

20.1 

13.5 

11.9 

3.8 

1.3 

3 

Female 

821,260 

497,620 

891,420 

674,965 

287,745 

91,805 

51,320 

9,505 

2,580 

,328,210 

Per cent 
of females 

24.7 

15.0 

26.8 

20.3 

8.7 

2.8 

1.5 

0.3 

0.0 

(.1) This covers ail individuals 15 and over on June 1, 1971 who reported receiving employment ineome 

in 1970. 

I 

Source: 1971 Census of Canada, unpublished data. 
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ineome, 3,328,210 females compared to 6,083,595 maies. The mean female employment 

ineome (approximately $3,162) was only 48% of the mean maie employment ineome 

(approximately $6,574). The médian earnings for females was approximately $2,775, 

whieh was an even smaller fraction (46%) of the maie médian of approximately $6,068. 

Over 50% of maie employment ineome récipients earned at least $6,000 in 1970 

compared to only 13% of female récipients. 

The remainder of this chapter contains a discussion of the effects of 

certain factors on the level of earnings of individual maies and females as well 

as a comparison of the earnings levels of maies and to females. This discussion is 

based on the empirical findings of the study whieh are reported in greater détail 

in Chapters 3 through 8. 

2.2. The Influence of Schooling on Earnings Levels 

The influence of the amount of schooling on the level of earnings has been 

the subject of extensive investigation (this work has been summarized by Rosen, 

1977). It has been well established that higher levels of schooling are associated 

with higher levels of earnings. 

The age-earnings data for maies with alternative levels of schooling 

summarized in Chart 2.1 are consistent with this interprétation. The géométrie 

mean earnings of maies with higher levels of éducation rise more steeply with âge 

than do the earnings of individuals with less schooling. Earnings for ail 

schooling levels peak between âges 35 and 50 and thereafter tend to fall with 

inereasing âge. 

The female age-earnings data by schooling level summarized in Chart 2.1 

also indicate that the higher levels of schooling are associated with higher 

earnings levels. The age-earnings profiles of females by éducation level differ 

qualitatively from those of the maies in the sensé that they do not exhibit the 

smooth eurvature and mid-working-life peaks présent for the maies. For female with 

13 or less years of schooling, earnings rise sharply with inereasing âge up to âge 

25 or 30 and show little change thereafter. For women with university éducation, 

earnings rise rapidly up to âge 30, remain fairly constant between âges 30 and 50, 

and then accelerate again and peak at âge 60. The age-earnings profiles of maies 



Chart — 2.1 

Géométrie Mean Earnings of Population by Sex, Age Group and 
Years of Education for Canada, 1970 
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and females also differ quantitatively in the sensé that the earnings peaks of the 

maie profiles tend to be substantially higher than those of the female profiles. 

In fact, the peak earnings of maies with 0-8 years of schooling is higher than the 

peak earnings of females in ail éducation catégories except those with over 16 years 

of schooling, and the peak earnings of maie high school graduâtes (12-13 years 

schooling) are higher than those of females with over 16 years of éducation -

(presumably university graduâtes). 

The qualitative and quantitative différences between the maie and female 

profiles resuit in part from two phenomena. First, many women, particularly 

married women, tend to drop ont of the labor force, either permanently or temporari-

ly, for family reasons. Thus, they tend to aequire less labor force expérience 

than do maies of comparable âge. Second, even if the women do not withdraw 

eompletely from the labor force, the mothers of younger ehildren, particularly 

preschool ehildren, often only work part time. The age-earnings profiles plotted 

in Chart 2.1 do not take thèse différences into account.(2) 

A second aspect of the relationship between schooling and earnings is the 

value of additional schooling, the so-called rate-of-return to schooling. In this 

study the rate-of-return to schooling is defined as the pereentage increase in 

earnings that will resuit from one additional year of schooling, certain other 

factors held constant. Many higher paying jobs in the economy are not open to 

individuals with low levels of éducation. Hence, one of the ways that higher 

éducation levels resuit in higher earnings is by opening the doors to thèse higher 

paying jobs. Thus, one of the important aspects of the rate-of-return to schooling 

is whether this rate-of-return is computed while the occupation and industry of 

employment are held constant, or whether the rate-of-return includes the inereased 

earnings associated with the "employment shift." 

The rates-of-return to schooling are computed for maies and females in 

Chapter 5 and 6. Thèse ealculations indicate that each additional year of schooling 

will increase earnings by 6.3% per year for maies and 6.4% per year for females, 

when the return to schooling includes the employment shift associated with higher 

éducation. If the occupation and industry of employment are held constant, the 

computed rates-of-return are 5.0 and 3.5% for maies and females respectively. Thus 

See footnote(s) on page 33, 
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it appears that the employment shift aspect of éducation is more important for 

females than for maies and if this is included in the rate-of-return to schooling 

the maie and female rates-of-return are approximately equal. Within job catégories, 

however, additional years of schooling resuit in smaller earnings increases for 

females than for maies. 

2.3. The Effect of Ethnie Group on Earnings Levels 

Age-earnings profiles for nine maie ethnie groups are plotted in Chart 

2.2. For the nine groups delineated, two differ substantially from the rest. 

Beyond âge 30, the Jewish group has considerably higher earnings levels than any 

of the other groups. At the other end of the speetrum, the Native Indian group 

tends to hâve much lower earnings levels than do the other groups. The high 

earnings levels of the Jews can be attributed in part to the fact that this group 

has by far the highest level of schooling of any group (see Chapter 5). This group 

also has the largest proportion of labor force participants that worked full years 

(in excess of 48 weeks) in 1970 (see Chapter 8). The Native Indians, on the other 

hand, had by far the lowest level of schooling and also had the smallest proportion 

of full-year workers in 1970 of any of the groups delineated. Thus, motivational 

factors as reflected in years of school attendance and weeks worked(3) appear to be 

important in explaining the déviations of the age-earnings profiles of thèse two 

groups from the other groups. 

The analysis for maies in Chapter 5 indicates that inter-group différences 

in the rates-of-return to schooling are far more important in determining inter-

group earnings differentials than are inter-group levels of schooling. The simple 

corrélation between géométrie mean earnings and average schooling levels across 

thèse nine groups is .59, and the simple corrélation between earnings and rates-

of-return to schooling including the employment shift is .74. Thèse two effects 

tend to reinforce each other sinee those groups with high rates-of-return to 

schooling also tend to hâve high levels of schooling. The simple corrélation 

between level of schooling and rates-of-return to schooling is .87 if the rates-

of-return to schooling do not include the employment shift component, and .83 if 

the shift component is included. 

See footnote(s) on page 33. 



Chart 2.2 

Géométrie Mean Earnings of Maies by Ethnie and Age Groups, in Canada, 1970 
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Age-earnings profiles for five female ethnie groupings are plotted in Chart 

2.3. Thèse plots suggest that there is not very much inter-group variation in the 

earnings profiles. Certainly there is less variation across thèse groups than 

there was for the maies. However, this is due at least in part to the fact that 

the smaller ethnie groupings were aggregated to produce sample sizes large enough 

to support the number variables being analyzed. The analysis in Chapter 6 indicates 

that there is also much less inter-group variation in levels of and rates-of-return 

to schooling for females than for maies. This may also be a resuit of the higher 

level of aggregation for females. 

2.4. The Effects of Sex and Marital Status on Earnings Levels 

Recently there has been a good deal of interest in the level of earnings 

of females relative to maies. The data presented in Table 2.2 indicate that 

females tend to hâve lower average earnings than maies, and the data summarized in 

Chart 2.1 indicate this is true for ail levels of éducation and at ail âge levels. 

This différence can at least partly be explained by the fact that many women, 

particularly married working women, work less than full time and this factor is not 

taken into account in the above distributions and figures. 

A partial eontrol for the influence of marriage on the labor-force behavior 

and expérience of females can be obtained by separating never-married and ever-

married females. Age-earnings profiles of ever-married and never-married maies and 

females for five ethnie groups are plotted in Chart 2.4. Thèse figures indicate 

that for ail five groups, ever-married maies hâve substantially higher earnings 

levels at every âge than do ail the other groups. The age-earnings profiles of 

never-married maies and females tend to be very similar for ail ethnie groups, 

whereas the ever-married females tend to hâve the lowest earnings levels. One 

characteristic of the age-earnings profiles of ever-married women that is common 

to ail five ethnie groups is that earnings remain virtually constant after the 

women reach 25 years of âge, and this characteristic distinguishes the ever-married 

female profiles from the rest. 

Marriage has an important bearing on the number of weeks worked, years of 

schooling, and full-time versus part-time employment for both maies and females. 

With respect to thèse characteristies, never-married women compare very favorably 
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Chart — 2.3 

Géométrie Mean Earnings of Females by Ethnie and Age Groups 
in Canada, 1970 
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Chart — 2.4 

Géométrie Mean Earnings of Canadians by Ethnie Group, Age Group, 
Marital Status, and Sex, 1970 
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with both never-married and ever-married men. Thus, an interesting question is the 

extent to whieh the earning differential between never-married females on one hand, 

and never-married or ever-married maies on the other results from sex discrimination 

in the labor market.^^^ 

The results of ealculations discussed in Chapter 7 indicate that the 

différences in wages and salaries between never-married and ever-married females 

over 30 years of âge are largely the resuit of différences in the levels of 

attributes such as weeks of work, levels of schooling, géographie location, etc., 

and very little is the resuit of différences in rates-of-return to thèse attributes. 

In other words, there is no différence in the pay structure between never-married 

and ever-married females and the higher earnings levels of the former resuit from 

greater work effort, schooling, etc. For maies, on the other hand, the situation 

is eompletely reversed. The higher earnings of ever-married maies is primarily 

the resuit of différences in pay structure between the two groups with ever-married 

maies receiving higher rewards than never-married maies for given levels of work 

effort, schooling levels, etc. It is not clear whether this reward differential is 

a reflection of motivational différences between the two groups whieh hâve not been 

adequately controlled for, or is the resuit of some sort of discrimination in the 

labor market. The former seems to be a more plausible explanatlon. 

In making male-female comparisons, never-married maies and females hâve 

approximately equal levels of wages and salaries. This is true even though the 

never-married females hâve relatively more attractive attribute levels than do 

never-married maies whieh tends to give the never-married females an earnings 

advantage relative to never-married maies. This attribute level advantage, however, 

is approximately offset by the higher rates-of-return (more attractive reward or 

pay structures) received by the never-married maies. 

Comparing never-married females with ever-married maies, the maies hâve 

a large advantage in gross levels of wages and salaries. The two groups hâve 

roughly equal attribute levels and neither group gains any substantial pay 

advantage from this source. However, the ever-married maies hâve much higher rates-

of-return to their attributes than do the never-married females, and thèse higher 

rates-of-return account for the large earnings differential between thèse two groups. 

See footnote(s) on page 33. 
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This large rate-of-return différentiel between maies and females has often 

been attributed by other researchers to sex discrimination (see Chapter 7). However, 

if the rate-of-return différentiel between maies and females is labeled as sex 

discrimination, the rate-of-return différentiels between ever-married and never-

married maies should also be labeled as discrimination. However we feel the latter 

is probably a reflection of motivational différences between the two groups whieh 

hâve not been adequately controlled for in the analysis. Thus, we hesitate to argue 

that motivational différences between ever-married maies and never-married females 

are unimportant, and that the wage and salary différences between maies and females 

whieh are the conséquences of rate-of-return différentiels should be labeled es sex 

diseriminetion in pay. Labeling thèse rate-of-return différentiels as sex dis

crimination would only be appropriate if the rate-of-return différentiels erose 

solely from the employers' behevior, end such supply-releted phénomène whieh heve 

been omitted ère unimportent. 

Other reseerchers hâve ergued thet the principel reason for the pay of 

females being lower than that of mêles is thet femeles ère systemeticelly excluded 

from higher peying jobs within broed oceupational and industriel cetegories (Oaxaca, 

1973, p. 708). In this study we heve found no évidence of this effect opereting in 

the lebor merket. 

2.5. Sources of Eernings Inequelity 

The degree of inequelity in the size distribution of eernings is en espect 

of earnings distribution that has received considereble ettention in the litereture 

(see, for exemple, Atkinson, 1970). The meesurement of the degree of inequality in 

the size distribution of earnings is somewhat a:rbitrery, end inequelity meesures 

ère meeningful only es relative meesures in comparing the degree of inequelity emong 

distributions. 

The meesure of eernings inequality used in this study is the stenderd devie-

tion of the logerithm of eernings.(^) The size distribution of ennuel eernings of 

femeles is more unequel then thet of mêles besed on this criterion. 

Sources of eernings inequelity for mêles end femeles ère discussed in 

Chepters 5 end 6. For femeles, it appears that the distribution of weeks of work 

See footnote(s) on page 33. 
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is the most importent source of intre-ethnic eernings inequelity of ell the factors 

considered. This is followed in order of decreasing importance by the distribution 

of years of estimeted labor force expérience, part-time work, and years of schooling. 

Surprisingly, région of employment was not an important déterminent of femele 

eernings inequelity. This suggests that after ail other factors are taken into 

account, région of employment per se contributes very little to the inequality of 

female eernings. 

The investigetion of sources of eernings inequality among maies did not 

consider individual factors separately, but rater considered the following three 

groups of factors: personal attribute and merket effects (e.g., ethnieity, meritel 

stetus, région end occupation of employment, etc.), human capital effects (years of 

schooling, yeers of lebor force expérience, epprentieeship treining, etc.), end 

lebor-supply effects (weeks of work). The enelysis shows thet variations in the 

level of and rate-of-return to personal attribute end merket effects veriebles ère 

by far the largest sources of eernings inequelity for maies. Variations in the 

levels of end retes-of-return to humen cepitel ère the second most importent sources 

of eernings inequelity, end verietions in weeks of work ère least importent. As en 

indicetion of the reletive importence of the weeks-of-work effect, only 19% of the 

variation in annual earnings is attributed directly to variations in weeks of work 

among individuels, wherees 62% is ettributed to variations in the weekly wage rete 

among Individuals. The remeining 19% is ettributeble to the fact that those 

individuels with higher weekly wege retes elso tend to work more weeks. In other 

words, there is e positive eorreletion between the weeks-of-work effect end the 

weekly wege-rete effect. 

The weekly wege-rate effect is a combination of the human capital effects 

end personel ettribute end merket effects. The weeks-of-work effects ère uneorre-

leted with the humen cepitel effects end the positive eorreletion between the weeks-

of-work effects end weekly wege-rate effects are entirely due to a positive corré

lation between weeks-of-work effects and personal attribute and merket effects. 
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FOOTNOTES 

(1) From the stendpoint of économie welfere, the mejor concern is with the 

distribution of per cepitel femily incomes rether then individuel incomes. 

Irvine (1978) hes recently examined the distribution of lifetime incomes in 

Canede end found thet lifetime incomes ère more equelly distributed than are 

current incomes or earnings. Irvine, however, devoted little attention to 

the détermination of current ineome. 

(2) To e large extent, the enelysis in Chapters 3 through 7 is designed to 

enelyze thèse end other feetors simulteneously. 

(3) This ergument essumes thet the lerge proportion of Native Indians working 

less then 48 weeks is et leest pertly due to voluntery lebor suppiy behevior 

end not entirely demend indueed unemployment. 

û 

(4) Sex discrimination in pay hes received e considereble amount of attention in 

the literature. This is reviewed in Chapter 7. 

(5) For e discussion of the merits of this meesure reletive to other, see Chepter 

3. 





CHAPTER 3 

THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

3.1. The Cheracterization of the Eernings Distribution 

The primery purpose of this study is to investigete the factors that lead 

to différences in the size distribution of earnings of varions groups of 

individuals. In order to do this it is neeessery to develop some technique for 

describing or characterizing entire earnings distributions such es those for 

maies and females in Table 2.2. One way of doing this, and the procédure used 

in this study, is to fit some perticular methemeticel form to the observed 

frequeney distributions, and then to relate the parameters of the fitted curves 

to a set of explanatory or casuel feetors. 

The first step in such e procédure is to choose e methemeticel form to 

describe the eernings distributions. Aitchlson end Brown (1969, p. 108) suggest 

that the choice of the functionel form for describing ineome distributions may 

be governed by any one or more of the following four criteria: 

(a) the extent to whieh the form of the function is consistent with the 

underlying theory of earnings or ineome génération; 

(b) the eese with whieh the function cen be hendled in analysis; 

(e) the économie signifieance that cen be etteched to the estimated 

peremeters of the distribution; end 

(d) the degree to whieh the fitted function epproximetes the dete. 

The methemeticel form chosen for this study is the density function for 

the lognormel probebility distribution, whieh can simply be defined as the 

density function of a random variable whose logarithm obeys the normal law 

of probebility. The lognormel distribution used in this study setisfies 

the first three of the ebove four criterie. It follows logieelly from the 

underlying human capital theory of determinetion of individuels eernings end 

this theory is the basis of the earnings functions discussed in the following 

sections. The lognormel distributions can be entirely summerized by the meen 

See footnote(s) on pege 47. 
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and varianee (or stenderd devietlon) of the logerithm of the individuels' 

earnings. This mekes the function eesy to manipulate in analysis, and thèse 

parameters heve straightforward économie interpretetions. The meen of the 

logerithms is simply the logerithm of the géométrie mean earnings end elso 
(2) 

corresponds to the logerithm of the medien earnings. Unlike the normal 

distribution whieh is S3mmietrie, the lognormel distribution is positively skewed 

(i.e., it hes en elongeted tell to the right). As e conséquence of this, 

the erithmetic mean eernings will be larger than the médian earnings whieh 

in turn will be larger than the mode (i.e., the "peak" of the distribution). 

In fact, the géométrie mean or médian earnings level is the only pure meesure 
(3) 

of eentrel tendeney of level of eernings in the lognormel distribution. 

In en ineome or earnings distribution context, the varience of the 

logerithms is of perticular interest as a summary meesure of the degree of 

eernings inequelity. For example, suppose it is desired to rank a séries of 

earnings distribution according to the degree of inequelity. This cen be done 

using any one of a number of meesures of inequelity, one of whieh is the 

verienee of the logerithms. The lerger the varianee of the logarithm of 

eernings, the more unequel the distribution of eernings. Complète equelity of 

eernings (i.e., everyone heving the semé eernings) is indiceted by a zéro 
(4) varience. Thèse distributions can elso be ranked using one of several other 

criteria. Unfortunately, the renkings by the différent criterie may not ail 

be the semé. Atkinson (1970) hes shown that as long as the Lorenz curves of 

the earnings distributions do not cross, any meesure of inequelity whieh 

setisfies some simple end reesoneble velue judgements regerding the effect of 

the distribution of ineome on sociel welfere will resuit in the semé renkings 

of the distributions. It is not possible for the Lorenz curves of two 

lognormel distributions to cross (Aitcheson end Brown, 1969, p. 113). Therefore, 

sinee the verienee of the logerithms es e meesure of the degree of inequelity 

setisfies Atkinson's restrictions on a reesoneble sociel welfere meesure, it 

follows thet most of the common inequelity meesures (including Atkinson's 

meesure) resuit in renkings equivelent to those of the varience of the 

logarithms if the earnings distributions being ranked are lognormel. Indeed, 

See footnote(s) on pege 47. 
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it cen be shown that for lognormel distributions, many of the commonly used 

summary meesures of eernings inequality are either strietly inereasing or 

decreasing functions of the logarithm of eernings. 

The fourth and final criterion for the sélection of a methemeticel form is 

the degree to whieh the function epproximetes the dete. In e sensé, this is 

the most importent criterion sinee the validity of the économie interprétation 

of the parameters dépends to some extent on how close the dete are to being 

lognormel. This is, however, elso the most diffieult criterion to eppreise 

sinee it should be reepplied to every différent eernings or ineome distribution 

investigeted. A very extensive séries of tests of the hypothesis thet eernings 

follow e lognormel distribution bave been conducted by the Lyall (1968) for a 

large number of distributions for over 30 countries. His generel conclusion 

cen be summerized es follows: "The eentrel pert of the distribution, from 

perhaps the tenth to the eightieth percentile from the top is close to lognormel. 

But the tells of the distribution contein en excess of frequencies in comperlson 

to the lognormel " (pp. 66-67). We heve not conducted any tests to détermine 

how well our frequeney distributions are epproximeted by e lognormel density 

function beceuse of the lerge number of différent distributions involved. 

Furthermore, the edventeges of using the lognormel on the besis of the first 

three criterie seemed to us to be sufficient to werrent its use. 

The next section contains a brief outline of the conventional human 

cepitel model end some extensions es e besis for determining the level of 

eernings for individuels. In the remeinder of the chapter we discuss some 

conceptual problems eneountered with using this approech. 

See footnote(s) on pege 47. 
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3.2. Theoretical Basis of the Earnings Functions 

The theoretical basis of the earnings functions used in this study is the 

human cepitel model es formalized by Becker (1964) and subsequently developed 

by others, most notebly Mineer (1974). The conventionel humen cepitel model 

can be written es: 

Y. = a + r S. + r f (EX.) + v. (3.1) 
1 s 1 p 1 1, 

where Y dénotes the neturel logerithm of eernings of the ith individuel in e 

perticular period, S. dénotes the yeers of formai schooling of the ith individual, 

r is the rete-of-return to investment in formel schooling, r is the 
s P 

rete-of-return to post-school investment in humen cepital (on-the-job 

treining), and v. is a stetisticel error term. The emount of investment in 

on-the-job treining is not observeble and is usally considered to be a function 

(often quadretie) of the number of years of expérience in the labour force, EX . 

The intereept, e, represents raw earning power of individuals and is the "innete 

ebility" to earn ineome without either formai schooling or lebor force expérience. 

Equetion 3.1 end variations of it bave been estimated using e veriety of 

cross-seetional dete bases. In this formulation, innete ebility end the retes 

of return to schooling end on-the-job treining ère considered equel ecross ell 

individuels. As e conséquence of this, eny observed verietions in earnings 

among individuals are ettributed to différences in the amount of humen capital 

the individuals possess. 

Alternatively, one could assume that rates of return very among individuals 

and that différent individuals heve différent innete ebilities depending on 

their personel attributes. Différences in retes of return could erise either 

from merket imperfections (diseriminetion and/or unequel opportunlties), or 

from différences in ebility that enable some individuals to make more efficient 

use of eccumuleted humen cepitel. Under the essumption thet humen cepital 

in time-equivelent units is homogeneous, Equation 3.1 may be rewritten as: 

Y, = a. + r.H., (3.2) 
1 1 1 1 
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where r is the rete-of-return to investment in human cepitel by the ith 

individuel, e. is the ith individuel's innete ebility, end H. is en index of 

the level of humen cepital in time-équivalent units. None of the terms on the 

right-hend side of Equetion 3.2 are observeble. Below we discuss proxies for 

e , r , end H. thet ellow Equation 3.2 to be operationalized. 

Investment in human cepitel requires the time of the investor es well as 

merket resources. Indeed it is often ergued thet time and the associeted 

foregone eernings ère the principel inputs into the production of humen capital. 

Thus, one can obtein a proxy for H besed on time in "schooling-equivelent" 

units spent on the eccxmiuletlon of H. We dénote such e proxy es, 

H = S. + ef (EX ), (3-3) 

where S. indicates time devoted to formai schooling and f(EX.) is time devoted 

to on-the-job treining whieh is a function of the years of expérience, and the 

e is a weight to allow for the possibility that thèse two types of 

investments ère substitutes in the lebor merket but et unequel ebsolute priées. 

The flow of ineome eccruing to innete ebility a. can be epproximeted es: 

â  = a„ + i a.Z.. + e. (3-4) 
1 0 E J ij i> 

J = 1 

where the Z 's are a séries of variables whieh eontrol for two types of 

variation. The first takes account of the fact thet two people with the semé 

innete ebility and human cepitel mey, in fect, receive différent ineome flows 

beceuse of merket imperfections such es diseriminetion or geogrephic segmentetion 

of lebor merkets. The second type of eontrol verieble ettempts to capture 

innete différences in such feetors es motivation, aggressiveness, risk aversion, 

end personel discipline. Note that the spécification in Equation 3.4 

indicates this effect has e rendom component e whieh veries ecross individuels. 

See footnote(s) on pege 47. 
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This error term is essumed to heve a zéro mean and constant varience. 

It cen be ergued thet the rete of return to human cepitel for the ith 

individual dépends on e number of feetors spécifie to the individuel. Thèse 

factors relate to either the individuel's ebility to make productive use of 

human cepitel in the labour market or to the aveilebility end opportunity 

costs of investment funds (broedly speaking, the demend for end suppiy of 

human cepitel investments for the ith individuel). Let this dependency be 

denoted es: 

K 
r. = Y + l Y, X., + u., (3.5) 
X o , , 'k ik 1 k=l 

where the X , 's dénote proxies for veriebles effecting the rete of return to 
(8) humen cepitel, the ŷ 's ère unknown narameters, and u. is a statistieal error 

(9) 
term with zéro meen end constent verienee. 

Thus, both the rate of return to humen capital end innete ebility ère 

considered to be random veriebles, and both contein a systematie component 

(whieh dépends on the level of certain variables) plus a rendom disturbence 

whieh veries from one individual to the next. By substituting Equations 3.3, 

3.4, end 3.5 into Equetion 3.2 end reerrenging terms, the model can be 

rewritten as: 

T K K 

where e. = e. + H. u. is a combined error term, X.„ = Z.. = 1 for ail i, and 
1 1 1 1 lO lO 

X = Oy . The derivetion end estimetion of Equetion 3.6 is discussed in 
K. K. 

deteil in Appendix B. 

See footnote(s) on pege 47, 
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The usuel human cepitel eernings Equetion 3.1 is e speciel eese of the more 

generel model in Equetion 3.6. The letter model ellows for différentiel retes 

of return to schooling end on-the-job treining (expérience) among groups of 

individuals in the sample with différent chereeterlstics such es ethnie 

beckground. To illustrate the différences between thèse two formulations, 

suppose there are only two types of individuels in the sample; those heving 

personel chereeterlstics and attributes denoted by Z . end X , and those 

heving personel characteristics and attributes denoted by Z . and X 

Holding constent the level of expereince et EX*, the reletionship between 

the dépendent variable (the logarithm of eernings) end the level of schooling 

implled by Equetion 3.6 is illustrated in Chart 3.1. The solid line 

represents the relationships for (sey) the first group where the slope is 

K J K 
Z Y, X,, and the intereept is Z a. Z. . + E A, X., f(EX*). The broken 

k=0 ^ 1 ^ j=0 ^ Ĵ k=0 ̂  ^^ 
K 

line represents the second group and the slope end intereept are E Yn̂ oi '̂̂ ^ 

K >^-° 
I a. Z,. + Z A X- f(EX*). For the simplet model in Equation 3.1, the 

j=0 J ^^ k=0 ^ "^^ 

resulting estimâtes would be e weighted everege of those for the two groups. 

A test of the hypothesis that thèse personal chereeteristics do not affect the 

rates of return to schooling emounts to e test of the null hypothèses thet 

Y = 0 for k = 1,2, ..., K. If Y, = 0 for k > 0, then Ŷ , is equivelent to the 
k K U 

rete-of-return to schooling in the usuel sensé associated with r in 

Equation 3.1. Similarly, a test of the hypothèses that personal ettributes 

do not effect the level of eernings independently of their effect through 

the human capital veriebles emounts to e test of the null hypothèses thet 

a. = 0, j = 1, 2, ..., J. Thus it is conceptuelly possible to test whether 

the simpler model in Equetion 3.1 or the more eleborete model in Equetion 3.6 

is the appropriate model. 

In the remeinder of this chepter, we discuss some of the problems 

eneountered with the approech outlined in this section. 
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Chart — 3.1 

Comparison of the Estimated Earnings Schooling Relationship for Two Groups 

Chart — 3.2 

The Problem of Estimation of Earnings Functions When Some 
Individuals do Not \Nork 

file:///Nork
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3.3. Some Shorteomings of the Humen Cepitel Model 

Two conceptuel problems of the humen cepital approech to individual ineome 

détermination are briefly discussed in this section. 

The first problem relates to the fact thet the conventional humen cepitel 

model is derived using the essumption that the individuel's objective is to 

meximize lifetime eernings end pièces no velue on leisure. Hence, the derived 

eernings équations related to potentiel rether then ectuel eernings (Blinder, 

1974, pp. 14-16). This reises e question regerding the eppropriete 

specificetion of the dépendent verieble in ceses where the individuel works 

other then full-time or full-yeer. If the logerithm of ennuel eernings is 

the dépendent verieble end the individual voluntarily chooses to work only 

pert-yeer or pert-tlme, then some eontrol for the amount of labor suppiy should 

be included. Annuel eernings equel the number of weeks worked multiplied by 

the average weekly wage rete. Teking logerithms results in E = LWW + LWR, 

where E, LWW, end LWR ère respectively the logerithm of ennuel eernings, weeks 

worked, end the weekly wege rete. Two specificetions for the dépendent verieble 

ère possible; the logerithm of ennuel eernings or the logerithm of the weekly 

wage rete. We report results for both specificetions, and when E was used as 

the dépendent verieble, LWW wes included es e eontrol verieble. 

The second conceptual problem relates to the fact thet in the treditionel 

derivetion of the humen capital earnings equetion for en individuel, it is 

essumed that the demend for the individuel's lebor services is infinitely 

elestie. While this may be en eppropriete essumption for the individuel, 

Osberg (1975) end Tinbergen (1975) heve noted that the distribution of earnings 

of ell individuels in society will dépend on the demend for the perticuler types 

of lebor reletive to their suppiy. For simplicity, essume there ère only two 

types of lebor, A end B. Ail workers ère identified as being one of thèse 

two types on the basis of their éducation, expérience, etc. At eny point in 

time, the derived demend for labor type A in e région will dépend on the 

industriel structure of the région, the demend for the products of the 

verious industries or firms in the région, the level of capital, end the 

wage rates for both lebor types. Similer consideretions apply to labor type B. 

The suppiy of the two types of labor in the région dépend on the distribution 
"S 

of the level of human cepitel among individuels end the two wege rates. 

See footnote(s) on pege 47. 
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Equilibrium will require thet the wege retes edjust so that the demend is equel 

to the suppiy for each of the two lebor types. Thus, the pettern of wege retes 

in a région will dépend on eggregete demend.characteristies of the région as well 
(12) 

as the lebor suppiy chereeteristics. Consequently, some edditionel 

veriebles, subsequently referred to es merket effects variables, were included 

in the spécifications to serve as eontrols for verietions of the oeeupetionel 

end industriel mix of the economy emong régions. The spécifie merket 

effects veriables included in the model are discussed in Chapter 4, but they 

include items such as the provineiel capital/lebor retlo in the industry of 

employment end veriebles to eontrol for région, type of communlty, end 

industry end occupetion of employment. The expended version of the model 

including the merket effects veriebles is subsequently referred to as the 

full model, and the spécification without them is referred to es the redueed 

model. 

3.4. The Meesurement of Lebor Force Expérience 

In the humen cepitel model, post-school investments in humen cepitel 

through on-the-job treining ère usuelly considered to be e function of the 

years of labor force expérience. Unfortunately, very few cross-sectionel 

data bases of the type used in this study include information on this 

crucial verieble. The standard procédure is to define potential labor-

force expérience for the individuel es the individuel's ege et the time of 

the survey minus the individuel's ege efter completion of school, where the 

letter quentity is epproximeted es years of schooling plus six. This 

potential expérience meesure is then used es e proxy for ectuel expérience. 

The cruciel essumption involved in this procédure is that the individuel 

hes worked continuously sinee leeving school. The essumption may be e 

reesoneble one for maies sinee they tend to heve e feirly strong commitment 

to the lebor force. Femeles, however, heve traditionally had e much more 
(13) tenuous ettechment to the lebor force. In perticular, 

they tend to leeve the lebor force after an initial period of 

See footnote(s) on pege 47. 
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post-schooling employment to give birth end reer ehildren. They mey résume 

lebor merket activity between ehildren once the lest-born is old enough to 

be cered for by someone else, if femily circumstances so require. More 

frequently, if they return to work et ell, they do so on e continuons besis 

et some junction efter their finel ehlld is regulerly ettending school or hes 

left home (Mineer end Poleeheek, 1974). During thèse hietuses in work 

ectivity they tend to ceese investing in humen cepitel whieh is rewerded by 

the lebor market, end such humen cepital es they aequired prier to dropping 

out of the lebor force tends to depreciete. Thus, for femeles, the meesure 

of potentiel work expérience used for mêles (ege minus years of formel 

schooling minus six) is an unsatisfectory proxy for actual work expérience. 

Consequently, we heve devised e method whieh cen be used to estimete lebor 

force expérience edjustments based on the number of ehildren a women hes hed. 

The procédure Involves two steges. The first stage involves the estimation 

of en eernings function of the type outlined above but whieh includes two 

edditionel veriebles : the number of ehildren ever born end the number of 

ehildren ever born squered. From thèse first stege estimetes it is possible 

to détermine the effect on predicted femele eernings of heving given birth 

to eny number of ehildren. It is then possible to solve for the increesed 

emount of labor force expérience required to offset the loss in earnings due 

to ehildbeering. This is interpreted es the "expérience equivelent" of the 

number of ehildren born to a women. This expérience equivelent is then used 

to edjust potential expérience to obtein e revised estimate of actuel 

expérience, whieh is âge minus yeers of formel schooling minus six minus the 

expérience equivelent. Thèse revised estimetes ère then used to re-estimete 

the eernings functions. This procédure is discussed in deteil in Appendix C. 

3.5. The Problem of Nonworking Individuels 

The semples used to estimete the models in this study heve been 

restrieted to those individuals who aetually worked in 1970 end consequently 

hed positive eernings. This procédure wes dicteted to some extent beceuse 

the dépendent verieble in the eernings functions wes the loeerithm of ennuel 

(or weekly) eernings, and the logarithm of zéro is undefined. Restricting 

the sample to individuels who worked, however, results in whet hes become 
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known es semple selectivity bias (Heckman, 1976b; Weles end Woodlend, 1977). 

The problem is that by restricting attention to only those individuels 

who work, there will be a tendeney to underestimate the return to économie 

attributes such es schooling. This is illustreted in Chert 3.2., where e 

number of hypothetieel observetions of earnings heve been plotted egeinst 
(14) the level of schooling. The solid line represents en ordinery leest-

squeres estimete of the reletionship between eernings end yeers of schooling 

when the semple hes been restrieted to the individuels with positive eernings, 

end the broken Une represents en estimete besed on the entire semple. It 

is cleer thet the estimeted "return to schooling" (slope) in the letter eese 

is much higher then in the former. It can be shown thet using ordinery 

leest squeres with the entire semple gives excessive weight to the non-working 

individuels end will resuit in en over estimete, wherees the restrieted sample 

results in en under estimete of the return to schooling. Cleerly the 

problem is more severe for females then for mêles sinee e much higher proportion 

of femeles do not work. Heckmen (1976b) end Weles end Woodlend (1977) discuss 

e number of estimetion procédures thet ère eppropriete. Unfortunetely we 

were not ewere of this problem until this study wes virtually completed. 

The spécifie data used in the study are discussed in the next chepter. 

See footnote(s) on pege 47. 
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FOOTNOTES 

(1) More specificelly, if X is e rendom verieble restrieted to positive velues 

( 0 < X <°°) end Y = inX is e normally distributed rendom variable, then 

X is seid to be lognormelly distributed, end the density function cen be 

denoted es: 

- ^ ' ^2/.„2• f(X) = (2Tro2x2)"=̂  exp {-(î.nX - y)^/20^} 

(2) Let X,,X„,...,X represent the eernings of the n récipients in the group. 
1 2 n _ n 

The meen of the logerithms is defined as Y = E S,n(X )/n, where In 
1=1 -"• 

dénotes the naturel logerithm. The géométrie meen is defined 

es the entilog of Y, or G = exp { E itn (X.)/n}. For the lognormel 
1=1 ^ 

distribution, G corresponds to the medien level of earnings whieh 

is defined as thet earnings level such thet exeetly 50% of the eernings 

récipients receive less then the medien earnings end 50% receive more 

then the medien. In other words, it is the earnings level in the "middle" 

of the distribution. It should be noted that unless ell eernings are 

exeetly equel, G will elweys be less than the arithmetic meen whieh is 
n 

defined es X = E X,/n. The reeson for this is thet the géométrie mean 

gives relatively more weight to low incomes than to high 

incomes. 

(3) Let Y = X-nX, where Y is e normal rendom verieble with populetion mean y 

and varience a ^ . Then the populetion meen of X (i.e., the expected value 

of X is given as y = exp {y + èo^} while the populetion medien is 
X *̂  y y , 

M = exp {y }, and the populetion mode is M = exp {y - a^}. Thus, both 
e ^ y o ' ^ y y 

the erithmetic meen (whieh is en estiraetor of y ) end the mode of X dépend 

on the degree of dispersion (a^) es well es the level of Y. Interested 

reeders ère referred to Aitcheson end Brown (1969, Ch. 2) for more 

deteils. 
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(4) Intuitively, this cen be seen from the formule for ealeulating the varience 

whieh is defined es S^ = £ (ZnX. - Y)2/(n-l), where Y is the meen of the 
Y i=i 1 

logerithms of ineome. If everyone hes the same earnings i.e., 
2 _ X., = Xo = ... = X , then InX. = Y for ell 1 end S„ = 0. If everyone hes 

1 2 n i Y _ -̂  

incomes thet ère reletively close to the mean then (£nX. - Y) will tend 

to be smell for ell individuels end S,̂  will tend to be small. However, 

if some people heve very lerge eernings end others heve very small eernings 

reletive to the géométrie meen then some of the terms in the numeretor will 
2 

be lerge end S will tend to be lerge. 

(5) Following Aitchlson end Brown (1969, Ch. 2 end 11), and using the same 

notetion es in the preceding footnotes, the populetion verienee of X 

is given es o^ = (exp {o^} -l).exp {2y + o^} = 2̂,.̂ ^ where n = exp 

{a^} - 1 is the square of the coefficient of varietion. Note thet the 
y 

coefficient of veriation, a commonly used meesure of inequality, is en 

increesing function of the verienee of the logerithm end does not dépend 

on the meen. Similerly, the Gini eoncentretlon retlo (the area between 

the Lorenz eurve end the diegonel of complète equelity) is en increesing 

function of the verienee of the logerithms and is given es 
, ^ _ i 

C = 2F(a / / 2 ) _ 1, where F ( t ) = /_^ (2 ÏÏ) ^exp {-Z2/2] dZ i s the 
cumuletive probebility distribution of e stenderd random verieble. 

(6) Other distributions could be used of course. Metcelf (1972) used e 

three-peremeter distribution celled e displeced lognormel, while 

Thurow (1970) used the bete distribution to cherecterize ineome 

distributions in the United Stetes. 

(7) The spécifie veriebles included in Z..'s ère discussed in Chepter 4. 
ij ^ 

(8) The veriebles included in the X. 's end the justifIcetion for them are 

discussed in Chapter 4. 

(9) The derivetion of Equation 3.5 is discussed in détail in Appendix A. 
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(10) Some récent ettempts heve been mede to investigete the conséquences of 

relexing this essumption. See Blinder end Weiss (1974), Chez end 

Becker (1975), end Heckmen (1976a). 

(11) If the coefficient of LWW is restrieted to be equel to one, the 

specificetion with E as the dépendent verieble is equivelent to the 

specificetion with LWR as the dépendent verieble. Inclusion of LWW 

es e eontrol verieble cen resuit in e problem of simulteneity bies 

sinee weeks worked end ennuel eernings ère simulteneously determined. 

However, using LWR es the dépendent variable will resuit in a 

specificetion error if the coefficient of LWW is différent from one. 

Conceptuelly, the solution would be to estimate a system of équations 

whieh simulteneously explein weeks worked end the wege rete. We heve 

not ettempted this refinement beceuse of the diffieulty involved in 

doing it with the dete set used in this study (see Chepter 4). 

(12) Symbolicelly the demend for lebor of type k cen be denoted es 

D^ = G^(W^,W^, [K^.], [P..]), 

where W^ end W dénote the wege retes, [K..] is e vector with éléments 

representing the cepitel stocks of firm j in industry i, end [Pj.] is a 

vector of product priées reflecting final demend conditions. The suppiy 

of lebor of type k can be denoted as 

S^ = J^ (W^, W^ [H]), 

where [H] is a vector of human cepitel cherecteristics and other personal 

ettributes of the individuels in the région. Equilibrium requires thet 
k k S = D for k = A, B. Thus, the wege rates are simultaneously determined. 

Solving for the wege retes es functions of the exogenous veriebles results 

in redueed form equetions thet include human capital and other attribute 

veriebles from the suppiy side es well as indicetors of the level of 

eepitelizetion end industriel structure of the région from the demend side. 
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(13) For example, see the évidence on the médian number of years in the labor force 

by sex for différent ege-groups reported by Stetistlcs Cenede, (Cetelogue 

No. 13-557, Teble C). 

(14) Actuel eernings heve been plotted sinee the logerithm of zéro eernings 

for nonworkers is not defined. 

(15) We ère greteful to an anonymous reviewer of an earlier dreft of the study 

for drewing our ettention to this problem. 



CHAPTER 4 

THE DATA AND THE VARIABLES 

This study is based primarily on dete gethered from responses to the census 

long-form questionneire edministered in June 1971. Thèse dete were extrected from 

the Individuel File of the 1971 Census Publie Use Semple whieh represents a 1% 

semple of individuel Cenediens. The enelyses are besed on the subsets of mêles 

and femeles who setisfied the following criterie: 

(e) were older then 14 yeers in June 1971 ; 

(b) were either native-born Cenediens, or had immigrated to Cenede 

prier to 1971; 

(c) were not living in Prince Edwerd Islend, the Yukon or the Northwest 

Territories in June 1971; 

(d) were not unpeid femily workers during the lest week of Mey, 1971 

(if unemployed during that week, this stetus is determined by 

the job of longest duretion held sinee Jenuery 1, 1970); 

(e) had worked and hed positive employment ineome in 1970; 

(f) did not heve either weges end seleries or self-employment ineome 

in excess of $74,999 in 1970 (if both femele end living in the 

Meritime Provinces, the limit wes $49,999); end 

(g) hed reported both en industry of employment end en occupetion 

whieh could be identified. 

The resulting semple sizes were 54,168 mêles end 31,481 femeles. 

Dete on individuel cherecteristics were obteined from the Public Use Semple 

(hereefter referred to es the PUS). Other Stetistlcs Cenede dete, both published 

end unpublished, were used to construct veriables descriptive of work end 

schooling environments thet were not spécifie to individuals. 

A U of the veriebles employed in the enelyses were seleeted on the besis 

of the theoreticel model presented in the preceding chapter. They either directly 

represent one of the theoretical constructs developed there, or ère indirect or 

See footnote(s) on pege 68. 
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pertiel proxies for such e construct. With ell of its richness of veriables, the 

PUS es e dete base has e number of weeknesses whieh limit e reseercher's ebility 

to explein the verietion in individuel incomes. They effect both the choice of 

the enelyticel method used end the eccurecy with whieh the ectuel dete veriebles 

represent•the theoreticel veriebles in the model. In this regerd, the two most 

prominent weeknesses of the PUS ère first, the eategorical nature of certain key 

veriebles; end second, the questionable correspondence between the work ectivity 

producing the eernings reported end the work ectivity described by the dete. 

Concerning the former, the gross catégories in whieh weeks worked and hours-

usuelly-worked per week ère presented prevent the construction of wege-rete end 

lebor-supplied variables accurete enough to werrent the estimetion of simulteneous-

equation models. Concerning the latter, the information on individuels' 

occupetion, industry, cless of worker, end hours-usuelly-worked-per-week for the 
(2) 

most pert relete to the jobs held in the lest week of Mey, 1971, whereas the 

annuel eernings reported releted to 1970. The job held in Mey, 1971, mey not be 

the semé job thet produeed the bulk of the eernings in 1970, thereby introducing 

significent meesurement error into the enelysis. 

Due to the neture of the dete, many of the veriables used in the enelysis 

ère indicetor or dummy variables es opposed to continuons veriebles. Dummy 

veriebles ère essigned the velue of unity if the individuel belongs to e 

perticular category, and zéro otherwise. For example, a set of dummy variables 

was defined to account for the five régions of the country. Thus, if the 

individual wes living in the Meritimes, the meritime dummy wes coded one end 

the dummies for the other régions were coded zéro for thet individuel. Where e 

séries of dummy veriebles form en exheustive set of cetegories, one member of the 
(3) set must be excluded from the equetion for methemeticel reesons. Thus, only 

four dummy veriebles ère required to describe the five geogrephic régions. The 

coefficient of e perticuler dummy verieble is interpreted as the différence in 

the intereept for thet cetegory reletive to the excluded cetegory. Continuing 

with the région exemple, dummy veriebles were coded for the Meritimes, Québec, 

Onterio end the Preiries; British Columbia was the excluded région. Thus, the 

estimeted coefficient for the (say) Québec dummy is interpreted es the predicted 

See footnote(s) on pege 68. 
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différence in the dépendent verieble between Québec and British Columbia when ail 

other factors are held constant. Sinee it is always possible to dérive the set of 

coefficients thet would heve resulted from excluding the dummy for a différent 

category by simple arithmetic, the choice of whieh cetegory to exclude is erbitrary 

and this choice is normally made on the besis of expository convenience. 

The remeinder of this chepter is coneerned with e discussion of the 

basie variables used in the enelyses. For reedy référence ell the basic variables 

used in the study are listed in Appendix D with identifying notations and short 

définitions. Interection variables whieh are formed by multiplying basic variables 

together erennot discussed. 

4.1. Dépendent Veriebles 

Two dépendent veriebles are used in the enelyses throughout most of this 

study. The first, E, is the naturel logerithm of annual earned ineome - I.e., 

ineome from wages and seleries plus ineome from self-employment. Ineome from weges 

end seleries is gross (exclusive of déductions) and includes military pay end 

ellowances, tins, commissions and bonuses, end piece-rete reimbursement. Ineome 

from self-employment includes farm ineome (net of dépréciation and operational 

expenses) end ineome from business or professional practice (net of operationel 

expenses). The second dépendent veriable (LWR) is the neturel logerithm of the 

implicit weekly-wege rete. The implicit weekly-wage rate is the quotient of annuel 

eerned ineome and the number of weeks worked in 1970. Sinee the weeks worked 

appears in the PUS in a categorieel form (0, 1-13, 14-26, 27-39, 40-48, end 49-52 

weeks), it wes first converted to e continuons verieble by assigning to each 

category its midpoint value. Individuals who had not worked et ell in 1970 (i.e., 

for whom weeks worked wes coded as zéro) were excluded from the sample. 

An intersex comparison of earnings is undertaken in Chapter 7. Self-

employment earnings are excluded from the dépendent variable in that enelysis 

because one of the principal questions investigated is the extent of sex discrimi

nation in wages and seleries. Hence, ineome from self-employment wes excluded 

because self-employment earnings presumably would not reflect sex discrimination 

in the same way es wege end selary earnings. 
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4.2. Independent Veriebles 

For expository convenience, ell of the besic explenetory veriebles heve 

been grouped under three seperete heedings - personel attributes, merket effects, 

end humen-cepitel cherecteristics. It is recognized thet this texonomy mey not be 

entirely defensible on theoretical grounds. .̂Jhere the appropriateness of the group 

assignment of e particular verieble is open to question, the reader is asked to 

accept it as e metter of convenience. 

The personel ettributes end market effects veriebles correspond to the Z 

veriebles referred to in Chepter 3. In eddition, some of thèse veriables affect 

the accumuletion of humen cepitel or its rete of return, consequently they elso 

serve as X variables. Such joint use is indiceted where the particular variable 

is discussed. 

4.3. Personal Attributes Verieble 

4.3.1. Ethnie Group 

The set of ethnie groups used in the enelysis of maie earnings 

differs from that used for females. For the maies, nine dummy veriebles were de

fined for 10 groups from the Ethnie or Culturel Group Field so as to represent the 

ethnie origin groupings most likely to explein différences in individuel eernings. 

The concern hère is to capture major différences in culturally Imbued lebor-

merket behaviour end foci of lebor-market discrimination, and not simply to 

list the numerically most importent Cenedien ethnie groups. The cetegories em

ployed in the maie enelysis ère individuels cleiming the following descent: French 

(ETHl); Negro or West Indien (ETH2); North Européens - Austrian, Finnish, Germen, 

Dutch or other Scandinavien (ETH3); East Européens - Czeeh, Hungerien, Polish, 

Russien, Slovek, or Ukrenien (ETH4); Italien (ETH5); Jewish (ETH6); Orientel -

Chinese or Jepenese (ETH7); Native Indian (ETH8); Other and Unknown (ETH9) . 

British Isles ancestry is the excluded category. 

For femeles, thèse 10 catégories were aggregated into five groups: 

British, French and North European were left unehanged. The East Européen, Itelien, 

end Jewish groups were combined to form e group celled Eest and South European. 
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The Negro-West Indian, Orientel, Netive Indien end Other end Unknown grouns were 

combined into a group ealled Other. 

Besides heving e direct effect on eernings, thus being emong the Z's re

ferred to in Chepter 3, thèse Ethnie dummies ère assumed to indirectly affect 

eernings by effecting the rates of return to schooling end expérience. As such, 

they ère elso included emong the X's. 

4.3.2. Meritel Stetus 

It seems reesoneble to expect that being married and thus heving a 

femily, es opposed to being single, motivetes e maie to increase his earnings. For 

e femele, marriage mey reduce the need for eernings reletive to thet of a single 

female. On the other hand, it is not clear whether being widowed, divoreed or sepe-

reted is likely to increese or decrease the need for eernings beceuse of the pos

sible présence of ehildren on one hend, end insurence or elimony peyments on the 

other. In order to cepture thèse motivetionel effects associeted with marital sta

tus, the PUS Meritel Stetus codes were grouped into two dummy veriebles - currently 

merried (MSI), end currently widowed, divoreed or sepereted (MS2), leeving never-

merried es the excluded cetegory. An ever-merried category (EM) is also used in 

connection with females. 

Being the heed of e femily unit end heving the économie responsibilities 

essoeiated with it, mey not be uniquely defined by the intersection of sex end 

mertiel stetus. Widowed, divoreed or sepereted persons mey or mey not heve un-

married ehildren living with them. Single men or women may heve their neturel 

ehildren, or e guerdienship ehlld or werd under 21 yeers-of-age living with them. 

In order to cepture the motivetion for eernings essoeiated with thèse sorts of de

pendency situations, e dummy verieble (HH) thet takes the value of unity if en 

individual is the heed of e census femily, end zéro otherwise, wes elso used in the 

enelyses. 

The timing of merriege is likely to heve e significent effect on educe-

tional atteinment and consequently, on observed eernings. Particularly for a maie, 

getting merried is likely to increese the opportunity cost (or disutility) of time 
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(4) 
devoted to educetion. Merried individuels would continue formel schooling efter 

marriage only if it would yield a relatively high rate-of-return. Therefore, we 

might expect those who merried prier to the completion of their formel schooling to 

heve higher rates-of-return to schooling than individuals who married efter comple

tion of schooling. In order to cepture this phenoraenon, a dummy variable (MIS) was 

added to the analysis whieh takes the value of unity if the individuel's ege at 

first merriege (teken from the PUS field of thet neme) wes less then or equel to 

the yeers of schooling ettended plus six. MIS is clearly one of the variebles be-

longing in the X group, but sinee it might serve as a proxy for attributes heving e 

direct effect on eernings it is included emong the Z's es well. 

4.3.3. Bilinguel Abillty 

The abillty to speak both officiai lengueges (English and French), es 

opposed to only one of them, might well be expected to leed to higher eernings. For 

the French Cenedien historically, a knowledge of English has been required for 

access to higher peying jobs. More recently, the increesed insistenee by franco

phone Canadians on being served in their own languege end e public poliey meking the 

the Civil Service effectively bilingual, hes mede job edvancement of anglophones in 

e number of settings contingent on having a working knowledge of French. Further

more, the acquisition of additional languege skills in order to make oneself more 

marketeble can be viewed as being associated with motivetionel chereeteristics thet 

ultimately lead to higher earnings. In order to capture phenomena such es thèse, e 

dummy verieble (LN02) that is coded one if en individuel is eble to speak both 

English and French, end zéro otherwise, wes edded to the analysis. 

4.3.4. Migration 

Migration cen be viewed as a humen capital investment (Sjaested 1962). 

However, it can also be viewed in e more psychologieel end soeiologicel context. 

Individuals who pull up stakes and move to another country or to enother pert of 

the semé country cen be presumed to be more echievement oriented, end more inclined 

to eccept risk end uncertelnty then individuels who do not move. Achievement 

See footnote(s) on pege 68. 
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orientation end willingness to accept risk, ell other things equal, should lead to 

higher earnings. However, the newly arrived immigrent is likely to face linguistic 

and other culturel obstacles that tend to depress earnings. Over time, it can be 

expected that the immigrant will become increasingly assimileted into Cenedien 

society, resulting in en emelioretion of thèse difficulties end a conséquent rise 

in eernings (Porter, 1965, Chepter 2). 

Five dummy variables heve been used in the enelysis in en ettempt to cep

ture thèse conflicting effects of immigretion on eernings. One verieble, MIG, is 

essigned e unitery velue if e person wes living outside of Cenede in 1966. Another 

focuses on internai migration: IMIG is assigned a unitery velue if the individuel 

was living in a différent province or county within Cenede in 1966. Both MIG and 

IMIG are constructed from the PUS Résidence on June 1, 1966 Field. Another set of 

three veriebles, constructed from the Period of Immigretion Field, is used to 

differentiete between Cenedien- end foreign-born individuels end to indicate when 

immigration took place. If an individual immigrated to Cenede before 1946 the 

variable PIM is set equal to unity, if the immigration took place between 1946 and 

1960 the verieble PIM2 is set equal to unity, and if it took pièce between 1961 end 

1970 the veriable PIM3 is set equel to unity. Being Cenedian-born is the excluded 

category. 

4.3.5. Self-Employment 

Opportunlties aside, the personality traits that leed e person to prefer 

self-employment to being en employée mey tend to produce systematically higher or 

lower eernings. A préférence for being one's own boss could stem from being more 

enterprising, assertive, innovative or less risk aversive than persons who prefer 

to work for someone else. Thèse traits are normally associeted with higher 

eernings. Alternatively, individuals may choose self-employment because of the 

freedom of choice regerding hours of leisure associated with self-employment, whieh 

in turn might be expected to produce lower earnings. Either line of reasoning 

suggests the inclusion of a self-employment verieble (SE) in the explanatlon of 

earnings. SE is constructed directly from the PUS Class of Worker Field and is 

assigned the value of unity if the individual ovms the business (incorporated or 

unincorporated) in whieh he or she is employed, end it is essigned the value of 

zéro if the person works solely for wages, salary, tips or commission. The persona-
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lity traits associeted with self-emplo5anent cen be presumed to operate on eernings 

both directly, putting it in the cless of Z veriebles, end indirectly through the 

rates-of-return to human capital, meking it e cendidete for the cless of X 

veriebles es well. 

4.3.6. Lebor Supplied 

Annuel eernings cen be thought of es the product of e weekly-eernings 

rate and the number of weeks worked per ennum, end, in turn, the weekly-eernings 

rete cen be viewed as the product of an hourly-eernings rete end the number of hours 

generelly worked per week. Thus, verietions in the hours generelly worked per week 

end in the weeks worked per ennum as well as verietions in eernings retes will 

resuit in corresponding verietions in ennuel eernings. Sinee économie theory pre-

diets thet hours end weeks of lebor supplied will dépend, emong other things, on the 

corresponding hourly end weekly wege retes, e complète explenetion of ennual 

earnings should involve the simulteneous explenetion of the emount of lebor sup

plied end the wege rete. Unfortunetely, the form of the PUS dete does not ellow 

using simulteneous estimetion procédures. As en expédient to deal with this labor 

suppiy problem, dummy veriebles for the hours normelly worked per week ère intro-

dueed into both the weekly- and annual-eamings équations, and a continuons variable 

eontrolling for weeks worked is introdueed into the ennuel eernings equetion. 

Conceming the hours normelly worked per week, 35 to 44 hours is treeted 

as e norm: for persons working fewer hours e part-time-hours verieble (PTHRS) is 

coded one, end for persons working more than 44 hours en overtime hours verieble 

(OTHRS) is coded one. Sinee the Hours Usuelly Worked Field upon whieh thèse 

veriebles are besed refers to the week prier to enumeration (or for those unemployed 

during thet week, the job of longest duretion held sinee Jenuary 1, 1970), expéri

mentation wes performed with en eltemetive pert-time weeks verieble (T7"I1) besed on 

the 1970 Work Activity Field.^ ̂  

The weeks worked continuons verieble (LWW) is constructed from the caté

gories of the PUS Weeks Worked During 1970 Field in the following manner: 

See footnote(s) on page 68. 
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if 1-13 weeks, LWW = £n 7, 
if 14-26 weeks, LW = Jln 20, 
if 27-39 weeks, LWW = in 33, 
if 40-48 weeks, LW = £n 44, 
if 49-52 weeks, LTW = In 51. 

The logerithmie conversion is employed so es to be consistent with the dépendent 

verieble in the weekly wage rate earnings équations (LWR), whieh is equivelent to 

the différence between the logerithms of ennuel earnings and weeks worked (i.e., 

LWR = E - LWW). This specificetion ellows testing of the proposition implicit in 

the estimetion of the weekly-v7ege-rate model, that the coefficient of LW'J is unity 

in the ennuel eernings model. 

4.4. Market Effects Variebles 

4.4.1. L'ocetion 

Where lebor is less then entirely mobile geogrephicelly, shifts in lebor 

from low réel-wage areas to high real-wage arees will not eliminate inter-regional 

wage différentiels for given skill levels. Réel wage différentiels indueed by 

différences in the demend for lebor reletive to the suppiy within régional and 

local lebor merkets will tend to preveil for long periods of time. Even where 

perfect lebor mobility would tend to equelize reel-wege retes up to e cost of mig-

retion différentiel, différences in the emenities end costs of living essocieted 

with différent régions end sizes of communlty will prevent the reletive equaliza-

tion of nominel wege retes. 

Thus, geogrephic loeetion is likely to heve en independent effect on 

observed nominel eernings efter ell other feetors ère considered. Two sets of 

dummy veriebles ère used to cepture the effect of geogrephic location in the enely

sis, région end communlty type. Four régional dummies were constructed from the 

Geogrephic Code Field representing the commonly used regionel divisions of the 

country - the Meritime Provinces (REGI), Québec (REG2), Onterio (REG3), end the 

Prairie Provinces (REG4). British Columbie is used as a référence région. Commu

nlty type is described by three dummy variables taken directly from the Place of 

Résidence 1971 Field. Thèse veriebles are: urben eree of 30,000 persons or more 

(RESl); rurel non-ferm (RES2); end rural farm (RES3). The excluded cetegory is 

urben erees of less than 30,000 persons. 
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4.4.2. Occupetion 

The type of work people do is broedly described by their occupation. 

Movement between occupations is limited to a greater or lesser degree by the 

differing skill and knowledge requirements of each occupation, as v/ell as by e 

veriety of institutionel berriers such es licensing and certification requirements. 

Thus, both nationelly end loeelly, each occupation or group of releted oecupetions 

(es defined by required skills end knowledge) cen be viewed es constituting e dis

tinct labor submarket. Given the limitations to mobility between thèse sub-markets, 

systematie oeeupetionel différentiels in nominal earnings cen be expected to exist 

whieh reflect the differing demend situetions end conditions of work cherecterizing 

oeeupetionel submerkets. A set of 16 oeeupetionel dummy veriebles defined direct

ly from the PUS Oeeupetionel Field wes employed to capture thèse market effects 

nationelly, end e continuons verieble representing the interection of province end 

occupetion was employed to eontrol for différences in oceupational demend and con

ditions of work ecross the country. 

The oceupational dummies represent groupings of individual oecupetions 

thet ère reesonebly homogeneous with respect to the type of work performed. They 

are: Managerial, Administrative and Releted Oecupetions (OCl); Netural Science, 

Engineering end Methematics Occupations (0C2); Social Science end Releted Occupa

tions (0C3) ; Occupations in Religion (0C4); Teeching end Releted Oecupetions (0C5); 

Medicine end Heelth Oecupetions (0C6); Artistie, Literery, Recreetion end Releted 
/ON 

Oecupetions (0C7) ; Other Oecupetions (0C8); Sales Occupations (0C9) ; Service 

Occupations (OCIO); Occupations in Farming, Horticulture, end Animal Husbendry 

(OCU) ; Other Primery Occupations - fishing, hunting, trapping, forestry end 

mining (0C12) ; Processing Occupations (0C13); Occupations in Machining, Product 

Febrieetion, Assembling, end Repeiring (0C14); Construction Tredes Oecupetions 

(0C15); end Trensport Equipment Opereting Oecupetions (0C16). The excluded cete

gory consists of Clericel Oecupetions. 

The continuons veriebles used to cepture inter-regionel différences in 

lebor market conditions facing perticuler oecupetions ère the 1970 provineiel meen 

mêle end femele eernings preveiling for eech individuel's occupation in his or her 

See footnote(s) on page 68, 
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(9) 

province of résidence (WAGE). It should also be noted, that from the provineiel 

perspective WAGE cen be viewed e proxy for those supply-demend conditions whieh 

meke the occupation in whieh an individual is working either a high or low peying 

occupetion in the province of résidence. 

4.4.3 Industry 

The demand for a particular type of labor is a derived demend thet dé

pends upon the cherecteristics of the production proeesses whieh employ thet lebor, 

the priées of the outputs of those production proeesses (hence, the demand-supply 

conditions for those outputs), and the quantities of the other inputs used in those 

production processes. Oeeupetionel designetion should cepture some of thèse demand-

determining factors, région and communlty type should cepture others. The bulk of 

the remaining factors are likely to be essoeiated with the industry in whieh an 

individuel is employed. Therefore, e set of dummy veriables taken directly from 

the PUS Industry Field was added to the enelysis. Thèse veriebles ère: Agriculture 

(INI); Forestry (IN2); Fishing end Trapping (IN3); Mines, Milling, Ouarries, and 

011 Fields (IN4); Construction (IN5); Transportetion, Communication, and other 

Utilities (IN6) ; Trade (IN7); Finance, Insurance and Real Estete (IN8); Communlty, 

Business end Personel Services (IN9); end Public Administration and Defenee (INIO). 

Manufecturing serves es the excluded cetegory. 

This industriel texonomy is rether coarse. It lumps together what mey 

be very différent sorts of productive ectivities, whieh very from place to pièce in 

terms of the outputs they produce, end the input mixes they use to produce them. 

Therefore, the industry dummies were supplemented by en industry-province inter

ection in the form of e continuons verieble measuring the 1970 capitel-to-lebor 

retio of the industry of employment in the province of résidence (KLR). Besides 

being e convenient deviee for intereeting province end Industry, the effect of the 

cepitel-to-labor ratio on.earnings has a streightforwerd économie interpretetion. 

It will generelly be the eese thet the more cepital there is per worker in a perti

culer employment setting, the higher will be the worker productivity end consequent

ly the demend for lebor services, with the resuit that if other things ère equal, 

weges will be higher. 

See footnote(s) on pege 68. 
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Just es the cepitel intensity of the work setting is expected to effect 

worker productivity end eernings directly, it is elso expected to effect the pro

ductivity of on-the-job treining time (expérience). In order to teke eccount of 

such indirect effects on eernings KLR is combined with the expérience veriebles in 

interection terms. 

4.5. Humen Cepitel Characteristics 

4.5.1. Formel Educetion 

As discussed in the preceding chepter, individuels for the most pert 

eequire those skills end knowledge thet constitute their merketeble humen cepital 

either in school or on the job. This study employs a number of variebles to des

cribe the school-eequired humen cepitel en individual possesses. Dummy veriables 

ère used to describe broed renges of educetionel etteinment end whether this edu

cetion hed en ecedemie or vocetionel focus. Continuons veriebles ère used to mee

sure ectuel yeers of school ettended end quelity of schooling. 

The principel school etteinment verieble used in this study is YSCH. It 

is e continuons verieble whieh meesures yeers of schooling ettended end is con

structed from three PUS dete fields - Level of Schooling, Length of Course or 

Apprentieeship, end Pièce of Highest Grede of Elementary or Secondary School. For 

highest levels of schooling ettended below university a spécifie.number of yeers of 

school ettendence is essigned to eech code in the Level of Schooling Field es 

follows: 

No schooling YSCH = 0.0 yeers 
Below Grede 5 YSCH = 2.5 yeers 
Grades 5-8 YSCH = 6.5 yeers 
Gredes 9-10 YSCH = 9.5 yeers 
Grede 11 YSCH =11.0 yeers 
Grade 12 YSCH =12.0 years 
Grade 13 YSCH =13.0 years 

Sinee the number of yeers required for senior metriculetion end for e bachelor's 

degree veries by province, e more complex procédure is used to essign yeer velues 

to university levels of schooling atteinment. Différent YSCH velues ère assigned 

to a perticuler university level PUS code depending on the province in whieh the 

individuel wes essumed to heve ettended university, whieh wes essumed to be the 
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semé province where he or she ettended secondary school. The values essigned ère 

given in Teble 4.1. 

While this procédure is an attempt at greater eccuracy, it should be 

reelized many of the essigned velues are quite arbitrery. The sub-semple used in 

the enelysis could contein individuels with the semé university etteinment level in 

cohorts es much es 40 yeers epart. Over the years chenges heve occurred in most 

provinces' educetionel Systems with respect to yeers of school required for univer

sity admission and to earn a bachelor's degree. Provinces differ in their mix of 

three- and four-yeer degree holders end holders of edveneed degrees. Québec hes 

two distinct school Systems eech implying différent numbers of years of school at 

university levels of atteinment. Besides, university mey heve been ettended 

in e province ôther then the one where secondary school was ettended end edvaneed 

degrees obtained in yet e third province. Thus, eny set of yeers of schooling 

essignments such es thèse, besed on the codes in the PUS Level of Schooling end 

Pièce of Highest Grede of Elementary or Secondary School Fields, is likely to be in 

error for lerge numbers of individuals. The velues used in this study represented 

the best collective wisdom eveileble to the euthors as to what set of velues would 

be most representetive of the years of schooling for the products of each province 

or territory's school System. 

When it was indiceted thet en individuel hed completed e full-time voce

tionel course other then en epprentieeship, the velue of YSCH was increesed by en 

emount depending on the duretion of the course es indiceted in the Length of 

Course or Apprentieeship Field. YSCH wes Increesed by 0.3 years where the voce

tionel course wes 3-5 months long, 2.0 yeers where the course wes six months to 

three yeers long end 3.5 yeers where the course wes more then three yeers long. 

The PUS Level of Schooling Field elso serves es the besis for three vari

ables describing général levels of atteinment. The first of thèse veriables (HS) 

indicates that the highest level of schooling ettended wes Grede 9 through Grede 

13, thet is, high school; the second verieble (UN) indicates that the highest level 

ettended wes university. The excluded références cetegory for thèse two veriebles 

is not heving reeched Grede 9. A third dummy verieble (DEG) differentietes those 

See footnote(s) on pege 68. 
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TABLE 4.1. Velues Assigned to YSCH 

Number of yeers of university educetion 

3-4 yeers 3-4 yeers 5 or more 5 or more 
Loeetion 1-2 yeers without with without with 

degree degree degree degree 

Newfoundlend 

Prince Edwerd Islend 

Nova Scotie end 
New Brunswick 

Québec(1) end Onterio 

Menitobe, Sesketchewen, 
Alberte end Northwest 
Teritories 

12.0 

13.0 

13.0 

14.0 

14.0 

15.0 

15.0 

16.0 

15.0 

16.0 

15.5 

16.5 

16.0 

17.0 

17.0 

18.0 

17.0 

18.0 

18.0 

19.0 

13.0 15.0 15.5 17.0 18.0 

British Columbie end the 
Yukon(2) 

Outside Canada 

14.0 

13.0 

16.0 

15.0 

17.0 

16.0 

18.0 

17.0 

19.0 

18.0 

(1) The velues essigned individuels who completed secondary school in Québec 

based on the essumption thet students go from Grade 11 to a classieel 

collège for two yeers before enrolling in university. 

(2) For British Columbie end the Yukon senior metriculetion was essumed to be 

Grede 13 end thet e beehelor's degree required four years at university. 

Source: Based on discussions with University of Western Onterio Admissions 

Officers end personnel from the Educetion Lieison Brench of the 

Depertment of the Seeretery of Stete end Stetistlcs Cenede. 
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who ettended university, but did not receive e degree from those who did receive e 

degree. DEG is assigned a unit value where the individual hes e university degree, 

zéro otherwise. Having a university degree is expected to heve a positive effect 

on earnings over end ebove heving the equivelent yeers of schooling without e 

degree. This is populerly referred to as the "sheepskin effect". Although having 

e degree is expected to increase initial earnings levels, it is not clear whether 

this stems from the fect thet the degree serves es e merket signel for heving 

ettained specifled levels of compétence, or whether not heving e degree signels 

certein negetive personelity ettributes. 

The ebove veriables refer primarily to academically-oriented schooling. 

Two dummy veriebles based on the PUS Completed Full-Tlme Vocetionel Course end 

Length of Course or Apprentieeship Fields ère used to describe participetion in two 

différent types of strietly vocetionel treining progrems whieh ère not registered 

in the Level of Schooling Field. The first (COL), is coded unity to indieete com

pletion of a voeational treining course, other then en epprentieeship course, of 

three months or longer duretion. It is hoped thet this verieble would cepture the 

eernings effects of heving ettended e program such as those offered by the Collèges 

of Applied Arts end Technology. The second verieble (V) indicetes enother sort of 

treining program: it is coded unity where the individual reported heving completed 

an apprentieeship course lesting six or more months. Apprentieeship courses ère 

essumed to be less treining-intensive per unit of time, end hence, require e longer 

duretion then other types of vocetionel progrems to heve en equivelent effect on 

eernings. There is no adjustment in the YSCH varieble for apprentieeship courses. 

Equal yeers of schooling will resuit in differing emounts of eccumuleted 

human capital depending on the inputs the student brings to the educetion process 

end on the inputs the school provides. In pert, et leest, the student-supplied in

puts should be captured by some of the personal ettribute veriebles elreedy des

cribed. A continuous schooling quelity veriable (SQ) was used to eontrol for dif

férences in school-supplied inputs. This varieble meesures in constent 1971 dollers 

the opereting-expenditures-per-student-enrolled in the province and meesures for 

the vintage year in whieh the individual ettended the highest level of elementary 

or secondary school. The province wes identified from the PUS Place of Highest 

Grede of Elementary or Secondary School Field. The vintage yeer wes computed from 
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(12) 
the PUS Age Field end yeers of schooling verieble YSCH discussed ebove. The 

ennuel séries of opereting-expenditure-per-student-enrolled for each province were 

constructed by piecing together historical provineiel current opereting expenditure 

llmei 
(14) 

(13) end enrollment dete. The ennuel cost dete were converted to 1971 constent 

dollers, 

The school quelity verieble wes assigned a velue of zéro for ail indivi

duals who did not attend school. However, beceuse of dete uneveilebility, it wes 

elso essigned e zéro velue for individuels whose Pièce of Highest Elementery or 

Secondery School wes the Northwest Territories, the Yukon, or Outside Cenede. To 

differentiete between non-school ettendanee and leck of date, e dummy verieble (SQD) 

wes used. This verieble wes coded one for individuels who ettended school but for 

whom school quality data were not eveileble. 

4.5.2. Expérience 

Merketeble humen cepitel aequired on the job is expected to increase with 

the amount of. work expérience en individuel hes etteined. The census questionneire 

did not inquire ebout en individual's ectuel work expérience. However, e potential 

expérience varieble cen be constructed whieh should serve as e reesonebly good 

proxy for ectuel expérience where work ectivity is feirly continuous efter the 

terminetion of formai schooling. This potentiel expérience verieble (EX) is com

puted es the individuel's ege less the number of yeers of schooling ettended (YSCH), 

less 6. The squere of this verieble (EE=EX ) is elso used in the enelysis. It 

is employed es e deviee for ellowing on-the-job eecumuletion of humen cepital, and 

hence eernings, to increese at e non-constent rete with edditionel expérience 

(Mineer, 1974). 

While this potential expérience verieble is e reesoneble proxy for ectuel 

work expérience where work ectivity is feirly continuous, es is generelly the eese 

with mêles, it is less eppropriete for femeles whose work ectivity is frequently 

interrupted by the demands of family life - namely bearing and reering ehildren. 

In this regard the birth of a child signais e hietus in e femele's work ectivity. 

The length of this hietus will very with how eerly preceding pregnency she leeves 

See footnote(s) on pege 68. 
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work, end how lete in the process of child reering, if ever, she returns to work. 

Thèse ebsences from work cen be expected to heve e significent effect on e woman's 

earnings. During thèse periods she is not ecquiring edditionel humen cepitel 

through on-the-job treining, end furthermore, the humen cepitel she hes elreedy 

ecquired is deprecieting from leck of use. Therefore, two continuous veriebles 

derived from the PUS Number of Children Ever Born Field ère used to eugment the 

potentiel expérience veriebles in the enelysis of femele eernings. The first of 

thèse is simply the number of children ever born (NCB), end the second is the number 

of ehildren ever born squared (NC2). The squered term is introdueed to ellow the 

effect of en additional child on work expérience, and hence on eernings, to very 

with the number of children the women hes elreedy had. Thèse variebles are used to 

make edjustments in the potentiel work expérience veriebles using e two-stege pro

cédure outlined in Chepter 3 end Appendix C. 
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FOOTNOTES 

(1) The estimâtes of the maie earnings équation presented in Chepter 5 were 

besed on e 1 in 6 subsemple of the mêles setisfying the sélection criterie. 

This sempling retio wes seleeted beceuse it would produce e subsemple of 

epproximetely 10,000 observetions, whieh wes the lergest semple size thet 

could be conveniently hendled by the procédure used to estimete the mêle 

eernings equetions. The grephs in Chepter 2 ère based on the entire sample. 

(2) For those unemployed during thet week, thèse cherecteristics describe the 

job of longest duretion in 1970. Several différent jobs may heve been held 

during thet yeer whieh effect eernings but whieh heve not been doeumented 

(3) The reeson is thet it is not possible to obtein e unique set of parameter 

estimâtes unless at least one cetegory is excluded from eech set of cete

gories . 

(4) Of course, e working spouse could be en othervrise uneveileble source of 

finenciel essistance tending to increase educetionel etteinment by reducing 

the opportunity cost of funds. 

(5) This field differentietes between full- end part-time weeks only, not 

ellowing the construction of a corresponding over-time verieble. 

(6) Individuels who hed not steted their occupetion were excluded from the sub-

semples used in the enelysis. 

(7) For en explenetion of the oeeupetionel clessification system used in con-

structing thèse groupings see Stetistlcs Cenede (Cet. No. CS12-536). 

(8) This cetegory is composed of meteriels hendling end releted oecupetions, 

other crefts end equipment opereting oecupetions (lergely in printing end 

utilities) end oecupetions not elsewhere clessified. 
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(9) Explicit interection of eech oeeupetionel cetegory with eech province would 

produce en unmenegeeble number of veriables. One hundred end forty-four 

edditionel veriables would be required. Values for the WAGE varieble were 

teken from Stetistlcs Cenede (Cetelogue No. 94-769, Vol. III - Part 6). 

(10) The capital stock figures were constructed from unpublished 1970 mid-yeer 

net fixed cepitel stock dete for eech industriel cetegory by province, in 

current dollers, obteined from the Capital Stock Section, Construction 

Division of Statistics Canede. Employment dete ère from Stetistlcs Cenede 

(Cetelogue No. 94-747, Vol. 3 - Pert 4). 

(11) The French educetionel system wes used to essign velues to YSCH for students 

edueeted in Québec. 

(12) The following formule wes used to epproximete the vintege yeer: 

Vintege = (1970 - AGE + 6 + YSCH/2), rounded off to the neerest whole yeer. 

(13) The source of thèse deta was the Education Division of Stetistlcs Cenede. 

For certein provinces in certein years thèse dete were not reported; in thèse 

instences interpoletion wes used to fill in the geps. 

(14) Historical costs were infleted to constent 1971 dollers using Stetistlcs 

Canede's Implicit Priée Defletor for Expenditures on Consumer Goods end 

Services. The Implicit Priée Defletor wes extended beck beyond 1926 by 

splicing the Wholesele Price Index for ail Consumer Goods onto it. 

(15) If this différence is negetive, EX is set equel to zéro. Coneeivebly this 

method of constructing potentiel expérience could produce ebsurd results 

for the very young with little schooling. But given provincial mandetory 

school attendance requirements end the point system used for immigrent 

entry, instences of this are very infrequent in the sample. 





CHAPTER 5 

THE EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF MALE EARNINGS 

5.1. Introduction 

Three differently specifled eernings equetions were estimeted for mêles. 

Two of thèse use the neturel logerithm of ennuel eernings (E) es the dépendent 

verieble, the other uses the neturel logerithm of the weekly-wage rate (LWR). One 

of the annuel earnings équations, the full model, employs the complète set of 

explenetory veriebles—personel ettributes (including the netural logerithm of weeks 

worked, LWW), humen cepitel chereeteristics, end merket effects. The other ennuel 

eernings equetion, the redueed model, includes ell of thèse semé veriables except 

for the market effects veriebles. The weekly-wege rete equetion conteins the semé 

explenetory veriebles es the redueed ennuel eernings model, but excludes the 

logerithm of weeks worked whieh is implieitly pert of the dépendent verieble (LWR = 

E - LWW). This model is subsequently referred to es the wege-rete model. 

A U three models were estimeted with the meximum likelihood procédure 

outlined in Appendix B. Coefficient estimetes for ell three models ère presented 

in Appendix E. The discussion in this chepter is restrieted to e discussion of the 

principel implicetions of the coefficients. The coefficients of the full model ère 

discussed in deteil in Appendix E. 

A stetisticel test of the hypothesis that the redueed model is the correct 

model was rejected et the 0.1% significenee level. This suggests thet market 

effects variebles do, in fect, contribute significently to the explenetion of ennuel 

eernings over end ebove whet is expleined by the personel ettribute end humen cepi

tel veriebles. On the other hend, e test of the hypothesis thet humen cepitel end 

personel ettribute veriebles contribute nothing to the explenetion of individuel 

eernings efter merket effects heve been included in the model wes also rejected at 

the 0.1% significenee level. In other words, the humen cepitel end personel 

attribute veriebles contribute significently to the explenetion of individuel 

eernings even when such veriebles es industry, occupetion, région, end everege 

oeeupetionel wege rete, heve elreedy been included in the model. 
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It wes indiceted in Chepter 3 thet if the estimeted coefficient of the 

logerithm of weeks worked (LWW) is restrieted to equel one in the ennual earnings 

model, this model would be exeetly equivelent to the wege rete model. However, 

both ennuel earnings models were estimeted without restricting the coefficients of 

LWW, end the resulting estimeted velues were 0.85 end 0.83 for the redueed end full 

models respectively. Sinee both of thèse coefficients were significently less then 

unity, this implies thet ennuel eernings increese less then proportionetely with 

weeks of work. In other words, those individuals who work less than e full yeer 

tend to receive e higher weekly wege rete then those who work e full yeer. This 

possibly reflects e weekly wege rete premium for workers in seesonel employment, 

or possibly e beckwerd-bending labor suppiy phenomenon. 

However, in spite of the fact that the estimeted coefficient of LWW wes 

significently less then one in the redueed ennuel eernings model, the corresponding 

coefficient estimetes for ell other veriebles in the redueed ennuel earnings end 

weekly wege rete models were virtuelly identicel.(i) This implies thet feetors 

such es ethnie group, level of schooling, etc., affect weekly eernings end 

ennuel eernings in e very similer wey. Thus, the discussion in the remeinder of 

this chepter is lergely restrieted to the full end redueed ennuel eernings models. 

The coefficients of the regionel veriebles ère ell significent end their 

megnitudes indieete thet, ceteris peribus, eernings ère highest in British Columbie, 

followed by Onterio, the Preirie Provinces, Québec, end the Maritime Provinces, in 

that order. Thèse significant coefficients support the proposition that efter one 

hes controlled for interpersonel différences in lebor productivity es well es 

différences in industriel end oeeupetionel demend, lebor suppiy does not edjust so 

as to equelize nominel earnings. Thèse différences mey reflect regionel cost-of-

living différences, interregionel eernings différences thet ère not sufficient to 

warrant migration, or interrégional lebor immobility. 

The coefficients for the communlty type veriebles indieete e significent 

reletionship exists between communlty type end eernings. After eontrolling for ell 

other effects, eernings were highest for those individuels living in urben areas 

See footnote(s) on page 88. 
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with 30,000 or more populetion, followed in deereesing order by individuels living 

in urben arees with populetion less then 30,000 people, rurel ferm communities, end 

rurel non-ferm communities. 

None of the migretion veriebles turned out to heve significent coeffi

cients, whieh implies thet efter one hes controlled for feetors such es ethnie 

group, occupetion, industry, schooling, expérience and hours of work, récent 

internai migretion end period of immigretion from other countries heve no signi

ficent résiduel effect on eernings. 

The remeinder. of this chapter is devoted to en exeminetion of the feetors 

effecting eernings levels observed emong mêles belonging to the verious ethnie 

groups in the Cenedien populetion, end to e général analysis of the components of 

eernings inequelity observed among ail mêles. 

5.2. Ethnie Group Eernings Levels 

The ege-eernlngs profiles presented in Chepter 2 (Chert 2.2) show merked 

différences in the level (géométrie meen) of eernings by ege received by members of 

the verious ethnie groups. In terms of the models used in this enelysis, thèse 

différences cen erise from différences in the levels of end/or retes-of-return to 

humen capital as measured by years of schooling end expérience, or from other 

feetors not releted to humen cepitel. Teble 5.1 indieetes the everege years of 

schooling and expérience of mêles in eech ethnie group es v;ell es their 

géométrie meen eernings levels. The Jews heve by fer the highest mean earnings. 

They elso heve the highest level of éducation end the second highest level of 

expérience. At the other end of the speetrum, Netive Indians heve by fer the lowest 

meen eernings end the lowest level of educetion. This group renked fifth in terms 

of expérience.(2) 

The Negro/West Indien group has by far the lowest level of expérience end 

the second lowest eernings level.. They heve, on the other hend, the second highest 

level of educetion. This peredoxieel finding es well as what appeer to be 

See footnote(s) on page 88, 



TABLE 5.1. Levels of and Marginal Rates of ReCurn to Schooling and Expérience and Earnings by Ethnie Group 

Full model 

Ethnie 
group 

Percent of 
sample 

Mean 
years of 
schooling 

Mean 
years of 
expérience 

Géométrie 
mean 
earnings 

Rate of return 
to schooling 

Rate of return 
to experience(l) 

Redueed model 

Rate of return 
to schooling 

Rate of return 
to experienee(l) 

French 

Negro/West Indian 

North European 

East 
European 

Italian 

Jewish 

Oriental 

Native Indian 

Other, unknown 

British 

(3) 
Weighted average 

25.7 

0.3 

11.4 

6.1 

3.9 

1.6 

0.8 

0.7 

4.1 

44.6 

9.41 

11.64 

10.41 

10.12 

8.24 

12.21 

11.35 

7.31 

10.15 

10.85 

10.24 

21.67 

15.27 

21.92 

24.06 

23.01 

23.69 

20.13 

21.72 

20.66 

22.11 

22.08 

4,447 

4,105 

4,470 

4,629 

5,014 

5,597 

4,402 

2,465 

4,817 

4,770 

4,749 

4.27 

(2) 

4.44 

4.83 

4.40 

5.99 

4.82 

1.07 

4.03 

5.82 

5.02 

0.44 

(2) 

0.45 

0.28 

0.12 

1.73 

1.09 

-1.03 

1.11 

0.72 

0.60 

5.16 

(2) 

5.64 

6.20 

4.62 

6.61 

7.28 

1.38 

4.65 

7.47 

6.28 

0.98 

(2) 

0.98 

0.78 

0.37 

2.32 

1.75 

- .05 

1.50 

1.31 

1.14 

(1) Evaluated at the average expérience level for the ethnie group. 

(2) The calculation for the Negro/West Indian group are based on only 27 observations. Sinee some of the results seem to be unreasonable, 

this group has been dropped from subséquent discussion and analysis. 

(3) Excludes the Negro/West Indian group. 

Source: Computed from Tables E.2 and E.3 and Public Use Sample Tape. 
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unreesoneble schooling end expérience coefficients estimeted for this group ère 

probebly ettributeble to the fect thet the estimeted for this group ère probebly 

ettributeble to the fact thet the Negro/West Indien group conteined only 27 

observetions. Beceuse of this, end e perticuler concern ebout meesurement error 

releting to the Negro end West Indien cetegories, this group is excluded from ell 

subséquent interpretetive analysis end discussion. 

The simple eorreletion between everege educetion level end géométrie mean 

eernings is 0.59 ecross ethnie groups, end between everege expérience level end 

géométrie mean eernings it is 0.36. 

The rete-of-return to schooling and expérience computed for eech ethnie 

group from the coefficients estimated for the full and redueed models ère elso 

presented in Teble 5.1.(-̂ ^ The rete-of-return-to-schooling figures for the verious 

groups indieete the pereentege increese in eernings thet en everege individuel in 

the group could expect from heving one edditionel yeer of schooling. For exemple, 

for mêles of French descent, the full model estimete indieetes thet there would be 

en increese of 4.27% in eernings for eech edditionel yeer of schooling, ceteris 

peribus. The eompereble estimete for the redueed model is 5.16%. 

The retes-of-return to schooling reported in Teble 5.1 ère for individuels 

who did not perticipete in en epprentieeship progrem end who did not merry prier to. 

eompleting school. For ell groups, the figures for individuels who merried prier to 

eompleting school should be edjusted upwerds by edding 3.50 to the full model end 

3.74 to the redueed model. Similer edjustments should be mede for ell individuels 

who perticipeted in epprentieeship treining progrems by subtrecting 1.24 end 1.40 

from the full end redueed model figures respectively. The positive edjustment for 

merriege prier to school completion is consistent with the hypothesis suggested in 

Chapter 4 thet, given the increesed opportunity cost of funds for married maies, 

schooling will be undertaken efter merriege only if it has en "ebove everege" rete-

of-return. The lower retes-of-return to schooling for individuels with epprentiee

ship treining indieete thet the spécifie treining involved in epprentieeship progrem 

tends to reduce the économie velue of formel educetion. 

The figures for rete-of-return to expérience presented in Teble 5.1 heve 
(4) 

en interpretetion similer to those for schooling. Unlike the schooling figures. 

See footnote(s) on page 88, 
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however, the rates-of-return to expérience are not constant but décline with eech 

additional year of expérience. The figures reported in Table 5.1 heve been computed 

using eech group's everege expérience levels. Thus, for exemple, e typicel mêle in 

the French group with the group's everege level of expérience cen expect to get en 

ineome increase of 0.44% for an edditionel yeer of expérience besed on the full 

model estimete. The eompereble estimete for the redueed model is 0.98%. The return-

to-experience figures reported in Teble 5.1 heve been computed for individuels who 

did not merry prier to eompleting school, were not self-employed, did not pertici

pete in en epprentieeship progrem, end did not ettend high school or collège. The 

effects of thèse feetors on the experience/eernings profile end, consequently, on 

the rete-of-return to expérience dépends on the level of expérience. However, 

individuels who ettended school efter merriege, hed epprentieeship treining, or 

ettended high school or university tend to heve higher pereentege increese in 

eernings per edditionel yeer of expérience during eerly yeers of work, but thèse 

pereentege increeses tend to deereese reletively more quickly with lebor force 

expérience. Individuels who obteined e university degree heve higher pereentege 

retes of increase in eernings per yeer of expérience then non-degree-holders 

throughout their working life. Self-employed individuels, on the other hend, will 

get lower pereentege increeses in eernings in eerly yeers reletive to individuels 

working for weges or salaries.^ ' 

The retes-of-return to schooling es meesured by the redueed model ère 

higher than those measured by the full model for ell nine of the ethnie groups. 

The weighted average rete-of-return to schooling in the full model is 5.02%, 

wherees in the redueed model it is 6.28%, the letter being 25.1% higher then the 

former. The rete-of-return to expérience for each ethnie group computed 

from the redueed model is also higher then thet computed from the full model. The 

weighted everege rete-of-return evelueted et the overell everege expérience level 

implies e 0.60% increase in earnings per year of expérience in the full model, end 

1.14% increese in eernings per yeer of expérience in the redueed model, the letter 

being 90.0% higher then in the full model. Atteining more educetion or expérience 

mekes it possible to obtein jobs in higher peying oecupetions end industries. Thus, 

the inclusion of oeeupetionel and industriel eontrol veriebles lowers the observed 

retes-of-return to schooling end expérience sinee thèse ettributes of human cepitel 

See footnote(s) on pege 88. 
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ère no longer picking up the job shifts eccompenying educetion end expérience 

increeses. 

Compering ethnie groups in Table 5.1 it is epperent thet groups 

with high merginel retes-of-return to schooling elso tend to heve high everege 

levels of schooling. The merginel retes-of-return to schooling by ethnie 

group ère plotted egeinst everege level of schooling by ethnie group for 

the redueed model in Chert 5.1. The simple eorreletion between the two is .83 

for the redueed model end .87 for the full model. It eppeers thet individuels in 

groups with higher retes-of-return to schooling respond by ecquiring higher levels 

of schooling, end vice verse. The net effect of this is that the intergroup 

varietion in the level of schooling ettended end its rete-of-return reinforce 

eech other in contributing to the eernings différentiels observed emong the ethnie 

groups. 

Whet is not obvions, however, is why the retes-of-return differ so merked-

ly emong the groups, verying from 1.38% for Netive Indiens to 7.47% for the British 

(besed on the redueed model). Thèse rete-of-return différences could erise from any 

one or more of the following différences emong the ethnie groups: différen

tiels in motivetion for, or skills et, learning; différences in the quality of 

school ettended;^ ' end différentiels in motivetion or skills releting to the use 

mede of ecquired humen cepitel in eerning ineome. A U of thèse différences ère 

essocieted with lebor supplied. It is elso possible thet différentiel retes-of-

return ère due to demend-side phénomène, nemely reciel end ethnie diseriminetion 

prectieed by employers. 

From the poliey stendpoint, it is interesting to compère the reletive 

importence of différences in levels of schooling end expérience, différences in 

retes-of-return, end résiduel ethnie effects in expleining eernings différen

tiels emong the verious groups. Teble 5.2 shows the effects on the ethnie 

groups' earnings levels of changing the levels of schooling and expérience to the 

across-group everege level while holding constent the rates-of-return et their 

ectuel levels; of chenging retes-of-return to the ecross-group everege rate-of-

See footnote(s) on pege 88. 
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Chart — 5.1 

Redueed Model Rates-of-return to Schooling Versus Years of 
Schooling by Ethnie Group 

Return to schooling 

8 

Return to schooling 

8 

Native Indian 

• 

• Italian 

0 French 

British • 

• East European 

• Oriental 

• North European 

• Other and Unkn Dwn 

• Jewish 

10 11 

Years of schooling 

12 13 14 

Source: Table 5.1 



TABLE 5.2. Pereentage Différences in Earnings by Ethnie Group for Alternative Combinations of Rates of Return and Levels of Schooling and 

Expérience 

Ethnie 
group 

French 

North European 

East 
European 

Italian 

Jewish 

Oriental 

Native Indian 

Other, unknown 

British 

Ethnie 
dummy 
(1) 

20.4 

9.7 

- 7.3 

41.1 

-34.3 

-13.0 

53.2 

7.5 

-16.1 

Own rates, 
average 
levels 
(2) 

- 4.7 

8.9 

1.1 

- 8.9 

17.1 

- 4.9 

- 4.0 

- 2.4 

4.6 

Redueed Model 

Average 
rates , 

own levels 
(3) 

-23.5 

- 9.5 

9.7 

-31.4 

72.6 

20.8 

-56.0 

-11.8 

17.7 

Average 
rates and 
levels 
(4) 

-29.3 

- 8.7 

11.0 

-43.0 

86.8 

25.4 

-74.8 

-14.1 

21.6 

Total of 
average 
and dummy 
(5)=(l)+(4) 

- 8.8 

1.1 

3.7 

- 2.0 

52.5 

12.5 

-21.7 

- 6.5 

5.5 

Ethnie 
dummy 
(6) 

16.8 

11.9 

- 6.1 

21.3 

-43.0 

- 1.2 

54.6 

- 4.5 

-11.6 

Own rates. 
average 
levels 

(7) 

- 3.7 

0.7 

- 0.2 

- 8.7 

14.8 

- 3.4 

- 2.8 

- 1.8 

3.6 

Full Model 

Average 
rates , 

own levels 
(8) 

-18.7 

-10.1 

10.0 

- 6.3 

70.8 

9.3 

-63.9 

- 1.7 

12.4 

Average 
rates and 
levels 

(9) 

-23.2 

- 9.4 

10.5 

-25.9 

81.6 

13.6 

-78.9 

- 3.3 

15.5 

Total of 
average 
and dummy 

(10)=(6)+(9) 

- 6.4 

2.5 

4.4 

- 4.6 

38.6 

12.4 

-24.4 

- 7.7 

3.8 

(1) Thèse percentages were derived as 100(b, - SW.b.), where the b. are the estimated régression coefficients of the ethnie dummies and the 

W, are the proportion of the sample consisting of the ith ethnie group. Thèse numbers should be interpreted as the pereentage déviation 

of the géométrie mean ineome of the jth ethnie group from the overall géométrie mean that is not explained by the rest of the model. 

Source: Computed from Tables E.2 and E,3 and Public Use Sample Tape. 
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return while holding constant levels of schooling end expérience et their ectuel 

levels; end of chenging both the levels end the retes-of-return to the ecross-group 

everege level end rete. Finelly, the teble shows the pereentege devietlon of eech 

group's meen eernings from the ecross-group meen of eernings thet is explained 

by the ethnie dummy verieble efter eontrolling for humen cepitel end ell other 

feetors. 

The interpretetion of the entries in Teble 5.2 is es follows for the 

redueed model. Members of the French group tend to heve a géométrie mean ineome 

whieh is 20.4% ebove the overell everege after eontrolling for ell other effects. 

An individuel with French retes-of-return to schooling end expérience end the French 

levels of schooling end expérience would receive 4.7% less then en individual with 

French retes-of-return end ecross-group average levels of schooling end expérience. 

In other words, the "below everege" levels of schooling end/or expérience of the 

French group "eccount" for this group heving en eernings level 4.7% below whet it 

otherwise would be. On the other hend, en individuel with French retes-of-return 

end French levels of schooling end expérience would receive 23.5% less then en 

individuel with ecross-group everege retes-of-return and French levels. Thus, the 

"below average" rates-of-return of the French group resuit in 23.5% lower earnings. 

An individual who had French levels end retes would receive 29.3% less than an 

individuel with both ecross-group everege levels of end retes-of-return to schooling 

end expérience. Finelly, the "typicel French Individuel" defined by the French 

dummy verieble es well as French levels end retes-of-return is predicted to receive 

8.8% less then the overell everege es e conséquence of "being French", ell other 

things held constent. This pereentege cen be interpreted es the reletive net effect 

of French ethnieity on eernings. The interpretetions of the entries in the right 

helf of the teble for the full model ère identicel. 

Compering columns (2) with (3) end (7) with (8), it is epperent from both 

the full end redueed models thet différentiel retes-of-return ère fer more importent 

in expleining inter-ethnie group différences in eerned ineome then ère différences 

in levels of schooling end expérience. Thus, it appeers thet the intergroup 

différences in skill production and/or imperfections in merkets for the skills 
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produeed by schooling end expérience resuit in intergroup différences in retes-of-

return thet ère more importent in determining ethnie eernings différentiels 

then ère différences in the distribution of levels of schooling end expérience 

ecross ethnie groups. From e poliey meking stendpoint this is unfortunete. 

Consider policies for raising the ineome levels of Native Indians. Besed on 

celculetions such es those in Teble 5.2, reising the level of Indien educetion 

from its everege of 7.31 yeers to the ecross-group everege of 10.24 yeers would 

resuit in en ineome increese of only 3.1 or 4.0%, depending on whether full or 

redueed model estimetes ère used. On the other hand, if one could raise the rete-

of-return for Indiens' schooling end expérience to the ecross-group everege retes, 

it would resuit in eernings increeses of 64 or 56%, depending on whether full or 

redueed model estimetes ère used. Reising the retes-of-return Netive Indiens 

receive, however, would be e much more diffieult (if not impossible) objective to 

echieve then reising their schooling levels. 

The combined effects of différentiel levels of end retes-of-return to 

humen cepitel (columns 4 and 9) are et leest partly offset for every group by 

other feetors essocieted with the ethnie group thet heve not been explicitly 

controlled for in the models, end were consequently ceptured by the ethnie dummies. 

In every eese, the effect of the ethnie group dummy (columns 1 end 6) wes in 

the direction opposite to thet of the totel humen cepitel effect (columns 4 end 9). 

Those groups heving high levels of end retes-of-return to schooling end expérience, 

such es Jewish end British (Teble 5.1), tend to heve large négative coefficients on 

their dummy variebles (Teble 5.2), while groups such es Itelien end Netive Indien 

whieh heve low levels of end retes-of-return to humen cepitel tend to heve lerge 

positive coefficients on their dummy veriebles. Cleerly, humen cepitel pleys e more 

importent rôle in the determinetion of eernings for the former groups then it does 

for the letter. This conclusion holds for both the full end redueed model. 

The inclusion of the merket effects veriebles in the full model not only 

reduces the retes-of-return to schooling end expérience, but it elso tends to reduce 

(for six of the nine groups) the ebsolute megnitudes of the ethnie dummies. 

Thus, it eppeers thet the présence of industriel, oeeupetionel and locetionel 

veriebles diminishes the résiduel effects of ethnieity and race per se on eernings. 

This is consistent with the hypothesis thet certein ethnie groups heve 

préférences for spécifie industries, oecupetions, or locetions. But it is elso 
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consistent with the hypothesis thet there is systemetic diseriminetion prectised by 

employers in certein oecupetions end industries thet tekes the form of direct 

berriers to entering higher peying industries end oecupetions, end thèse berriers 

ère meinteined regerdless of the individuel's quelificetions in terms of éducation 

and expérience. 

5.3. Inequelity Anelysis 

This section anelyzes the sources of verietion in the logerithm of the 

weekly-wege rate (LWR) end the logerithm of ennuel eernings (E). The logerithmie 

wage rate an individuel receives is considered to be the sum of two types of 

effects—personel ettributes end merket effects (PME), end humen capital effects 

(HCE) . Thus, for the i'̂'̂  individuel 

LWR^ = PMEi + HCE-L (5.1) 

Annual eernings ère the product of the weekly-wege rete end the weeks of work. 

Hence, the logarithm of ennuel eernings is the sum of the logerithm of the wege 

rete plus the logerithm of weeks of work, e lebor suppiy effect (LSE).(°^ Thus, 

E^ = LWR^ + LSE. Substituting Equetion 5.1 for LWR results in 

E^ = ¥UE^ + HCE^ + LSE^ (5.2) 

On the besis of Equetion 5.1, the verienee of the logerithm of the wege rete cen be 

denoted es : 

V(LWR) = V(PME) + V(HCE) + 2C(PME,HCE), (5.3) 

where V end C dénote the veriences end coveriences of the breeketed terms. 

The corresponding equetion for ennuel eernings is 

V(E) = V(PME) + V(HCE) + V(LSE) + 2C(PME,HCE) + 2C(PME,LSE) 

+ 2C(HCE,LSE). (5.4) 

See footnote(s) on pege 88. 
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Equetion 5.3 end 5.4 cen be used to pertitlon the veriences of the 

logerithm of weekly end ennuel eernings, whieh ère the inequelity meesures being 

used in this study, into verious sources. Thus, for exemple, inequelity in the 

distribution of the wege rete emong individuels erises from three sources: 

personel ettribute end merket effects, humen cepitel effects, end en interection 

of thèse two effects. Similerly, the inequelity of ennuel eernings is pertitioned 

into three direct sources: humen cepitel effects, personal attributes end merket 

effects, end labor suppiy effects. In eddition, the interection emong thèse direct 

effects must be teken into eccount. 

The veriences of the logarithms of weekly end annual eernings heve been 

pertitioned into thèse sources using the method described in Appendix F. It should 

be noted thet, es e conséquence of the procédure used to estimete the eernings 

equetions it is possible to ellocete ell of the verienee to thèse sources, including 

thet portion of the verienee whieh wes unexpleined. The resulting verienee perti-

tions ère presented in Teble 5.3. 

The verienee pertitions for ell three models indieete thet personel 

ettribute effects ère e more importent source of inequelity then humen cepitel 

effects. (In the full model merket effects ère combined with personal attribute 

effects.) In every case, the direct personal ettribute effects eccount for et 

leest twice es much inequelity es the humen capital effects. Thus, the variations 

in the levels of end retes-of-return to humen cepitel emong individuels do not 

resuit in es much inequelity es do verietions in personel ettributes (ethnieity, 

period of immigration, marital status, self-employment stetus, etc.) in the wege-

rete end redueed models, end verietions in personel ettributes es well es market 

effects (.occupation, industry, région, communlty size, etc.) in the full model. 

There is, however, e lerge negetive coverience between thèse two sources of ineome 

inequelity in ell three models. This suggests thet individuels who do reletively 

well in terms of eernings vie humen cepitel effects do reletively bedly in terms of 

eernings vie personel ettributes end merket effects, end vice verse. This implies 

thet personel ettribute end merket effects end humen cepitel effects tend to offset 

eech other es sources of eernings inequelity. In other words, if it were not for 

the fact that the interaction of thèse two sources tends to offset the direct 

effects, eernings inequelity would be lerger. 
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TABLE 5.3. Pertitlon of the Verienee of the Logerithms of Weekly-wege Rete end 
Annual Eernings(1) 

Personel ettributes Lebor suppiy Humen cepitel 
(end merket effects)(2) effects(3) effects 

A. Wege-rate model: V(LWR) = .636 

Personal attributes 

Humen cepitel effects 

0.683 

-0.252 0.205 

B. Redueed ennuel eernings model: V(E) = 1.087 

Personel ettributes 

Lebor suppiy effects 

Human capital effects 

0.690 

0.196 

-0 .348 

0.217 

0.010 0.345 

C. Full annual earnings model: V(E) = 1.087 

Personal attributes and 
merket effects 0.655 

Labor suppiy effect 0.199 

Humen capital effects -0.249 

0.207 

0.011 0.284 

(1) The éléments on the principal diegonel ère the veriences end the off-diegonel 
éléments ère two times the coverience of the relèvent effects. The components 
mey not sum to the totel due to rounding error. 

(2) Merket effects eppeer only in the full model. 

(3) Thèse effects ère not présent in the wege rete model. 

Source: Computed from Tebles E.1-E.3 end Public Use Semple Tepe. 
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In both the redueed end full ennuel eernings models, the direct contri

bution of lebor suppiy verietions to eernings inequelity is less then the direct 

contribution of either the personel ettributes end merket effects or the humen 

cepitel effects. The coverience between lebor suppiy effects end human capital 

effects is quite smell end this interection eccounts for epproximetely 1% of the 

totel inequelity in eernings. However, there is e more substentiel interection 

between lebor suppiy effects end personel ettribute end merket effects, end this 

interection emounts to neerly 20% of the totel inequelity. Thus, it eppeers thet 

individuels deriving high eernings from personel ettributes, or personel ettributes 

end merket effects, tend to suppiy reletively lerger emounts of lebor. As e 

conséquence, thèse letter two sources of inequality reinforce eech other end tend 

to resuit in more inequality. On the other hend, the level of eernings from humen 

cepitel does not seem to influence the emount of lebor supplied, end thèse two 

effects do not reinforce or offset eech other. 

The pertitions obteined from the redueed end full ennuel eernings models 

ère quite similer. However, including the merket effects eontrols in the full 

model results in a substentiel réduction in the estimeted contribution of the humen 

cepital effects es e source of inequelity. The direct humen cepitel effect contri

bution is 0.345 in the redueed model end 0.284 in the full model. There is en 

offsetting différence in the interection between the humen cepitel effects end the 

personel ettributes end merket effects. This interection wes -0.348 in the redueed 

model, wherees in the full model it wes -0.294. Both of thèse chenges cen be 

ettributed to the smeller estimâtes of the rates-of-return to human cepitel obteined 

in the full model. It is elso interesting to note that the sum of the direct 

effects of personel ettributes plus merket effects in the full model is 0.655, 

whieh is less then the 0.690 direct contribution of only the personel attribute 

effects in the redueed model. Thus, the market effects tend to offset the personal 

attribute effects in the full model. 

It is instructive to partition the varience of the logerithm of ennuel 

eernings enother wey. Substituting Equetion 5.3 into Equetion 5.4 yields 

V(E) = V(LWR) + V(LSE) -I- 2C (LWR, LSE), (5.5) 
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where 2C(LWR,LSE) = 2C(PME,LSE) + 2C(HCE,LSE). Teble 5.4 portreys the verienee 

pertitioning corresponding to Equetion 5.5 for both the redueed end full ennuel 

eernings models. The results ère elmost identicel for the two models. Approxime-

tely 62% of the verienee in the logerithm of ennuel earnings is ettributeble to 

verietions in the weekly-wege rete, 19% to the verietions in lebor suppiy, end 19% 

to" the coverietion between thèse two effects. Thus, one cen conclude thet inter

personel verietions in weekly eernings ère fer more importent then Inter-personel 

verietions in weeks worked in producing the observed inequelity in individuel 

ennuel eernings. 
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TABLE 5.4. Pertitlon of the Verienee of the Logerithm of Annuel Eernings With 

Respect to Wege Rete end Lebor Suppiy Effects 

Wege rete effect Lebor suppiy effect 

A. Redueed model: V(E) = 1.087 

Wege rete effect .687 

Lebor suppiy effect .206 .217 

B. Full model: V(E) = 1.087 

Wege rete effect .690 

Lebor suppiy effect .210 .207 

(1) The éléments on the principel diegonel ère the veriences,end the off-diegonel 

éléments are two times the coveriences of the relevant effects. The components 

mey not edd to the totel due to rounding error. 

Source: Computed from Teble 5.3. 
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FOOTNOTES 

(1) Most coefficient estimâtes differ by less then one stenderd error between the 

two sets of estimetes, end only one coefficient differs by more then two stenderd 

errors. This wes the interection of merried-in-school (MIS) end expérience (EX), 

end those coefficients differ by less then 2.3 stenderd errors. 

(2) Given the high rete of unemployment emong Indiens, the potentiel expérience 

meesure used (ege minus yeers of schooling minus six) probebly overestimetes 

actual work expérience. 

(3) The retes-of-return to schooling for the verious groups ère celculeted es 

100 (gYslj- = 100 (e^ + b SQ + c KLR), 

where e. is the estimete of the schooling coefficient for the ith ethnie 

group, b end c are the estimated coefficients for the interactions of yeers of 

schooling with school quelity and with the cepitel/lebor retio, respectively, 

end SQ end KLR are sample means for the school quelity end cepitel/lebor retio 

veriebles, respectively. (Note c is zéro in the redueed mode sinee KLR is not 

included in thet model.) 

(4) The retes-of-return to expérience for the verious groups ère celculeted es 

3E 
100 (,,,,•• ) z 100 (d. + 2e.EX. + fKLR + 2gKLR . EX.), 

o EjJi. 1 1 1 1 
1 

where d. end e. ère the estimeted coefficients for expérience end expérience 

squered for the ith group, f end g are the estimeted coefficients for the 

interections of KLR with expérience end with expérience squered, respectively, 

KLR is the meen capital/lebor ratio, end EX. is the meen expérience level for 

group 1. (Agein, note thet both f end g ère zéro in the redueed model sinee 

KLR is not included in thet model.) 

(5) The effects of thèse feetors on the ege-eernings profile ère discussed in 

greeter deteil in Appendix E. 
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(6) A similer pettern is not évident with respect to expérience end its rete-of-

return. This is probebly due to the fect thet individuels heve no eontrol over 

their potentiel expérience levels once they leeve school. Hence, those indivi

duels in groups with high rates-of-return to expérience cennot deliberetely 

eequire high levels of expérience. 

(7) Although we ettempted to eontrol for school quality by including an ennuel 

provineiel expenditure per enrolled pupil variable (SQ), this would not eontrol 

for verietions within provinces essocieted with ethnieity or rece of the student 

body. Besides, this verieble's poor performence in the régressions indieete it 

is probebly not e very good proxy for school quelity in generel. 

(8) This lebor suppiy effect incorporetes the coefficient for LWW, whieh in the 

redueed model wes 0.847 end in the full model wes 0.827. 





CHAPTER 6 

THE EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF FEMALE EARNINGS 

6.1. Introduction 

This chepter discusses the feetors effecting the eernings of individuel 

femeles. It utilizes enelyses of eernings functions estimeted seperetely for five 

ethnie groupings of femeles. 

One of the shorteomings of the PUS dete is laek of information on labor 

force expérience. For maies, potential lebor force expérience cen be celculeted es 

ege minus yeers of school attendance minus six, end this cen be considered e ree

soneble estimete of ectuel expérience. Femeles, however, tend to drop out of the 

lebor force for ehildbeering and reering. Consequently, the semé procédure is less 

eppropriete for women. In Chapter 3 and Appendix C, e two-stege estimetion procé

dure wes outlined whieh cen be used to estimete hietuses in work activity due to 

ehildbeering end reering. This ellows edjustments to be mede in the potentiel 

expérience verieble for discontinuities in expérience releted to motherhood. 

This two-stege procédure wes used to estimete eernings functions for 

31,481 individuel females who setisfied the criterie specified in Chapter 4. In 

order to simplify computetion end estimetion, functions were estimeted for eech of 

five ethnie groupings, seperetely. Thèse groups consisted of femeles cleiming the 

following descent: 

1. British Isles 15,093 individuels 

2. French 7,623 individuels 

3. North Européen (Austrien, 
Finnish, Germen, Netherlends, 
Scandinavien) 3,298 individuels 

4. Eest end South European 
(Czeck, Hungerien, Polish, 
Russien, Slovek, Ukrenien, 
Itelien end Jewish) 3,592 individuels 

5. Other Ethnie Groups 
(Negro, West Indien, Chinese, 
Jepenese, Netive Indian, 
Other, end Ethnie Group Unknown) 1,875 individuels 
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Three seperete specificetions were estimeted for eech eernings function. 

The results for the first stege for one of the spécifications and the second-stege 

results for ell three specificetions ère reported in Appendix G, Tebles G.l through 

G.4. The coefficient estimâtes of one of the spécifications, the full annuel eer

nings model, ère discussed in deteil in thet Appendix. In the remeinder of this 

section, we discuss the principel implications of the coefficient estimetes. 

Interested reeders ère referred to Appendix G for e more deteiled discussion. 

The simplest specificetion, the redueed model hes the logerithm of ennuel 

eernings es its dépendent veriable. This model includes continuous veriebles for 

yeers of schooling, edjusted potentiel lebor force expérience and the square of this 

verieble, en estimete of the lebor force hietus, end the logerithm of weeks of work. 

In eddition it includes dummy veriebles for having a university degree, working 

pert-time hours, for ever heving been merried, end sets of dummies for région end 

for type of communlty. Stetisticel tests indiceted thet each of the veriebles 

(or sets of région and communlty type veriables) contributed significantly to the 

explenetion of ennuel eernings. A U veriebles hed their expected signs with the 

exception of the ever-merried verieble. This verieble indiceted thet women who were 

ever-merried earned more ineome then never-merried women in the semé ethnie group 

efter eontrolling for ell other feetors. This ever-merried/never-merried dif

férentiel ranged from 10% for Other females to 26% for Eest end South Européen 

femeles. (Possible reesons for this surprising finding are discussed in détail in 

the next chapter.) 

The veriebles for type of communlty indiceted thet, efter eontrolling 

for ail other feetors, eernings of women were lowest in rural farm communities end 

were second lowest in rurel nonferm communities. Women in urben erees under 30,000 

in populetion hed the highest eernings with the second highest oecurring in urben 

communities with populetions of 30,000 end over. This ordering wes the semé for 

ell ethnie groups. The veriebles for geogrephic région indiceted no consistent pet

tern of regionel verietion in eernings emong the ethnie groupings. 

A second specificetion using the logerithm of annual eernings es the dé

pendent verieble wes elso estimeted. This model is subsequently referred to es the 

See footnote(s) on pege 106. 
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full ennuel eernings model. The explenetory veriebles in this specificetion in

cluded ell those in the redueed model. In eddition, veriebles to eontrol for the 

everege wege in the occupetion end province of employment, self-employment, being 

the heed of e census femily, working overtime hours, being proficient in both of

ficiel lengueges, end the occupetion of employment were included. Furthermore, the 

ever-merried verieble of the redueed model wes diseggregeted into two veriebles — 

one for currently merried end one for widowed, divoreed, or sepereted. Significenee 

tests indiceted the edditionel variables contributed significently to the explene

tion of ennuel eernings over end ebove the veriebles used in the redueed model. 

The mejor surprise emong thèse additional variebles ère negetive end . 

stetistieelly significent coefficients for the verieble for the French end North 

Européen groups. The overtime hours coefficient wes positive end significent (es 

expected) for the British group, end it wes not significently différent from zéro 

for either the Eest end South European or the Other groups. Thèse coefficients in

dicate that, efter eontrolling for ell other feetors, femeles of French end North 

Européen descent who work overtime hours eern 6.9% and 11.4% less, respectively, 

then do women in thèse groups who work normel hours. Women in the British group 

who work overtime hours eern 4.7% more then their counterparts who work réguler 

hours. The two veriebles for being currently or formerly merried hed positive coef

ficients for ail ethnie groups indicating, as in the redueed model, that ever-mar

ried women tend to eern more then never-merried women efter eontrolling for ell 

other feetors. The ordering of eernings by type of communlty for eech of the ethnie 

groups was the same es in the redueed model. As in the redueed model, the coef

ficients of the regionel veriebles showed no consistent pettern emong the ethnie 

groups; furthermore, thèse veriebles tended to be less significent in the full 

model then in the redueed model. This suggests thet in the redueed model the 

regionel veriebles serve es proxies for demend effects, wherees in the full model 

the occupetion end the provinciel-occupetlonel wege veriebles cepture some of thèse 

effects, tending to reduce the explenetory power of the regionel veriebles. 

The third specificetion estimeted for eech of the ethnie groups is desig-

neted the wege rate model. The dépendent varieble in this model is the logerithm 

of ennuel eernings divided by the weeks of work (i.e., the logerithm of the implled 

weekly wege rate). The explenetory veriebles in this model ère identicel with 

those of the full ennuel eernings model with the exception thet the logerithm of 
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(2) 
weeks of work is not included. The coefficient estimetes for the wege rete model 

(3) 
ère virtuelly identicel to those for the full model. 

6.2. Feetors Affecting the Level of Femele Eernings 

The géométrie meen eernings of females for the varions ethnie groups were 

plotted egeinst ege in Chert 2.3. While there do not appear to be substentiel dif

férences in femele ege-eernings profiles by ethnie grouping, the importence of ed

ucetion in the determinetion of individuel femele eernings is cleerly illustreted 

by the ege-eernings plots by level of educetion in Chert 2.1. Those femeles with 

higher schooling levels tend to heve higher incomes, especielly those who ère bet

ween 25 end 65 yeers of ege. 

The everege yeers of schooling end géométrie meen eernings by ethnie 

groupings ère presented in Teble 6.1. The North Européen group hes the lowest, 

wherees the French group hes the highest géométrie meen eernings, the letter being 

17% higher then the former. On the other hend, the North Européen femeles heve the 

second highest everege level of educetion (10.94 years) whereas the French femeles 

heve the third highest level of educetion (10.25 yeers). The British femeles heve 

the highest level of educetion (11.36 yeers), but the second lowest eernings level. 

At the other end of the educetion speetrum, the Other femele grouping hes the sec 

second highest eernings level but hes the lowest level of schooling (10.02 yeers). 

The simple eorreletion between yeers of schooling end géométrie meen eernings ecross 

thèse five groups is -0.76. We heve no reedy explenetion for the negetive eorrele

tion between géométrie meen eernings end yeers of schooling ecross thèse ethnie 

groups. (The eompereble figure for nine mêle groups wes positive es expected end 

equelled 0.59.) 

Within ethnie grouping, the pertiel effect of schooling level on eernings 

level wes positive end significent. The megnitude of the effect is indiceted in the 

lest three columns of Teble 6.1. Thèse figures meesure the pereentege increese in 

eernings thet en individuel would expérience from eech additional yeer of schooling 

when ell other feetors ère held constent. For exemple, the estimete obtained 

from the redueed model for the British group implies that eech edditionel yeer of 

See footnote(s) on pege 106. 
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TABLE 6.1. Géométrie Meen Ineome, Yeers of Schooling, end Retes-of-Return 

to Schooling for Femeles by Ethnie Groups 

Ethnie group 

British 

French 

North Européen 

Eest and South 
European 

Other 

Weighted average 

Géométrie 

meen 

eernings 

$ 
1,980 

2,123 

1,821 

2,115 

2,122 

2.019 

Yeers 

of 

schooling 

11.36 

10.25 

10.94 

10.02 

10.02 

10.81 

Return 

Full 

ennuel 

eernings 

3.78 

3.99 

3.68 

2.10 

2.36 

3.54 

to school 

Wege 

rete 

3.76 

3.91 

3.68 

2.11 

2.33 

3.51 

ing 

Redueed 

ennuel 

eernings 

6.63 

7.61 

6.18 

4.17 

5.10 

6.45 

Source: Tables G.2 through G.4 end Public Use Semple Tepe. 
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schooling would, ceteris peribus, resuit in en eernings increese of 6.63%. The 

most remerkeble feeture of thèse figures is thet the implled pereentege increese in 

eernings per yeer of schooling in the réduced model is much higher than in the full 

model for ell ethnie groupings, in some cases being neerly twice es lerge in the 

redueed model. Compering the weighted everege returns to schooling for ell femeles 

from the full ennuel eernings model with the redueed ennuel eernings model, the 

return to educetion increeses from 3.54 to 6.45, en 82% increese. This différence 

is probebly due to the fect thet higher peying oecupetions ère only open to indi

viduels with higher levels of schooling. Sinee the occupetion of employment is 

held constent in the full model, eernings increeses essocieted with higher educetion 

resuit only from higher pey within oecupetions. In the redueed model, however, 

sinee there ère no eontrols for occupetion, the return to educetion is e composite 

of the increese eernings essocieted with higher peying oecupetions end increesed 
. u. . (5) eernings within oecupetions. 

There wes elso considereble verietion in the return to educetion ecross 

ethnie groupings, the French femeles heving the highest end the Eest end South 

Européen femeles heving the lowest return to educetion. The simple eorreletion be

tween géométrie mean eernings and return to éducation is elso negetive but much 

smeller in ebsolute magnitude than between yeers of schooling end eernings. On the 

other hend, the correletions between the rete-of-return to schooling end level of 

schoolings ère positive for ell three sets of rete-of-return estimetes end equel to 

0.7 for both of the full models end 0.5 for the redueed model. The retes-of-return 

to schooling for the full ennuel eernings model ère plotted egeinst the yeers of 

schooling in Chert 6.1. From this figure it is obvions there is e positive es-

societion between rete-of-return to end level of schooling, with the French group 

devieting somewhet from the pettern. 

As reletes to formel schooling being the ceuse of observed eernings dif

férences among female ethnie groupings, we heve the following situetion: wherees 

retes-of-return to schooling ère positively essocieted with educetionel etteinment 

ecross ethnie groupings, both etteinment end retés-of-return ère negetively releted 

to eernings levels ecross ethnie groupings. Thus it eppeers thet ethnie différences 

in levels of schooling etteined end the returns eerned from this schooling ère not 

See footnote(s) on pege 106. 
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Chart — 6.1 

Years of Schooling Versus Full-model Rates-of-return to 
Schooling for Females by Ethnie Group 

Return to schooling 
4.5 

4.0 

3.5 

3.0 

2.5 

2.0 

9.5 10.0 10.5 11.0 

Years of schooling 

11.5 

Return to schooling 

4.5 

4.0 
French 

• Other 

» East and South European 

North European • 
• 
British 

3.5 

3.0 

2.5 

2.0 

12.0 

Source: Table 6.1 
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e mejor source of inter-ethnie eernings différentiels for femeles. Other sources 

for thèse différentiels must be explored. 

Inter-ethnie géométrie meen eernings différentiels cen be pertitioned into 

two perts. The first is thet pert of the différentiel whieh cen be expleined by 

inter-ethnie différences in ettribute levels (educetion,. expérience, etc.). The 

second pert is a résiduel whieh can elso be Interpreted as the portion of the inter-

ethnie eernings différentiel stemming from inter-ethnie différences in the retes-of-

return to ettributes. 

The first pert of the différentiel is celculeted by teking the inter-ethnie 

différences in mean ettribute levels end weighting thèse différences by the eppro-
-1 -2 1 

priete régression coefficients. Formelly, it is celculeted es 100 ^ (X^ - ̂ ^̂ ç̂̂ » 

where X^ is the meen level of ettribute k for ethnie groups 1 (1=1,2), b̂ ^ is the 

estimated régression coefficient, and the summetion is over ell the independent 

veriebles in the model. The resulting quentity is the pereentege by whieh the 

eernings of Group 1 exceed those of Group 2 beceuse of the inter-ethnie différences 

in ettribute levels it cen be negetive). When compering two ethnie groups, the 

megnitude of this term will dépend on whether the régression coefficients of the 

first or second group ère being used es weights (i.e., there is en index number 

problem). Consequently, both sets of régression coefficients should be used in 

every pairwise comperision es they will generete upper end lower bound estimetes of 

the portion expleined by ettribute différences. 

Thèse upper end lower bounds cen be subtracted from the pereentage dif

férence in eernings between the ethnie groups to obtein upper end lower bounds on 

the résiduel. This résiduel cen elso be celculeted es the inter-ethnie différentiel 

in the régression coefficients weighted by the meen ettribute levels of one of the 
1 2-1 ethnie groups es 100 Z(b -b, )X . As ebove, the megnitude of the resuit dépends on 

whether the weights (ettribute levels) of Group 1 or 2 ère used. Thus, upper end 

lower bounds on the rete-of-return effects ère provided by using the ettribute levels 

of the two groups es weights. The pertitioning procédure is discussed in greeter 

deteil in Appendix H. 

See footnote(s) on pege 106. 
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The procédure described ebove wes used to pertitlon the gross différences 

in géométrie meen eernings between peirs of the five ethnie groupings. The results 

ère reported in Teble 6.2. Besed on the signs of the ettribute level effects for 

the verious ethnie peirs, it is évident thet the French femele group hed the highest 

weighted average level of attribute while the North Européen femele group hed the 

lowest weighted everege level. This low level of ettributes, in generel, wes the 

principel reeson the North Européen femeles hed the lowest eernings. Besed on the 

signs of the retes-of-return effects, it is évident thet the British femeles hed 

the lowest weighted everege rete-of-return on their ettributes in generel, end this 

is the reeson the British femeles hed the second lowest eernings level. The Eest 

end South Européen group, on the other hend, hed the highest everege retes-or-return, 

but the effect of thèse high retes-of-return on ettributes wes offset by the fect 

thet this group hed the second lowest level of ettributes. 

This section hes focused primerily on différences in eernings levels emong 

ethnie groupings. The next section discusses the degree of ineome inequelity within 

ethnie groupings. 

6.3. Inequelity of Femele Eernings 

The meesure of inequelity used in this study is the stenderd devietlon of 

the logerithm of eernings. As discussed in Chapter 3, the problem with this end ell 

other meesures of inequelity is thet they are meeningful only as reletive measures. 

In other words, ail thet cen be done is to compère the degree of inequelity emong 

verious distributions to décide whieh ère reletively more unequel. It will elso be 

useful to reemphesize the fact thet différent inequeltiy meesures cen end do resuit 

in différent renkings, end we are only exemining one meesure, the stenderd devie

tlon of the logerithm of eernings. 

The stenderd devietlon of the logerithm of eernings for the five femele 

ethnie groupings is reported in the first row of Teble 6.3. Thèse figures suggest 

thet the North Européen end British groupings heve the most unequel distribution of 

earnings, while the French, East end South Européen, end the Other groupings heve 

somewhet more equel distributions. Thus, the North Européen end British groups not 

only heve the lowest géométrie meen eernings (Teble 6.1), but thèse eernings ère 

more unequally distributed than for the other three ethnie groupings. On the other 
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TABLE 6.2. Partitioning 

Groups compared 

British/French 

British/North European 

British/East end South 
Européen 

Brltish/Other 

French/North European 

French/East and South 
Européen 

Freneh/Other 

North/Eest end South 
Européen 

North Europeen/Other 

of Femele Ii iter-( 
Annuel Eernings 

Gross 
différentiel(4) 

- 7.0 

8.3 

- 6.6 

- 7.0 

15.3 

0.4 

0.1 

-14.9 

-15.3 

Eest end South Européen 
/Other - 0.3 

ithnic Eerni 
Régressions 

Attribute 

ngs DifJ 

(1) 

level 
effects(2) 

Lower 
bound 

- 3.7 

10.9 

1.3 

- 0.9 

10.5 

4.9 

3.2 

- 7.7 

-11.9 

- 2.7 

Upper 
bound 

- 4.9 

11.0 

2.2 

- 2.8 

16.9 

7.3 

3.3 

- 9.9 

-12.7 

- 3.1 

Eerences Besec 

Retes-of-

Lower 
bound 

- 2.0 

- 2.6 

- 8.0 

- 4.2 

- 1.6 

- 4.5 

- 3.2 

- 5.0 

- 2.6 

2.3 

i on Full 

(3) -return^ -̂  

Upper 
bound 

- 3.3 

- 2.7 

- 8.9 

- 6.1 

4.8 

- 7.0 

- 3.3 

- 7.2 

- 3.4 

2.8 

(1) The numbers in the teble ère pereenteges. Positive (negetive) numbers 
indieete thet the group listed first (second) in the row hed the edventege. 

(2) Computed as 100 Z(X^ - \)b^, where i(=l,2) indicates the first 

and second ethnie group in the row, ÎL is the meen level of attribute k for 

ethnie grouping i; and b is the associated régression coefficient for ethnie 

group i. 
1 2 - 1 

(3) Computed as 100 Z(b - b ) X^, where ell symbols ère defined es ebove. 

(4) Computed es 100(Ë - Ë ), where Ê. is the meen of the logerithm of eernings 

for the ethnie group listed first (1=1) end second (1=2) in the row. The 
resulting number is the différence between the géométrie meen eernings of 
the two groups es e percent of the everage of the two means. 

Source: Computed from Teble G.2 end Public Use Semple Tepe. 
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TABLE 6.3. Sources of Femele Eernings Inequelity Within Ethnie Groups 

Source 
of 

inequelity 

Totel(^) 
(2) 

Yeers of schooling 
(2) 

University degree 

British 

Yeers of expérience 
(2) 

Weeks of work 
1 (2) Pert-time work 
(2) 

Meritel stetus 
(2) 

Lebor force hietus 
(3) 

Type of communlty 
Region^^^ 

1.21 

.18 

.05 

.49 

.69 

.36 

.07 

.05 

.05 

.06 

French 

1.12 

.24 

.05 

.54 

.64 

.24 

.07 

.06 

.06 

•08 

Ethnie groups 

North 
Européen 

1.22 

.18 

.07 

.57 

.70 

.34 

.07 

.09 

.05 

.06 

Eest end South 
Européen 

1.11 

.16 

.06 

.36 

.7 

.30 

.11 

.05 

.05 

.05 

Other 

1.10 

.21 

.05 

.44 

.63 

.26 

.05 

.05 

•06 

.05 

(1) Computed es the stenderd devietlon of the logerithm of ennuel eernings. 
overell stenderd devietlon for the five groups is 1.173. 

The 

(2) Computed es |b | S., where | b. | is the ebsolute velue of the eppropriete 

régression coefficient from Teble G.4 end S. is the stenderd devietlon of 

the corresponding independent verieble. 

(3) Computed es [T, h S.J , where 1 renges over the eppropriete veriebles. 

(4) Thèse figures ère overestimetes. Lower bounds ère es follows: 

British .39; French .44; North Européen .46; Eest end South Européen .30; 
end Other .37. The true velues lie somewhere between thèse velues end those 
reported in the body of the table. For an explenetion, see footnote 10 in 
the text. 

Source: Computed from Teble G.4 end Publie Use Semple Tepe. 
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hand, the French, Eest end South Européen, end Other groupings heve reletively more 

equel distributions of eernings and also heve higher eernings levels. 

An\indicetion of the sources of ineome inequality for the varions ethnie 
\ 

groupings cen be obteined by multiplying the ebsolute values of the estimeted re-̂  

gression coefficients from the eernings functions by the stenderd déviation of the 

corresponding independent veriebles. The resulting numbers indieete the contribu

tion thet verietionsXin the explenetory verieble meke to verietions in the logerithm 
of eernings (es meesured by the stenderd devietlon), ell other feetors held 

(9) 
constent. In the eese where à set of veriebles is required to eontrol for some 

fector (région, for exemple), only the totel effect for the set is reported. 

The results of thèse celculetions ère reported in Teble 6.3. 

The lerger the numbers in a perticuler row in this teble, the greater the 

contribution of thet fector to inequelity in the distribution of eernings. Besed 

on this criterion, it is cleer thet the mejor source of eernings inequelity for ell 

of the ethnie groupings is the distribution of weeks of work. This is followed in 

importence by the inter-ethnie distributions of yeers of expérience, pert-time 

work end yeers of schooling (in thet order). Perheps the most surprising feeture 

of thèse results is the smell megnitude of the contribution from the regionel dummies. 

The quentities in this row ère emong the smellest in the teble. This suggests thet 

région does not contribute very much per se to ineome inequeltiy once ell other 

feetors ère taken into eccount, and is consistent with our earlier discussion of 

the reletive importence of the regionel eontrol veriebles in expleining levels of 

eernings. 

In comparing the sources of earnings inequality ecross ethnie groupings, 

not much cen be seid ebout why some ethnie groupings heve reletively more unequel 

eernings distributions thet others. The reeson for this is thet meny of the 

explenetory veriebles' effects exhibit considerebly more verietion ecross ethnie 

groups then do the inequelities in the eernings distributions themselves. This is 

perticulerly true of the inter-ethnie verietions in the effects of schooling end 

meritel stetus. 

See footnote(s) on pege 106. 
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To summerize, the three most importent sources of intre-ethnic eernings 

inequelity were found to be the distributions of weeks of work, pert-time work, end 

yeers of potentiel lebor force expérience. Chepter 8 is devoted to en enelysis of 

the distribution of weeks end hours of work. The distribution of yeers of potentiel 

lebor force expérience is discussed in the next section. 

6.4. Estimeted Yeers of Lebor Force Expérience 

One of the major problems in expleining the eernings of women using the 

PUS dete is thet this dete bese does not contein informetion on their lebor force 

expérience. Femeles tend to drop out of the lebor force for purposes of beering 

end reering children, end no dete ère eveileble on the length of the hietuses in 

work activity. We heve ettempted to estimete the length of thèse hietuses on the 

besis of the number of children ever born using the procédure described in Chepter 3 

end Appendix C. Thèse estimetes were used to edjust computed yeers of potentiel 

expérience besed on ege and years of schooling. Recently, some date on the medien 

yeers of lebor force expérience for mêles end femeles in différent ege groups heve 

been published by Stetistlcs Cenede (Cetelogue No. 13-557). The purpose of this 

section is to compère our estimetes with those of Stetistlcs Cenede. 

The most relèvent Stetistlcs Cenede dete ère reported in Teble 6.4. Com-

pereble estimetes using our procédures ère reported by ethnie group in Teble 6.5. 

One very importent distinction between the dete in Tebles 6.4 end 6.5 must be noted: 

Stetistlcs Cenede hes reported médians wherees we heve reported meens, and this 

mekes comperisons between the two somewhet diffieult. 

Compering our results for mêles with those reported by Stetistlcs Cenede, 

it is évident thet our meens for the 45 end over ege groups ère substentielly higher 

then their medien for the semé âge group. However, when comparing meens and médians 

for open-ended classes of positively skewed distributions such es the ones con

sidered hère, the medien will always'be lower than the meen. The mediens end 

meens for mêles in the lower ege groups ère much doser, whieh is consistent with e 

lesser degree of skewness in the lower ege groups. 

See footnote(s) on pege 106. 
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TABLE 6.4. Medien Number of Yeers in the Lebor Force by Age end 
Sex, for Cenede, 1972 

Age Mêle 

Medien yeers in lebor force 

Femele Différence 

Less then 24 

25-34 

35-44 

45 end over 

3.0 

10.7 

21.5 

33.8 

Totel 18.5 

2.8 

7.8 

12.6 

18.2 

7.7 

0.2 

2.9 

8.9 

15.6 

10.8 

Source: Eernings end Work Historiés of the 1972 Cenedien Lebor Force. Stetistlcs 
Cenede, Cetelogue Number: 13-557. 

Compering the femeles results, the means and médians for the two lowest ege 

groups ère reesoneble close. However, they deviete rether merkedly for the upper 

two ege groups. The femele ege distribution, however, exhibits e lerge emount of 
(12) 

positive skewness. This undoubtedly effects the results end perhaps mekes 

the comperlson for the upper ege groups meeningless. 

Nonetheless, it eppeers thet our procédure mey heve substentielly under-

estimeted the length of hietus from the lebor force for older females. As e con

séquence of this, ever-merried end never-merried women eged thirty end over ère 

enelyzed seperetely in the following chepter. Thèse results ère then compered with 

results for ever- end never-merried mêles thirty yeers of ege end over. 

See footnote(s) on pege 106. 
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TABLE 6.5. Estimeted Averege Yeers of Lebor Force Expérience by Mêles end 
Femeles by Age end Ethnie Groups 

Ethnie groups 

British 

' 

French 

North Européen 

East and South 
European 

Other 

Age group 

Less than 24 

25-34 

35-44 

45 and over 

Average 

Less than 24 

25-34 

35-44 

45 and over 

Averege 

Less then 24 

25-34 

35-44 

45 end over 

Averege 

Less then 24 

25-34 

35-44 

45 and over 

Average 

Less then 24 

25-34 

35-44 

45 and over 

Ave rage 

Mêle 

2.8 

11.6 

22.9 

39.7 

22.2 

3.9 

12.8 

24.4 

40.6 

21.8 

2.7 

12.1 

23.4 

40.0 

22.0 

2.9 

12.5 

24.0 

40.7 

23.7 

4.0 

12.4 

23.7 

40.2 

20.4 

Femele 

2.0^' 

8.3 

17.8 

34,1 ^ 

16.4 

3.2 

9.9 

20.4 

35.8 _ 

14.8 

2.1 

8.5 

17.8 

34.1 -

15.6 

2.1 

9.0 

19.2 

34.6 

16.4 

2.8 

9.9 

19.4 

35.2 

14.6 

Différence 

0.8 

3.3 

5.1 

5,6 

5.8 

0.7 

2.9 

4.0 

4.8 

7.0 

0.6 

3.6 

5.6 

5.9 

6.4 

0 

3. 

4.8 

6.1 

7.3 

1.2 

2.5 

4.3 

5.0 

6.8 

Estimeted 
femele 
hietus 

0.6 

2.8 

4.7 

4.0 

2.8 

0.3 

1.9 

3.7 

3.4 

1.9 

0.5 

2.8 , 

5.0 

4.7 

3.0 

0.6 

3.3 

5.2 

4.8 

3.3 

0.6 

2.4 

4.2 

3.9 

2.5 

Source: Computed from Public Use Semple Tape end the results of the first-stege 
régressions for the redueed ennuel eernings model. The method is 
described in Appendix C. 
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FOOTNOTES 

(1) The exect veriebles included cen be determined from Teble G.4 of Appendix G. 

Verieble nemes ère defined in Appendix D. 

(2) In essence, the two specificetions ère identicel except thet the coefficient of 

the logerithm of weeks of work is restrieted to equel unity in the wege rete 

model. 

(3) For the five ethnie groupings only six of 130 estimeted coefficients differ by 

more then one stenderd error between the ennuel eernings end wege rete models, 

end none differ by es much es two stenderd errors. 

(4) Thèse figures ère simply the appropriate régression coefficients from the regres-
3E 

sion multiplied by 100. Thet is, 100(gyg^^) = ICOb̂ ĝ ^̂ , where b̂ ĝ ĵ Is the esti
meted coefficient for the yeers of schooling varieble. 

(5) A similar but less drametic effect wes elso observed with the mêles. The eom

pereble weighted everege figures for the nine mêle ethnie groups were 5.02% for 

the full model and 6.28% for the redueed model, the latter being 25% higher 

(compared with an 82% increase for the females). This suggests thet there is 

more oeeupetionel edvencement essocieted with educetion for femeles then for 

mêles. However, within oecupetions, it eppeers that additional schooling has 

reletively greeter fineneial rewerds for men then for women. 

(6) The régression coefficients ère "rates-of-return" to the varions ettributes end 

some reseerchers heve ergued thet différences in thèse retes-of-return between 

two groups erise from diseriminetion (Masters, 1974; Oexece, 1973; Robb, 1978). 

While some of thèse différences mey be the resuit of diseriminetion, we feel 

thet motivetion and self-selection cen elso be mejor feetors in expleining dif

férences in coefficients between two populetion groups. 

(7) For ail preticel purposes, the géométrie meen eernings of the French end Other 

groups ère equel sinee they differ by only one dollar. Also, the degree of 

inequality of the French, Eest end South Européen, end Other distributions ère 

virtuelly identicel. 
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(8) This is celculeted es |b.|S., where |b.| is the ebsolute velue of the estimeted 

. régression coefficient end S. is the semple stenderd devietlon of the indepen

dent verieble. The resuit differs from e "stenderdized" régression coefficients 

whieh is defined es b.S./S , where S is the stenderd devietlon of the dépendent 
1 1 y' y 

verieble. We heve not stenderdized by S sinee we ère interested in ellowing 

the factors whieh contribute to the S to be larger for some ethnie groupings 

than others. 

2 2 ^ 

(9) This total effect is celculeted es E b. S. '̂  where 1 renges over ell the verie

bles in the perticuler set. This corresponds to the stenderd devietlon for the 

set. The coveriences emong the dummy veriebles within a perticular set ère ell 

zéro beceuse of the wey thèse veriebles ère constructed. 

(10) The figures for yeers of potentiel work expérience reported in the body of the 
r 2 2 

tebles ère overestimetes. The correct celculetion would be given by b „ ^KXS 
0 0 —1 4 I— 
2 S^ 
EES EES "̂  " "EXS "EES v — » -.--.-/. _ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^.j^^ squere 

+ b^„„ S^„„ + 2 b„^^ b^^^ cov (EXS, EES)j ̂  

breekets hes been assumed to be zéro sinee we heve not computed the coverience 

term. However, the coverience term end b„„„ ère both positive end b is nege-

tive. Thus the figures presented in Teble 6.3 ère overestimetes. Lower bounds 

on thèse terms ère given by the meximum of |b „] S end |bg„g| S . Substi

tuting the lower bounds reported in footnote 4 of Teble 6.3 for the values in 

the teble does not chenge the ordering reported in the text. 

(11) A frequeney distribution is seid to be positively skewed if there is en elongeted 

tell to the right. This meens there ère fewer men in the lebor force in the 

upper ege groups (sey 60-65) then in the lower ege groups (sey 40-45). Besides 

being elmost intuitive, évidence that this is the case for both men and women 

is presented in Chepter 8. 

(12) This is evideneed by the fect that for the Statistics Ceneda dete, the overall 

médian for the femeles is 7.7 yeers of expérience whereas the medien for the 

25-34 ege group is 7.8 yeers. This implies thet well over one-helf of ell the 

femeles ère less then 35 yeers of ege, end probebly over one-helf ère less then 

30 yeers of ege. 





CHAPTER 7 

THE EFFECTS OF SEX AND MARITAL STATUS ON 
DISTRIBUTON OF WAGES AND SALARIES(D 

7.1. Introduction 

It is well known thet thé unedjusted everege eernings of mêles in e 

lebor force tend to be higher then those of femeles of eompereble ege in the semé 

lebor force. The Cenedien case for 1970 dete is vividly illustreted for five 

ethnie groups in Chepter 2, Chart 2.4. This chert indicetes thet the géométrie 

meen eernings of ever-merried mêles ère substentielly higher then those of 

femeles, regerdless of meritel stetus. The eernings levels of ever-merried mêles 

ère also higher then for never-merried mêles. 

Recently there hes been e good deel of reseereh into the sources of the 

wege différentiel between mêles end femeles. Blinder (1973), Oexece (1973), end 

Brown (1978) heve used dete for the United Stetes, end Gunderson (1976), Holmes 

(1976), Robb (1978), end Stetistlcs Cenede (Cetelogue No. 13-557) heve used 

Cenedien dete to investigete mele-femele wege différentiels. Eech of thèse 

studies reeched the conclusion thet there is pey or wege diseriminetion egeinst 

femeles reletive to mêles. In ell thèse studies, pey diseriminetion is defined 

es receiving e wege thet is lower then thet received by mêles with eompereble 

quelificetions end productivity. In other words, wege diseriminetion is unequel 

pey for equel work, end equel pey legisletion is designed to prevent this form of 

diseriminetion. 

A second wey thet diseriminetion egeinst femeles cen menifest itself 

in the lebor merket is by systemetic exclusion of women from higher peying 

oecupetions end industries. Equel opportunity legisletion is designed to prevent 

this form of diseriminetion whieh is sometimes referred to es employment 

diseriminetion. The extent of employment diseriminetion is diffieult to meesure 

sinee this requires the essumption thet equelly quelified mêles end femeles heve 

the semé cereer motivetions end desires. It is not cleer thet this essumption 

is setisfied, especielly when compering merried mêles with merried femeles, the 

two lergest groups in the lebor force. 

See footnote(s) on pege 127. 
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Reseereh results on the pervesiveness of employment diseriminetion ère 

less eleer-cut then for wege diseriminetion. Oexece (1973) hes ergued that there 

is significent employment diseriminetion egeinst women in the United Stetes. 

Using e différent dete bese end model, Blinder (1973) finds thet wherees U.S. 

mêles heve e superior distribution of employment ecross oecupetions, this is more 

then offset by the greeter benefits reeped by femeles who enter higher peying 

oecupetions. Consequently, the combined oeeupetionel distribution end reward 

structure results in net benefits to femeles. Results reported by Robb (1978) 

for Cenede elso provide some évidence of employment diseriminetion. However, 

the results of both Blinder end Robb ère weekened by virtue of the fect thet 

their procédures bies the oeeupetionel distribution results in fevor of the 
(2) 

mêles end the oeeupetionel benefits results egeinst mêles. Consequently, 

their results should be considered es tentetive et best. 

7.2. The Effect of Merriege on the Intre-Sex Distribution of Weges end Seleries 

To e large extent the différentiel in mele-femele eernings is the 

resuit of femeles' reletively more tenuous ettechment to the lebor force for 

sociel end biologicel reesons releted to merriege end the beering end reering 

of ehildren. To the extent that this is voluntery suppiy behevior on the pert 

of women, or to the extent thet the différentiel in eernings results from 

productivity différences, thèse eernings différentiels cennot be attributed to 

wage diseriminetion. If merriege does heve importent lebor suppiy implicetions 

for femeles, one would expect never-merried women to heve higher eernings et ell 

eges then do ell women. Chert 2.4 supports this hypothesis for ell five ethnie 

groups. The eernings profiles of the never-merried women dominate those of 

ever-merried women. Thèse figures elso indieete thet the earnings of ever-married 

maies ère significently higher than for never-married maies et ell eges, the 

-exect opposite of thet for femeles. This reversel mey, in pert, be due to en 

esymmetric sélection process in the "merriege merket" es we discuss below. 

The usuel explenetion for the différentiel between ever-merried end never-

merried maies is that ever-merried mêles ère more highly motivated than their 

See footnote(s) on page 127. 
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never-merried counterparts, and this is consistent with the positive coefficients 

on the dummy verieble for being merried in the mêle eernings equetions in 

Chepter 5. Surprisingly, the ever-merried coefficients in the femele eernings 

equetions reported in Chepter 6 were elso positive end significent in spite of 

the higher gross eernings for never-merried femeles relative to ever-married 

females. Thus, efter eontrolling for ell other feetors, ever-merried women tend 

to heve higher eernings then do never-merried women. In eny event, it is cleer 

thet meritel stetus must pley e crucial rôle in eny investigetion of mele-femele 

eernings différentiels. 

One of the principel difficulties in most investigetions of mele/femele 

eernings différentiels is the leck of eppropriete dete on the lebor force ex 

expérience of merried women. Of the Cenedien studies cited ebove, by fer the 

best lebor force expérience dete were utilized in the Stetistlcs Cenede study. 

Dete on yeers of ectuel lebor force expérience for both mêles end femeles were 

used, but this study is merred by the fect thet some ericiel feetors such es 

merriege were not teken into eccount. Robb (1978) controlled for the effect 

of merriege on femele eernings by isoleting never-merried femeles 30 yeers of 

ege end over, end compering the eernings of thet subgroup to the eernings of ell 

mêles. The reesons for isoleting never-merried women eged 30 end over is thet 

thet group is more likely to be similer to mêles in terms of cereer motivetion 

end lebor force ettechment. Hence, potentiel lebor force expérience for never-

merried femeles cen be epproximeted by the semé method thet is used for mêles. 

Our investigetion of the effects of sex end merriege on the distribution 

of eernings is restrieted to individuels 30 yeers of ege end over. Any semple 

of never-merried individuels consists of two groups, premerrieds end "confirmed 

bechelors". Premerrieds ère those men end women who intend to merry but heve 

not yet done so, end confirmed bechelors ère those who never intend to merry 

or who once hoped to merry but opportunity pessed them by. Premerried women ère 

less likely then confirmed bechelor women to heve cereer motivetions similer to 

those of mêles. Thus, the femele semples ère restrieted to individuels who ère 

et leest 30 yeers of ege in en ettempt to eliminete premerried women. 
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It is importent to recognize, however, thet if the enelysis is restrieted 

restrieted to never-merried subgroups, the results mey not be representetive of 

the generel populetion beceuse of the sélection process involved in the merriege 
(3) merket. Merriege, in pert, customerily enteils en exchenge of nonmerket 

services by the femele (ehildbeering, childreering, housekeeping, etc.) for the 

totel or pertiel finenciel support of the maie. Consequently, women who intend 

to merry ère likely to be reletively more "homemeker" oriented end less "cereer" 

oriented then confirmed bechelor women. Conversely, men who intend to merry ère 

likely to be reletively more "cereer" oriented then confirmed bechelor men in 

order to prepere themselves for the finenciel obligations of merriege. From the 

stendpoint of the demend for merriege pertners, those men who echieve the 

greetest finenciel suceess, holding constent ell other feetors such es educetion, 

attrectiveness, intelligence, etc., are the best "cetches" es merriege pertners. 

Similarly, those women who echieve the best "homemeker" skills, egein holding 

constent other feetors, ère in greetest demend es merriege pertners. From the 

suppiy side, the women who echieve the lowest eernings potentiel, ceteris peribus, 

stend to gein the most from merriege sinee the opportunity costs of foregone weges 

ère reletively smell. Thus, ceteris peribus, the confirmed bachelor women are 

likely to heve en everege eernings potentiel whieh is higher then thet for merried 

women. For mêles, on the other hend, those who echieve the highest eernings 

potentiel ère more likely to be willing merriege pertners sinee they will be 

better eble to cope with the finenciel burden of marriage. 

Thus, the merriege merket is likely to be es3nimietric in its sélection 

process. Confirmed bechelor women ère likely to heve en eernings potentiel 

ebove thet of their merried counterparts. For maies, on the other hend, the 

reverse is true end merried mêles ère likely to heve higher eernings potentiel 

then ère confirmed bechelor maies. The raw ege-eernings profiles of ell five 

ethnie groups in Chert 2.4 is consistent with this interpretetion, but the 

évidence is week sinee there ère no edjustments for levels of lebor suppiy, humen 

cepitel or other attributes. The meen levels of seleeted ettributes of the 

never-merried end ever-merried mêles end femeles eged 30 end over ère presented 

in Table 7.1. For ell five ethnie groups, the géométrie meen level of weges end 

See footnote(s) on pege 127. 



TABLE 7.1. Average Age, Education, and Géométrie Mean Wages and Salaries by Ethnie Group, Marital Status, and Sex (1) 

Ethnie group 
Marital 
status 

Géométrie 
mean wages 

Females 

Age 
Years of 
schooling 

Per cent 
working 

Weeks part-time 
worked 'weeks 

Géométrie 
mean 
wages 

Maies 

Age s 

Years Mean 
of weeks 

chooling worked 

Per cent 
working 
part-time 
weeks 

ŵ  
British Group 

French 

North European 

East and South 
European 

Other 

Never 
married 

Ever 
married 

Never 
married 

Ever 
married 

Never 
married 

Ever 
married 

Never 
married 

Ever 
married 

Never 
married 

Ever 
married 

va 

4,471 

3,925 

3,977 

3,954 

48.5 

2,211 46.7 

45.0 

2,197 44.6 

44.1 

2,000 37.5 

2,395 

S&.o 
4,034 

45.1 

41.0 

11.6 

10.8 

10.1 

9.1 

11.5 

10.1 

2,407 42.7 

45.0 10.3 

8.7 

11.0 

9.2 

46.4 

38.7 

45.8 

38.3 

44.1 

37.5 

41.6 

39.6 

45.5 

38.9 

3.8 

35.0 

12.2 

30.1 

12.7 

37.4 

9.3 

30.2 

13.7 

26.1 

4,184 44.8 9.7 

7,139 46.9 10.5 

3,825 42.8 8.8 

6,066 44.9 

4,787 45.3 

6,750 46.0 

8.6 

4,565 43.8 9.5 

6,885 45.1 10.1 

8.9 

9.0 

4,586 39.4 10.0 

5,678 43.3 9.5 

42.3 

46.8 

41.3 

45.2 

43.7 

46.3 

44.0 

46.0 

41.9 

44.0 

12.8 

4.8 

12.4 

6.1 

10.1 

5.24 

11.8 

3.7 

6.8 

5.4 

I 

(1) Computed for individuals aged 30 years and over. 

Source: Public Use Sample Tape. 
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seleries of the never-merried femeles is substentielly higher then their ever-

merried counterparts. For maies the opposite is true; the ever-merrieds heve 

substentielly higher weges end seleries then the never-merrieds in every eese. 

It must be emphesized et this point, the eernings dete presented 

in Teble 7.1 end used in the remeinder of this chepter includes only wages end 

seleries sinee individuels with self-employment eernings ère excluded. The 

reeson for excluding them is thet self-employment eernings ère unlikely to be 

influeneed by sex diseriminetion in the semé wey es weges end salerles. 

In terms of lebor supplied, never-merried women worked more weeks end 

e higher proportion worked full-time weeks then did ever-merried women, while just 

the opposite held for mêles. This is true for ail five ethnie groups. The never-

married females hed higher educetion levels then did the ever-merried females in 

ell five ethnie groups, while for the mêles, the ever-merrieds hed more educetion 

then the never-merrieds in three of the five ceses, the .exceptions being the 

French end Other groups. In terms of ege, the never-merried mêles were younger 

then the ever-merried mêles in ail cases, and in three of the five cases, never-

merried femeles were older then the ever-merried femeles, the exceptions being 

the French and Other groups. 

In summery, then, the never-merried females in the lebor force ère more 

highly edueeted end work more weeks then do ever-merried women. The resuit is 

thet the never-merrieds eern substentielly higher weges end seleries. For mêles, 

the never-merrieds work fewer weeks end eern lower weges end seleries then do 

ever-merried mêles. 

Compering never-merried femeles with ever-merried mêles, the two groups 

ère of epproximetely the semé ege end work epproximetely the semé number of 

weeks. The never-merried femeles heve substentielly more yeers of schooling 

then their ever-merried mêle counterperts. Offsetting the higher educetion levels 

of the never-merried femeles, however, is the fect thet e much lerger proportion 

of the femeles work part-time weeks than do ever-merried mêles. With respect to 

weges end seleries, however, the ever-merried maies dominate the never-merried 

femeles, the letter group eerning only from 58% to 71% of the former. 

See footnote(s) on pege 127, 
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Two eernings functions were estimeted for the never-merried end 

ever-merried subgroups of both mêles end femeles in eech ethnie group. The 

two eernings functions differ in the sensé thet one of the specificetions, the 

full model, includes eontrols for occupetion end industry of emplojnnent wherees 

the redueed model does not. Within eech ethnie group, stetisticel tests were 

performed to test the hypothèses thet the coefficients did not differ between eech 

possible peirwise sex-meritel stetus comparison (e.g., never-merried mêles verus 

versus ever-merried mêles, never-merried mêles versus never-merried femeles, etc.) 

Thèse tests were conducted for both the full end redueed models meking e totel of 

12 pairwise comperisons for each ethnie group. Of ell thèse comperisons within 

eech ethnie group, the hypothesis thet there is no différence between eny peir 

wes rejected at the 1% level in every case except for the comperisons of 

never-merried femeles versus ever-merried femeles, end never-merried femeles 

versus never-merried mêles. For the never-merried/ever-merried femele comperlson, 

the hypothesis thet there is no différence in the coefficients cen be rejected 

et the 5% significenee level only for the British, full end redueed model, end 

for the British full model, the hypothesis of no différence cennot be rejected 

et the 1% level. For the remeining ethnie groups there does not seem to be eny 

significent différence in the estimeted coefficients. Thus, with the exception 

of the British group, there does not eppeer to be eny significent différence 

in the pey structure between never-merried end ever-merried women. Concerning 

the never-merried femele/never-merried mêle comperisons, the hypothesis of no 

différence could not be rejected et the 5% level for the Other ethnie groups, 

end for the North Européen group, the hypothèses of no différence in the 

redueed model could be rejected et the 5% level but not et the 1% level. 

Thus, it eppeers thet the coefficient estimetes, end hence pey structures 

differ emong sex-meritel stetus groups within ethnie groups. The only importent 

devietlon from this pettern is the never-married/ever-merried femele pettern. 

The results indieete thet, with the possible exception of the British group, there 

is no stetistieelly significent différence in the rewerd structure between ever-

merried end never-merried females. 

The return to schooling by meritel stetus, sex, end ethnie group ère 

See footnote(s) on pege 127. 
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presented in Teble 7.2. The results indieete thet the return to schooling is 

higher in the redueed model then in the full model in every eese, but the 

différences ère fer more pronouneed for the femeles then for the mêles. Thus, 

for both ever-merried end never-merried femeles, higher levels of schooling 

eppeer to be positively essocieted with employment in higher paying occupations 

end industries. Controlling for occupetion end industry of employment in the 

full model results in substentielly lower estimeted returns to schooling relative 

to the redueed model sinee, in the latter, the earnings increase essocieted with 

the occupetionel/industriel employment shift is picked up by the schooling 

verieble. This effect is much less pronouneed for the mêles then it is for the 

femeles, whieh suggests thet the rôle of educetion es e sereening deviee for 

emplojTment in higher peying oecupetions end industries is less importent for mêles 

then for femeles. 

The gross eernings différentiels between never-merried end ever-merried 

individuels by sex end ethnie group ère pertitioned in Teble 7.3. (The method of 

pertitioning is the semé es thet used in Chepter 6 end discussed in Appendix H.) 

The gross différentiel is the pereentege by whieh the géométrie meen weges and 

seleries of the never-merrieds exceed the géométrie meen weges end seleries of 

ever-merrieds belonging to the semé group. This différentiel is pertitioned into 

two perts: the first is thet pert whieh is essocieted with or expleined by 

différences in ettribute levels, while the second is the pert whieh erises beceuse 

of différences in rates-of-return to the ettributes (i.e., différent pey structures 

between the groups). 

The figures for femeles indieete thet the mejor portion of the wege 

end selery différentiel between the never-married and ever-merried groups cen 

be expleined by différences in ettribute levels rether then différences in retes-

of-return to those ettributes. This comes es no surprise sinee the retes-of-

returns on attributes (i.e., the coefficients) were not significently différent, 

in the stetisticel sensé, between the ever-merried end never-married females 

except for the British group. Even for this group, however, the estimâtes 

indicate thet of the 70.4% gross différentiel, the mejor portion (between 56.4% 

end 63.3%) is essocieted with attribute level différences, end only e smell 

See footnote(s) on pege 127, 
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TABLE 7.2. Return to Schooling by Meritel Stetus, Sex, end Ethnie Group (1) 

Female Maie 

Ethnie 
group 

British 

French 

North 
European 

East and South 
European 

Other 

Meritel 
stetus 

Never 
married 

Ever 
married 

Never 
married 

Ever 
married 

Never 
married 

Ever 
married 

Never 
married 

Ever 
married 

Never 
married 

Ever 
married 

Redueed Full Redueed Full 

Simple average 

7.03 

6.69 

5.00 

2.56 

4.44 

4.73 

3.42 

5.82 

3.68 

5.40 2.86 

2.09 

2.14 

1.81 

2.03 

2.04 

2.02 

5.23 

2.91 

3.72 

2.95 

2.86 

0.83 

1.65 

4.95 

2.28 

4.31 

3.54 1.64 2.78 

4.86 2.55 2.87 

2.50 

3.03 

2.88 

2.55 

0.16 

1.58 

4.02 

1.63 

3.03 

2.40 

2.38 

(1) Computed for Individuals aged 30 yeers end over end not reporting 
eernings from self-employment. 

Source: Public Use Semple Tepec 



TABLE 7.3. Pertitioning of Wege end Selery Différences between Never-merried end Ever-merried Individuels 
30 Yeers end Over by Ethnie Group end Sex^l' 

Ethnie group 
Gross pey 

différentiel 

Attribute level effects 

Redueed model 

Lower 
bound 

Upper 
bound 

Full model 

Lower 
bound 

Upper 
bound 

Rete-of-return effects 

Redueed model 

Lower 
bound 

Upper 
bound 

Full model 

Lower 
bound 

Upper 
bound 

Never-merried versus ever-merried femeles 

British 

French 

North Européen 

Eest and South 
European 

Other 

70.4 

58.0 

68.7 

50.1 

51.6 

56.4 

40.1 

62.4 

46.8 

43.5 

62.7 

51.9 

67.5 

53.7 

52.5 

58.8 

42.2 

71.4 

47.5 

53.0 

63.3 

54.3 

71.6 

53.7 

55.6 

7.8 

6.2 

1.1 

3.2 

- 0.9 

14.1 

17.9 

6.3 

- 3.6 

8.0 

7.2 

3.6 

- 2.7 

2.4 

- 1.5 

11.8 

15.7 

- 3.0 

- 3.8 

- 4.1 

1 

118 
-

B. Never-merried versus ever-merried mêles 

British 

French 

North Européen 

East and South 
Européen 

Other 

-53.4 

-46.1 

-41.0 

-38.1 

-21.3 

-21.4 

-11.3 

-11.1 

- 6.5 

- 4.7 

-21.8 

-13.8 

-11.2 

-11.8 

- 5.2 

-24.5 

-14.4 

-13.1 

- 9.5 

- 6.2 

-26.3 

-16.0 

-16.7 

-13.4 

-10.0 

-32.8 

-32.4 

-30.0 

-22.7 

-14.1 

-33.1 

-34.8 

-30.0 

-27.9 

-14.6 

-28.1 

-29.6 

-24.7 

-21.6 

-11.1 

-30.0 

-31.2 

-28.3 

-25.5 

-14.8 

(1) The numbers ère pereentege différences in géométrie meen weges end seleries end ère computed es 100 
times the différences between meens of logerithms. Ail différences ère computed es never-merried 
minus ever-merried. Thus, e negetive number indicetes en edventege to the ever-merried group wherees 
e positive number indicetes en edventege to the never-merried group. 

Source: Public Use Semple Tepe. 
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pert of the totel différentiel erises beceuse of the différences in pey structure 

(retes-of-return effects). Thus, et leest 80% of the gross différentiel is 

essocieted with différences in ettribute levels such as higher levels of 

educetion, more weeks end hours worked, etc., end not more then 20% of the gross 

différentiel is releted to differing pey structures. 

The pettern is the semé for the other ethnie groups. The mejor portion 

of the gross différentiel is essocieted with ettribute levels end very little 

results from differing retes-of-return. 

For mêles, the situetion is eompletely reversed. The negetive gross 

différentiel Indicetes thet never-merried men eern lower géométrie meen weges 

end seleries then do ever-merried men, the letter eerning from 21.3% more for 

the Other group, to 53.4% more for the British group. For each of thèse ethnie 

groups, the emount of the never-merried/ever-merried différentiel essocieted with 

ettribute level différences is smeller (in ebsolute velue) then thet pert 

essocieted with differing pey structures. Thus, différences in retes-of-return 

to ettributes ère e more importent source of the wege end selery level 

différentiels between ever-merried end never-merried mêles then ère the 

'différences in levels of ettributes between thèse two groups. 

The eernings level différences essocieted with rete-of-return 

différences heve frequently been lebeled es diseriminetion between the groups 

being studied (Blinder, 1973; Oexece, 1973; Mesters, 1974; Holmes 1976; Robb, 1978) 

However, thèse studies heve usuelly involved comperisons between the sexes or 

reeiel groups where there is e good deel of populer belief thet wage discrim

ination does exist. To our knowledge, no one hes ever suggested thet there is 

wege diseriminetion egeinst never-merried mêles relative to ever-married maies. 

The higher eernings of ever-merried reletive to never-merried mêles ère usuelly 

ettributed to motivational différences between thèse groups: the married maie 

works harder then the never-merried mêle beceuse the former is frequently the 

principel breed winner for wife end femily. If thet is in fect the eese., then 

the différences in the coefficient estimetes for. the never-merried end ever-

merried eernings functions erise beceuse of "motivetionel différences" whieh are 
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not edequetely ceptured in the model specificetion. However, it is thèse 

coefficient différences whieh give rise to the "résiduels" whlch heve often been 

lebeled es diseriminetion. 

Given the week corroboreting évidence of pey diseriminetion against 

never-married maies reletive to ever-merried mêles, it is probebly better to 

interpret the rete-of-return effects es primarily reflecting motivetionel 

différences thet erise from the feetors essocieted with merriege (such es the 

mete sélection process). This being the eese, it is only neturel to reise 

questions concerning the meening of the lerge résiduel between reees end between 

sexes identified es diseriminetion in other studies. It is not possible thet 

thèse "résiduels" elso reflect other feetors besides pay diseriminetion whieh were 

not teken into eccount in the specificetion? 

In summery, the wege end selery différentiel between never-merried 

end ever-merried females cen lergely be expleined by différences in the levels 

of verious ettributes between thèse two groups, end only e minor portion of the 

différentiel is due to rates-of-return différences between the two groups. For 

maies, however, différences in retes-of-return to ettributes eccount for over 

helf of the gross wege and selery différentiel between never-merried end 

ever-merried mêles. 

Wege end selery différentiels between mêles end femeles ère enelyzed 

in the next section. 

7.3. The Effect of Sex on the Distribution of Weges end Seleries 

One the basis of the seleeted attribute levels discussed in connection 

with Teble 7.1, it is cleer thet never-merried females ère much more similer to 

mêles in terms of work effort than ère ever-merried femeles. In terms of weeks 

worked, never-merried femeles ère very similer to ever-merried mêles, but in 

terms of the proportion working part-time rether than full-time weeks, never-

married femeles resemble never-merried mêles more closely then they do ever-

merried mêles. The géométrie meen wege and selery levels of the mêle end 

femele never-merried groups ère elso very similar. Because of the similerity 
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of the ettributes of the never-merried femeles to those of mêles in generel, the 

wege end selery différentiels between never-merried femeles on the one hend, end 

both never-merried end ever-merried mêles on the other, ère discussed in this 

section. For comperlson ever-merried femeles ère briefly discussed reletive to 

ell mêles. 

The pey différentiels between never-merried mêles end femeles for the 

five ethnie groups ère pertitioned in the first section of Teble 7.4. The 

gross différentiels indieete thet the weges end seleries of never-merried femeles 

in the British end French ethnie groups slightly exceed those of never-married 

maies by 6.6.% end 2.6%, respectively. For the remeining three ethnie groups, 

however, the pey level of the never-merried mêles exeeeds thet of their never-

merried femele counterperts. Compering the signs of the ettribute level end 

rete-of-return effects, it is epperent thet thèse effects work in opposite 

directions. For every ethnie group, the never-merried femeles hâve a relatively 

more désirable ettribute peckege then do never-merried mêles. With respect to 

the retes-of-return effects, however, the femeles ère et e disedventege. The 

retes-of-return edventege for the mêles more then offsets the ettribute level 

edventege for three of the five groups, with the net resuit that the never-

married maies in those groups eern more then the never-married femeles. For the 

British end French groups, however, the two effects neerly offset eech other 

with the resuit thet the never-merried mêles end femeles heve epproximetely the 

semé pey level. The pettern is the semé for both the full end redueed model 

estimetes. 

The wege end selery différentiels between never-merried femeles 

reletive to ever-merried mêles ère partitioned in the second section of 

Teble 7.4. The gross différentiels indieete thet ever-merried maies earn from 

34.1% tp 57.2% more then never-merried femeles in .the semé ethnie group. The 

ettribute level effects ère negligible in most ceses indieeting thet never-merried 

femeles end ever-merried femeles heve very similer ettribute peckeges» In fect, 

the lower end upper bounds in the full model specificetion include zéro in the 

estimeted renge of the ettribute level effects for ell of the ethnie groups. 

Thus, it is not cleer whether the ever-merried mêles or the never-merried femeles 

heve en ettribute level edventege. 



TABLE 7.4. Pertitioning of Wege end Selery Différence Between Mêles end Femeles 30 Yeers end Over by 
Ethnie Group end Meritel Stetus(1) 

Attribute level effects Rete-of-return effects 

Redueed model Full model Redueed model Full model 

Ethnie group 
Gross pey 

différentiel 
Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper 
bound bound bound bound bound bound bound bound 

A. Never-merried mêles versus never-merried femeles 

British 

French 

North European 

East and South 
European 

Other 

- 6.6 

- 2.6 

13.8 

19.1 

12.8 

-26.4 

-18.8 

- 3.6 

-20.7 

-10.2 

-32.3 

-22.9 

-15.3 

-25.0 

-18.0 

-19.8 

-14.1 

- 3.4 

-14.7 

-14.7 

-33.8 

-24.6 

-38.2 

-37.6 

-60.6 

19.7 

16.2 

17.4 

39.8 

23.0 

25.7 

20.3 

29.0 

44.1 

30.8 

13.9 

12.7 

17.7 

33.9 

29.4 

27.9 

23.2 

52.5 

56.8 

75.3 

1 
-̂' 
to 
to 

1 

B. Ever-merried mêles versus never-merried femeles 

British 

French 

North European 

East and South 
European 

Other 

46.8 

43.5 

54.8 

57.2 

34.1 

- 3.0 

- 5.6 

0.3 

- 6.9 

- 4.6 

- 4.6 

- 9.3 

4.4 

- 7.6 

-12.4 

- 5.8 

2.5 

- 4.8 

3.1 

2.2 

6.8 

- 7.5 

14.7 

-22.2 

-56.5 

50.9 

49.2 

50.5 

60.4 

38.9 

52.5 

52.9 

54.7 

61.1 

46.7 

41.7 

41.7 

41.0 

57.2 

33.6 

54.3 

51.6 

60.5 

76.4 

92.4 

See footnote(s) at end of teble. 



TABLE 7.4. Pertitioning of Wege end Selery Différence Between Mêles end Females 30 Yeers end Over by 
Ethnie Group and Marital Status(1) (Concluded) 

Attribute level effects Rate-of-return effects 

Redueed model Full model Redueed model Full model 

Ethnie group 
Gross pay 

différentiel 
Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper 
bound bound bound bound bound bound bound bound 

Ail mêles versus ever-merried females 

British 113. 

French 97. 

North Européen 121. 

East and South 
Européen 101. 

Other 84. 

41.6 

25.8 

45.7 

29.0 

23 .3 

56.8 

42.6 

69.2 

42.5 

40.5 

52 .5 

37 .1 

58 .9 

38.9 

29 .6 

56.6 

43 .3 

74.0 

49 .3 

33 .1 

57.6 

54.7 

51.4 

58.6 

43.2 

72.8 

71.5 

74 .9 

72.2 

60.4 

58.4 

54.6 

48 .6 

52.4 

52.2 

62.5 

60.8 

63.8 

62.9 

55.7 

bO 
U) 

(1) The numbers are pereentage différences in géométrie mean weges end seleries end ère computed es the 
différences between meens of logerithms multiplied by 100. Ail différences ère computed es mêle 
minus femele. Thus, positive numbers indicate edventeges to mêles wherees negetive numbers indieete 
edventeges to femeles. 

Source: Public Use Semple Tape. 
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With respect to the rete-of-return effects, however, the ever-merried 

mêles heve e distinct edventege reletive to never-merried femeles. The megnitudes 

ère substentiel end indieete thet the ever-merried mêles receive much higher retes 

of return on their ettributes then do never-merried femeles. For example, the 

lower and upper bound estimetes besed on the redueed model for the British group 

indieete thet ever-merried mêles receive between 50.9% end 52.5% more pey then do 

never-merried British femeles beceuse the mêles heve higher retes-of-retes on 

their ettributes. The eompereble estimetes for the full model indieete thet the 

never-merried mêles receive from 41.7% to 54.3% more pey then never-merried femeles 

beceuse of the higher retes-of-return. The megnitudes for the remeining four 

ethnie groups ère similer. 

The wege end selery différentiels between ever-merried femeles end ell 

mêles ère pertitioned in the third section of Teble 7.4. The gross différentiels 

indicate that the géométrie meen weges end seleries of mêles ère epproximetely 

double those of ever-merried femeles. The différentiel resulting from retes-of-

return différences is epproximetely the semé for the ever-merried femele/ell maie 

comparison as it is for the never-married femele/ever-merried mêle comperlson. 

The big différence between thèse two comperisons is in the ettribute level effects. 

While the never-merried femeles and ever-married maies had very similar ettribute 

levels, it is cleer thet ever-merried femeles heve e much less desireble ettribute 

peckege then do ell mêles. 

The substentiel retes-of-return effects in Teble 7.4 heve been 

lebeled by some reseerchers es diseriminetion. Cere must be used in such en 

interpretetion, however. As discussed above in connection with the ever-merried/ 

never-merried mêle comparison, the différence in rates-of-return between two 

groups mey merely be e reflection of feetors thet heve not been controlled for in 

the enelysis. For exemple, suppose never-merried femeles ère equivelent to 

ever-merried mêles in terms of ell the feetors considered in the enelysis, but 

ever-merried mêles ère more highly motiveted end, consequently, work herder then 

the never-merried femeles. If the lebor merket rewerds the mêles for the 

resulting higher productivity, the only wey this cen be reflected in the enelysis 
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is through higher retes-of-return on the ettributes considered in the enelysis. 

It is this type of bies thet mey eccount for e portion of the ever-merried/never-

merried mêle retes-of-return différentiels. If thet is the eese, it would not be 

correct to lebel the retes-of-return effects es wege diseriminetion. At this 

time, it is open to question es to whether the mele/femele retes-of-return 

différentiels should be lebeled es diseriminetion. 

Some people would ergue thet the reeson femeles eren't es highly 

motiveted es mêles (if thet is, in fect, the eese) is beceuse of the typicel 

sociel end biologicel rôle of women in society. As e conséquence of this 

stereotyping, the femele is viewed as someone who will only be in the lebor 

force intermittently or tempérerily. As e resuit, women receive lower pey 

end heve fewer opportunlties for edvencement then do men in eompereble situetions. 

Thus, there is little incentive for women to work herd et. their jobs or to 

eequire skills thet ère rewerded in the lebor merket. This disincentive cen be 

considered diseriminetion in e lerger sensé. 

The never-merried women considered in this study, however, certeinly 

invested time end effort ecquiring educetion. On this score, they compared very 

favorably with the maies. They elso compered fevorebly in terms of weeks of 

work, end thèse feetors ère prime fecie évidence of motivetion. There is e good 

deel of populer belief thet pey diseriminetion egeinst women exists end other 

reseerchers heve lebeled rates-of-return différentiels such es we heve found es 

pey diseriminetion. Ail of this suggests thet et leest e portion of the large 

rates-of-return effects between ever-married maies and never-merried femeles 

could be lebeled diseriminetion. However, if the mele-femele retes-of-return 

différentiels ère lebeled es diseriminetion, then the retes-of-return 

différentiels between never-married end ever-merried mêles discussed in the 

preceding section should elso be lebeled es diseriminetion. 

7.4. The Effect of the Distribution of Employment on Wege end Seleries 

A second wey thet lebor merket diseriminetion egeinst e group cen 

menifest itself is through employment diseriminetion, whieh is defined es the 

systemetic exclusion of the disedventeged group from higher peying oecupetions 
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end industries. Within the current fremework of enelysis, employment discrim

ination would be reflected by en increese in the ebsolute size of the ettribute-
(8) 

level effects when controlling for the industry end occupetion of employment. 

Thus if employment diseriminetion is présent, the ebsolute megnitude of the 

ettribute level effects computed on the besis of the full model should be lerger 

then those of the redueed model. Sinee the ettribute level effects plus the 

rate-of-return effects for each model (full end redueed) must sum to the gross 

différentiel, there must be en offsetting chenge in the rete-of-return effects. 

In perticuler, employment diseriminetion would be reflected by e réduction in the 

ebsolute size of the rete-of-return effects in the full model relative to the 

redueed model. 

The évidence presented in Tebles 7.3 does not provide eny support 

for the contention thet there is emplojnnent diseriminetion between never-merried 

end ever-merried individuels of the semé sex. Similerly, the évidence in 

Teble 7.4 provides no support for the hypothesis thet never-merried femeles ère 

discrimineted egeinst by being systemeticelly excluded from higher peying 

occupations end industries. 

This finding is in direct contrest to the conclusion reeched by 

Oexece (1973, p. 708) for women in the United States. He ergued thet it wes the 

eoncentretlon of women in lower peying jobs thet produces lerge pey différentiels 

between mêles end femeles, end thet this effect is fer more importent then unequel 

pey for equel work. One possible reeson for the différences in the conclusions 

reeched in Oexece's study end the conclusion reeched in this study is thet Oexece 

used e somewhet more deteiled set of industries end oecupetions then were used 
(9) in the présent enelysis. It is possible thet employment diseriminetion 

would be indiceted if more deteiled dete were utilized on occupetion end 

industry of employment. 

See footnote(s) on pege 127. 
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FOOTNOTES 

(1) Rieherd P. Beilock is e eo-euthor of this chepter. 

(2) The oeeupetionel distribution edventege for mêles wes celculeted es 

Z b? (X? - X.), end the oeeupetionel benefits edventege for mêles wes 

celculeted es X.(b™ - b ) , where X end X, indieete the proportion 

of mêles end femeles in occupetion i end b^ end b. ère the maie end 

femele returns or benefits to being employed in occupetion i reletive 

to some référence occupetion, end the summetion is over ell oecupetions 

included in the model specificetion. If mêles end femeles respond to 

différentiel benefits in oecupetions, they should do so by entering 

those oecupetions with reletively high benefits. Thus, if b. is high 

reletive to b. for some perticuler occupetion, then thet occupetion 

is reletively more ettreetive for mêles then for femeles end X. should 
_f "*" 

be large relative to X.. The resuit is thet weighting the intersex 

oeeupetionel distribution of employment (X. - X.) by the mêle benefits 

bieses the resuit in fevor of mêles. Similerly, weighting the intersex 

differentials within occupations (b. - b.) by the femele oeeupetionel 

distribution bieses the resuit in fevor of femeles (egeinst mêles). 

The solution to this index number problem is to eveluete eech of thèse 

terms twice, once using mêle weights end once using femele weights 

(see Appendix H). 
(3) The following ergument is besed on the theory of merriege by Becker (1976). 

(4) The eernings data underlying Chart 2.4 includes individuals with self-

employment ineome es well es weges end seleries. 

(5) Concerning ege, the never-merried femeles end ever-married mêles, were 

virtuelly identicel in ege for the French, North European end Eest end 

South Européen groups, wherees the femeles were somewhet older for the 

British group end the mêles were older for the Other group, The never-

merried femeles worked elmost the semé number of weeks es the ever-merried 

mêles of the British and French groups. Ever-married mêles of the North 

Européen end Eest end South Européen groups worked more weeks then the 
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never-married femeles, while just the opposite wes true for the Other group. 

(6) The specificetions of both the full end redueed model ère discussed in 

Appendix I. Due to the lerge number of régressions involved, the estimetes 

ère not reported. 

(7) For femeles, the simple everege ecross ell ethnie end meritel-stetus groups 

increeses from 2.55 in the full model to 4.86 in the redueed model, wherees 

the comperable figures for the maies are 2.38 end 2.87 for the full end 

redueed mêle models, respectively. The mêle figures exhibit e much smeller 

différence between the two models. 

—1 —2 
(8) The reeson for this is es follows. Let X. end X. dénote the proportion of 

the workers in Groups 1 end 2 that ère employed in industry 1. (Thet is, 
-1 -2 
X end X ère the meens of the ith oeeupetionel dummy verieble for Groups 
1 end 2). If occupetion 1 is e high peying occupetion reletive to the 

1 2 excluded cetegory, then the estimeted coefficients, b. end b., should be 

positive. If both groups heve equel desires to work in oecupetions with 
-1 -2 

high pey, then X. end X. should be epproximetely equel end the ettribute 
""" """ 1 _i _2 9 _i _9 

level effects for thet occupetion, bj" (X, - X.) or bt (X. - XT), will be 
i l 1 1 1 1 

negligible. On the other hend, if Group 2 is systemeticelly excluded 

from higher peying oecupetions, or if individuels in this group heve less 

désire to work in those occupations then do individuels in Group 1, then 
1 - 1 - 2 2 -1 -2 

b (X. - X.) end b. (X. - X.) will be positive. For oecupetions with 

low pey reletive to the excluded cetegory, b. end b. will be negetive. 

If Group 2 is systemeticelly excluded from higher peying jobs, or the 

individuels in this group do not went to provide the effort neeessery to 

work in those jobs, then they must necessarily be concentrated in low peying 
-1 -2 

oecupetions end (X. - X.) will be negetive for those oecupetions. Thus, 
1 —1 —2 2 —1 —2 

summing over ell oecupetions, ^ h. (X. - X.) andZ b.(X. - X.) will be 
i i i 1 £ i i 1 

positive if the distribution of employment has en importent effect on 

increesing the level of weges end seleries in fevor of Group 1. 

(9) Oexece utilized e totel of 10 oecupetions end 16 industries. In the présent 

enelysis, only U oecupetions end nine industries were utilized. 



CHAPTER 8 

THE DISTRIBUTION OF HOURS AND WEEKS OF WORK 

One of the mejor shorteomings of our enelyticel models is their feilure 

to explein the number of weeks individuels work. The verietions in weeks worked 

is e importent source of eernings inequelity for both mêles end females. The 

inequality anelysis in Chepter 5 indiceted thet over 19% of the verienee in the 

logerithm of mêle eernings is ettributed to verietions in weeks worked. The 

enelysis of femele eernings in Chepter 6 showed thet verietions in weeks worked 

were by fer the lergest source of earnings inequality for each of the female ethnie 

groupings enelyzed. 

This chepter exemines distributions of the number of weeks worked by sex, 

ege, end ethnie groups. While this does not explein weeks worked, it does provide 

informetion on how the number of weeks worked veries ecross ege cetegories end 

ethnie groups. Sinee the number of hours worked per week is the other dimension 

of lebor suppiy thet is importent in expleining individual earnings, the chapter 

includes e brief discussion of the distributions of the hours of work by sex. 

It wes neeessery to exclude individuels who did not work in 1970 from 

the semples used in the econometrie enelyses beceuse thèse individuels hed zéro 

eernings. Consequently, the dépendent veriebles ère undefined for those observe

tions. However, it is informetive to describe some of the cherecteristics of 

those individuels who did not work. Hence, the distributions enelyzed in this 

chepter include observetions on ell individuels over 14 yeers of ege in the 

provineiel files of the Public Use Semple. This is e lerger semple then thet used 

in the enelysis presented in Chepter 5, 6, and 7. 

In Table 8.1. the distributions of weeks of work by broad ege cetegories 

ère presented for both mêles and femeles. Compering the overell distributions of 

weeks of work for mêles end femeles (column totals for maies end femeles), it cen 

be seen thet 18.7% of the mêles in the semple did not work in 1970 compered with 

54.3% of the femeles. At the other end of the weeks worked speetrum, 49.6% of the 

mêles worked full-yeers (i.e., in excess of 48 weeks) compered with only 20.9% of 

femeles. While the number of observetions et the ends of the speetrum for maies 
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TABLE 8.1. Distribution of Mêles end Femeles by the Number of Weeks 
Worked end by Age. 

Age 

groups 

15-24 

25-44 

45-64 

65 and 
over 

Column 
total 

15-24 

25-44 

45-64 

65 and 
over 

Column 
total 

0 

6,241 
32.1 

931 
3.5 

1,620 
8.3 

4,866 
67.1 

13,658 
18.7 

8,607 
44.5 

13,042 
49.5 

10,723 
54.6 

7,785 
89.8 

40,157 
54.3 

Number 

1-13 

3,299 
17.0 

662 
2.5 

539 
2.8 

297 
4.1 

4,797 
6.6 

2,596 
13.4 

1,686 
6.4 

807 
4.1 

101 
1.2 

5,190 
7.0 

of weeks 

14-39 

Mêles 

4,191 
21.6 

3,451 
2.9 

2,267 
11.6 

583 
8.0 

10,492 
14.4 

Femeles 
3,266 
16.9 

3,248 
12.3 

1,727 
8.8 

235 
2.7 

8,476 
11.5 

worked 

40-48 

1,578 
8.1 

3,435 
12.9 

2,466 
12.7 

322 
4.4 

7,801 
10.7 

1,283 
6.6 

1,904 
7.2 

1,414 
7.2 

118 
1.4 

4,719 
6.4 

49-52 

4,119 
21.2 

18,245 
68.3 

12,578 
64.6 

1,183 
16.3 

36,126 
49.6 

3,568 
18.5 

6,493 
24.6 

4,983 
25.4 

431 
5.0 

15,475 
20.9 

Row , . 
totel ̂ -̂  

19,428 
26.7 

26,724 
36.7 

19,471 
26.7 

7,251 
10.0 

72,874 
100.0 

19,320 
26.1 

26.373 
35.6 

19,654 
26.6 

8,670 
11.7 

74,017 
100.0 

(1) The first entry in eech eell is the number of observetions in the 
cell end the second entry is the number of observetions es e 
percent of the row totel. 

(2) The second entry is the row totel es e percent of the overell 
totel. 

Source: Publie Use Semple Tepe. 
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end femeles ère radically différent, between the endpoints the distributions ère 

feirly similer: 6.6% of mêles versus 7.0% of femeles worked from 1-13 weeks; 14.4% 

of mêles versus 11.5% of femeles worked 14-39 weeks; end 10.7% of mêles versus 6.4% 

of femeles worked 40-48 weeks. 

Compering the distributions within ege groups, the mêle end femele dis

tributions in the 15-24 ege groups ère probebly the most similer of any of the âge 

groups. The reasons for this mey be thet the semples on whieh thèse distributions 

ère besed include full- and pert-time students, end the mejority of never-merried 

individuels appear in this ege group es well. At eny rete, 32.1% of mêles versus 

44.5% of femeles in this ege group did not work, end 21.2% of maies versus 18.5% 

of females worked full-yeers. The distributions of mêles in the 25-44 ege group 

end 45-64 ege group ère very similer. The semé is true for femeles, but the dis

tributions ère redieelly différent between the mêles end femeles. For the mêles, 

only 3.5% end 8.3% in the 25-44 end 45-64 ege groups respectively did not work, 

wherees the eompereble figure for femeles ère 49.5% end 54.6%. Thus, while 

epproximetely one-helf of the femeles in thèse ege groups did not work during 1970, 

94.5% of the mêles worked et leest pert-yeers, end 66.7% worked full-yeers. On the 

other hend only 24.9% of the femeles in thèse âge groups worked full-yeers. For 

the 65 end over ege group, 89.8% of the females end 67.1% of the mêles did not work. 

Only 5% of femeles in this ege group worked full-yeers compered with 16.3% of mêles. 

Thus, for every ege group, e higher proportion of mêles worked full-yeers than 

females, and e higher proportion of femeles then mêles did not work. To whet extent 

thèse différences ère voluntery suppiy effects (e.g., women withdrewing from the 

lebor force for childreering end homemeking), end to whet extent they ère involun-

tery demend effects (greeter diffieulty experieneed by femeles in finding jobs) we 

hâve not been able to détermine. Nevertheless, whatever the ceuse, thèse diffé

rences ère importent in expleining the différences in the distribution of eernings 

between mêles end femeles. 

8.1. Weeks of Work by Ethnie Group 

The distributions of the numbers of mêles and femeles by weeks of work 

for différent ethnie groups ère presented in Teble 8.2. The ethnie groups in this 

teble correspond to those used in Chepter 5 for mêles end those used for females 

in Chepters 6 end 7. 
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TABLE 8.2. Distribution of Individuals by the Number of Weeks Worked, 
Ethnie Group, and Sex 

Ethnie 
group 

Number of weeks worked (1) 

1-13 14-39 40-A8 49-52 
Row 
total̂ '̂ ^ 

British 

French 

North 
European 

East 
European 

Italian 

Jewish 

Oriental 

Native 
Indian 

Other 

Haie 
total 

5.856 
18.3 

4,471 
22.0 

1,186 
13.8 

709 
19.0 

321 
12.4 

193 
16.6 

131 
22.3 

278 
36.6 

513 
16.5 

13,658 
18.7 

2,128 
6.6 

1,362 
6.7 

524 
6.1 

235 
6.3 

139 
5.4 

94 
8.1 

38 
6.5 

103 
13.6 

174 
5.6 

4,797 
6.6 

Maies 

4,399 
13.7 

3,017 
14.8 

1,239 
14.4 

515 
13.8 

441 
17.0 

136 
11.7 

90 
15.3 

166 
21.8 

489 
15.8 

10,492 
14.4 

3,207 
10.0 

2,087 
10.3 

990 
11.5 

411 
11.0 

420 
16.2 

120 
10.4 

69 
11.8 

69 
9.1 

428 
13.8 

7,801 
10.7 

16,443 
51.3 

9,385 
46.2 

4,654 
54.2 

1,857 
49.8 

1,267 
48.9 

618 
53.2 

259 
44.1 

144 
18.9 

1,499 
48.3 

36,126 
49.6 

32,033 
44.0 

20.322 
27.9 

8.593 
11.8 

3,727 
5.1 

2,588 
3.6 

1,161 
1.6 

587 
0.8 

760 
1.0 

3,103 
4.3 

72,874 
100.0 

British 

French 

North 
European 

East and 
South 
European 

Other 

Female 
totals 

17,697 
52.3 

12,826 
61.3 

4,049 
50.0 

3,496 
59.5 

2,089 
50.9 

40,157 
54.3 

2,565 
7.6 

1,169 
5.6 

686 
8.5 

498 
7.0 

272 
6.6 

5,190 
7.0 

Females 

4,033 
11.9 

1,976 
9.4 

1,015 
12.5 

905 
12.8 

547 
13.3 

8,476 
11.5 

2,127 
6.3 

1,148 
5.5 

556 
6.9 

566 
8.0 

322 
7.8 

4,719 
6.4 

7,401 
21.9 

3,804 
18.2 

1,791 
22.1 

1,603 
22.7 

877 
21.4 

15,475 
20.9 

33,823 
45.7 

20,923 
28.3 

8.097 
10.9 

7,068 
9.5 

4,106 
5.5 

74,017 
100.0 

(1) The first entry in each eell is the number of maies or females in the cell. The second entry is 
the number of individuals as a percent of the number in the ethnie group. 

(2) The second entry in each cell in this column is the number of individuals in the ethnie group as 
a percent of the total number of maies or females. 

(3) For maies, this group combines the Negro/West Indian with the Other and unknown group of Chapter 
5. 

Source: Public Use Sample Tape. 
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As might be expected, there is greet veriebility emong the ethnie groups 

in the distribution of the weeks of work. Wherees only 18.7% of ell mêles did not 

work in 1970, neerly twice thet pereentege (36.6%) of Netive Indiens did not work 

et ell, end over one-helf of maie Native Indians over 14 yeers of ege either did 

not work or worked less then 14 weeks. This contrests sherply with the Orientel 

group whieh hed the next highest pereentege of mêles who did not work (22.3%). The 

ethnie groups with the lowest pereenteges of mêles who did not work were the 

Iteliens end Jews with 12.4% end 16.6% respectively. 

At the other end of the speetrum, 49.6% of ell mêles worked full-yeers 

(in excess of 48 weeks), but only 18.8% of mêle Netive Indiens worked full-yeers. 

This is fer lower then the 44.1% of the Orientel group whieh hed the second lowest 

pereentege of full-time workers. The North Européen end Jewish groups hed the 

highest proportion of mêles working full-time with 54.2% end 53.2% respectively. 

Distributions of weeks of work by ethnie group for femeles show much 

less veriebllty emong ethnie groups then do the distributions for mêles. To e 

lerge extent, this is due to the fect thet the numerieelly smaller ethnie groups 

heve been eggregeted. Of ell femeles 54.3% did not work. In this regard, the 

French group hed the lergest pereentege who did not work (61.3%), end this wes 

substentielly higher then eny of the other groups. While 20.9% of ell femeles 

worked full-yeers, only 18.2% of the French group worked full-yeers. Thus, the 

French group hed both the lergest proportion of femeles who did not work, end elso 

the lowest proportion who worked full-yeers. The French group was the only female 

group thet differed substentielly from the overell pettern for femeles. 

The dremetie différences in the distributions of the numbers of weeks 

worked ère cleerly importent in expleining the différences in eernings emong ethnie 

groups discussed in Chepter 2 for both mêles end femeles (Cherts 2.2 end 2.3), 

end discussed further in Chepters 5, 6, end 7. 

8.2. Hours of Work by Sex 

The distributions of hours usuelly worked per week by sex ère given in 

Teble 8.3. It was noted in Chapter 4 thet thèse dete do not neeesserily refer to 

the individuel's labor force activity in 1970. Rether, thèse dete relete to the 

See footnote(s) on pege 137, 
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job held in the week prier to enumeretion, or to the job of longest duretion sinee 

Jenuery 1, 1970, if the individuel wes not employed in the enumeretion week. 

Nevertheless, the dete in Teble 8.3 provide some informetion on the distribution of 

hours of work. As might be expected, the number of mêles end femeles who reported 

zero~ hours of work ère lower then the number who reported zéro weeks of work in 

1970. This is beceuse the question on hours of work releted not only to jobs held 

in 1970, but also to jobs that mey been held in 1971 prier to enumeretion. 

TABLE 8.3. Distribution of Individuels by Hours Usuelly Worked per Week end by 
Sex(l) 

Hours usuelly worked 

50 end Row 
Sex 0 1-19 20-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 over totel 

Mêle 12,435 3,345 1,401 1,355 7,533 28,691 7,152 10,962 72,874 
17.1 4.6 1.9 1.9 10.3 39.4 9.8 15.0 100.0 

Female 37,749 6,170 3,231 2,138 8,686 12,379 1,655 2,009 74,017 
51.0 8.3 4.4 2.9 11.7 16.7 2.2 2.7 100.0 

(l)The first entry in eech cell is the number of individuels end the second entry 
is the number of individuels es e per cent ôf the totel for the sex. 

Source: Public Use Sample Tepe. 

The 51.0% of femeles reporting zéro hours of work is much lerger then the 

17.1% of mêles reporting zéro hours. Wherees 64.2% of ell mêles worked 40 or more 

hours per week, only 21.6% of femeles worked 40 or more hours per week. Considering 

only individuels who hed nonzero hours of work, 67.4% of mêles worked 40 or more 

hours per week compered with 44.2% of femeles. Thèse substentiel différences in 

the distribution of hours of work between mêles end femeles will tend to resuit 

in lower eernings for femeles then mêles. This is consistent with the observetions 

mede on the reletive eernings of mêles end femeles in Chepters 2 end 7. 

8.3. Cherecteristics of Nonworking Mêles end Femeles 

This study hes been primerily coneerned with the distribution of eernings. 

However, 18.7% of mêles end 54.3% of femeles over 14 yeers of âge did not work in 

1970 and consequently hed no eernings. Table 8.4 provides distributions of non

working maies end femeles in broed ege groupings by other femily ineome. Of the 
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TABLE 8.4. Distribution of Non-working Mêles end Femeles by Age 
end Other Femily Ineome.^1) 

Age 

15-24 

25-44 

45-64 

65 and 
over 

Column 
totel 

15-24 

25-44 

45-64 

65 and 
over 

Column 
totel 

0 

51 
0.8 

33 
3.5 

89 
5.5 

78 
1.6 

251 
1.8 

76 
0.9 

113 
0.9 

159 
1.5 

153 
2.0 

501 
1.2 

Other 

1-2,499 

751 
12.0 

501 
53.8 

788 
A8.6 

2,082 
42.8 

4,122 
30.2 

1,125 
13.1 

1,245 
9.5 

2,200 
20.5 

4,478 
57.5 

9,048 
22.5 

femily ineome ̂ ^ 

2,500-8,499 

Maies 
2,073 
33.2 

293 
31.5 

556 
34.3 

2,225 
45.7 

5,147 
37.7 

Femeles 
3,258 
37.9 

5,046 
38.7 

3,615 
33.7 

2,339 
30.0 

14,258 
35.5 

8,500 end 
over 

3,366 
53.9 

104 
11.2 

187 
11.6 

481 
9.9 

4,138 
30.3 

4,148 
48.2 

6,638 
50.9 

4,749 
44.3 

815 
10.5 

16,350 
40.7 

Row (3) 
totel 

6,241 
45.7 

931 
6.8 

1,620 
11.9 

4,866 
35.6 

13,658 
100.0 

8,607 
21.4 

13,042 
32.5 

10,723 
26.7 

7,785 
19.4 

40,157 
100.0 

(1) Other femily ineome is defined es totel femily ineome minus the 
individuel's employment ineome. 

(2) The first entry in each cell is the number of observations in 
the cell, end the second entry is the number of observetions 
es e percent of the number of mêles or femeles in the ege group 
(row totel). 

(3) The second entry is the number of mêles or females in the âge 
group as e percent of the totel number of mêles or femeles in 
the semple. 

Source: Public Use Sample Tepe. 
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individuals in the semple who did not work in 1970, 1.8% of the maies end 1.2% of 

the femeles reported zéro other femily ineome. (Thèse individuels presumebly lived 

on sevings.) A further 30.2% of mêles end 22.5% of females reported other femily 

incomes of less then $2,500 and 69.7% of maies and 59.3% of femeles hed other 

ineome of less then $8,500. 

Concerning the ege distribution of nonworkers, the majority of maies were 

under 25 or over 64 years of ege (45.7% end 35.6%, respectively), end only 18.7% 

of nonworking mêles were in the 25-64 ege brecket. This contrests sherply with the 

distribution for femeles where 59.2% were in the 25-64 ege brecket end only 21.4% 

were under 25 end 19.4% were over 64. This lerge différence in the ege distribu

tions between nonworking mêles end femeles is no doubt lergely due to the high 

proportion of mothers end homemekers emong the females in the 25-64 year ege group. 

The distributions of nonworkers by other femily ineome within ege groups 

very sharply among différent ege groups. In the 15-24 ege group, 53.9% of mêles 

end 48.2% of femeles hed other femily ineome of $8,500 or over, wherees only 9.9% 

of mêles end 10.5% of femeles 65 end over hed other femily incomes of thet 

megnitude. In the middle ege groups, 57.3% end 54.1% of nonworking mêles in the 

25-44 end 45-64 ege groups reported other femily incomes of less then $2,500, 

contresting sherply with the 10.4% end 22.0% of non-working females in thèse age-

income groups. Some 50.9% and 44.3% of the women in the 25-44 and 45-64 ege groups 

reported other femily incomes in excess of $8,500, whereas only 11.2% end 11.6% of 

the nonworking mêles in thèse ege groups hed other femily incomes of thet megnitude. 

The nonworking femeles in the middle ege groups appear to heve higher 

femily incomes then mêles in thèse âge groups. However, e slightly lerger propor

tion of nonworking mêles then femeles in the 15-24 ege group reported family incomes 

of $8,500 or over, and a larger proportion of nonworking females then mêles in the 

65 end over ege group reported other femily incomes of less then $2',.500. However, 

looking et the distributions for ell nonworking mêles and females, the females 

appeer to be "better off" then mêles in the sensé thet e higher proportion of 

femeles heve other femily incomes of $8,500 or over, end e lower proportion of 

femeles report other femily incomes of less then $2,500. 
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FOOTNOTE 

(1) Although the results ère not presented, the distributions of weeks of work 

corresponding to the ethnie groups delineeted for mêles were elso tebuleted. 

The veriebility emong the lerger number of femele ethnie groups wes neerly 

es greet es thet for the mêles. 





APPENDIX A 

DETERMINATION OF THE RATE-OF-RETURN TO HUMAN CAPITAL 

In this eppendix we discuss the determinetion of the rete-of-return to 

human cepitel for en individuel. This amounts to a digression on the optimal eecu

muletion of humen cepitel. 

Becker (1967, 1975) hes discussed the optimel investment in humen cepitel 

by individuels within e fremework of the demend for end suppiy of investment 

funds. With perfect informetion in e world of certeinty, e retional individuel 

should continue to invest in humen cepitel in every period, until the internel rete-

of-return from edditionel investment is equel to the opportunity cost (rete of 

interest) on edditionel investment funds (where the costs end returns include 

psychic es well as monetary components). The eppropriete internai rate-of-return 

is thet whieh equetes the présent velue of ell increeses in future ineome resulting 

from the investment to the discounted cost of the investment. 

In eny perticuler time period, the production of humen cepitel (h) is 

essumed to require inputs of previously eccumuleted humen cepitel (H), the shere of 

the investor's time devoted to the eecumuletion of humen cepital (T), and the 

purchesed merket resources (M). Formelly, 

h = G(M, T, H, B), (A.l) 

where B is e vector denoting the individuel's ebility to use previously eccumuleted 

human cepitel to earn ineome in the labor market. Thus, the cost of edditionel 

investment in humen cepitel is e combinetion of purchased inputs plus the oppor

tunity cost of the investor's time, end the latter dépends on the amount elreedy 

invested in humen cepitel and the individuel's ebility to effectively utilize pré

viens investments to earn ineome. 
r 

The rate-of-return to this investment dépends on the efficiency with 

whieh the individual cen produce "eernings potential". Ben-Porath (1967) has 

shown tha;t if purchased market resources are optimelly combined with the investor's 

See footnote(s) on page 143. 
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time, the rete-of-return on the investment must be e declining function of the 
(2) 

amount invested in thet time period. 

The interest rete on funds for investment (including foregone eernings) 

will dépend on the emount thet is required (the level of investment h) the emount 

of humen cepitel previously eccumuleted (the eveilebility of scholerships end the 

interest retes on loens for greduete study differ from those for undergreduete or 

high school study) end e broad range of other feetors releting to opportunlties 

such es économie end sociel beckground, end whether or not the investor is merried. 

The foregoing discussion cen be illustrated diegremmetieelly es in Chert 

A.l whieh illustretes the flow décisions to invest in humen cepitel (sey, schooling) 

by en individuel in perticuler periods. The horizontel exis represents the flow 

meesured in dollers (h), while the verticel axis measures the internai rate-of-

return on the investment and the merginel cost of cepital funds (interest rete). 

The d.. , d , end d„ curves indieete the merginel retes-of-return to investment in 

periods one, two, and three respectively, where d„ takes into account the produc

tivity effects of investment in period one. The c. , e , end c_ curves indieete the 

opportunity costs of the funds to the individuel in successive periods. The opti

mal amount of investment in, say, period two is determined by the intersection of 

d« end c„. 

In generel, e two-equetion simulteneous system for the ith individuel 

cen be specified es follows: 

d ^ H H 
r. = B- + 6,h,+ I 6.x.. + u (A.2) 
1 0 1 i j^2 J ^^ ^ 

end 

• N 
r! = «5- + 6 h, + Z Ô.X^. + u^, (A.3) 
i 0 1 i J ij 1» 

V 

where the X..'s end X..'s represent veriebles affecting the position of the demand-
"-J '•••' s d 

for-investment end supply-of-funds curves respectively, u. end u. ère stetisticel 
^ ^ s d 

error terms, end the 3's and ô's are unknown peremeters. In equilibrium, r = r.. 
Thèse equetions cennot be estimeted sinee dete on r. end h, ère not eveileble. How-

1 i 

See footnote(s) on pege 143. 
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Chart —A.1 

Détermination of Rate-of-return to Investment in Human Capital 

Marginal rates of 
return and cost 

h1 h2 h3 h{flow in dollars) 
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ever, it is possible to solve for e redueed form for r. whieh cen be written es 
1 . 

K 
^i = ^0 •" ^ \ \ h k •" "i' (A.4) 

k=l 

where the y's ère combinetions of the 3's and ô's, X., (k = 1,...,K) conteins ell 

the X.. veriebles in Equetions A.2 and A.3 (whieh ère essumed exogenous or predeter-
s d mined) end u. is e combinetion of u. end u.. Thus, the rete-of-return to humen 

1 1 1 ' 

cepitel for individuel i is some everege (expected) rate-of-return (y^ -I- Ey, X. ) 

whieh dépends on the levels of the X., 's plus e rendom component u.. Equetion A.4 

is identicel to Equetion 3.5. 
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FOOTNOTES 

(1) Other reseerchers discussing the optimal investment in human cepitel include 

Ben-Poreth (1967) end Heley (1973). Rosen (1976) provides e useful summery. 

(2) Ben-Poreth (1967, p. 353) defined humen cepitel es e concept enelogous to 

"mechines" in the eese of physicel cepitel. He defines e unit of humen cepitel 

as the quentity of humen cepitel required to yield some e rentel rete, R, in 

the humen cepitel merket. Defined in this wey, the stock of human cepitel, K, 

possessed by en individuel is simply the individuel's ineome potentiel divided 

by R. Ben-Poreth shows thet for e reesoneble set of essumptions, the merginal 

cost of acquiring units of humen capital is an inereasing function of the 

number of units ecquired per period of time. Sinee the rentel rete per unit 

of K is fixed, the marginal rete-of-return on the investment must be e dec

lining function of the emount invested in thet period. 





APPENDIX B 

THE ESTIMATION PROCEDURE 

In this eppendix we discuss the derivetion end estimetion of Equetion 3.6. 

Substituting Equetions 3.3, 3.4 end 3.5 into 3.2 we get 

^i " °̂o "̂  ̂  "j^ij + ^i^ + Qs^ + e f(Ex^)] 

%-^JVik^V' ^^'^^ 
k 

whieh mey be rewritten es 

^i = '̂O •" ̂  "j'ij -̂  tS^ + e f(EX^)] [YQ-HL Yî X.ĵ ] +ei. (B.2) 

where 

e^ = e^ -H [S^ -I- e f(EX^)] "i = e^ + H^u^ (B.3) 

is en error term. 

Equetion B.l cen be considered e nonlineer rendom coefficients model. It 

is e rendom coefficients model sinee the intereept (e.) end the returns to humen 

cepitel (r.) ère rendom. Both consist of e systemetic component end e résiduel 
^ (1) error term. It is nonlineer sinee both H, end r. dépend on unknown peremeters. 

1 1 - '̂  

If the error terms in B.l ère collected into e common error terra es in Equetion B.2, 

the resulting error term e. described in Equetion B.3 is heteroskedestic. If 

E(e . ) = E(u . ) = E ( u . e J = 0, then E(e . ) = 0 end 
i 1 1 i 1 

Vare^ = Eitp *= r̂̂  -h H^ CT^ = ^2^ (B.4) 

where H. whieh is defined in (3.3) dépends on the unknown peremeter 6, end a end 

a^ ave the constent veriences of e. end u., respectively, end S. end EX. are 
u 1 i ' ' •' ' 1 1 

See footnote(s) on pege 148. 
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essumed to be nonstochestic. Thus, the model es it eppeers in B.2 mey be viewed es 

e nonlineer constent coefficients model with e heteroskedestic error term. It is 

conceptuelly possible to obtein meximum likelihood estimetes of the peremeters of 

B.2 end B.4, in whieh eese it would be possible to test the hypothèses a . = y. = 0 
2 '^ 

for ell j end k > 0 using likelihood retio procédures. However, meximum likelihood 

estimation becomes extremely nonlinear sinee some of the unknown parameters of B.2 

elso eppeer in B.4. 

It is possible to reperemeterize Equetion B.2 end obtein e lineer equi

velent es follows: 

J 

K K 

k=l k=l 

where the nonlineer restrictions X, = 6y, ère ignored. The lineer model in B.5 

will reduce to the simple model in 3.1 if (es ebove)a. = y = 0 for ail j end k > 0. 
2 '^ 

However, in this form it is not possible to test directly whether y, = 0 sinee 

combined parameters of the form 9 y, = X are estimated. Furthermore, ordinery 

least squeres estimetion of B.5 will be freught with heteroskedesticity problems 

end will resuit in unbiesed and consistent, but inefficient estimetes of the pere

meters. The usuel estimetes of the verience-coverience metrix of the estimeted 

parameters will be both biased end inconsistent meking it diffieult to test hypo

thèses. Thus, Equetion B.5 wes estimeted using the following meximum likelihood 

procédure. Rewrite ell n observetions on B.5 es 
Y = W6 + e, (B.6) 

where Y end e ère n x 1 vectors with éléments Y. end e., W is en n x n metrix of 
1 1 

observetions on the independent veriebles including e unit column, and 6 is a p x 1 

vector of peremeters to be estimeted where 

6'= ["o'°'i'---'"j'^0'^0'---'^K'\^-

Equetion B.4 cen be rewritten es 

ol = (n+H2 )a2 = v^a2 , (B.7) 

where n = o^/a^ is the unknown retio of the veriences. The essumptions ebove imply 
e u • . 
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Ee = 0. If it is further essumes thet Ee .e . = 0 for i 4 2 (^ reesoneble essumption 

for cross-sectionel dete), then 

Eee' = o^V, (B.8) • 

where V is en n x n diagonal metrix with v on the main diegonel. If e. is essumed 

to be normelly distributed, then the logarithm of the likelihood function can be 

written es n 
L «-(n/2) [in(2Tt) + Ina^] - (1/2) Z £nv, 

1=1 ^ 

-(l/2o2) (Y - W6)'V~-'- (Y - WB). (B.9) 
u 

It is desired to meximize L with respect to 6, a^ end n. The first-order conditions 
u 

cen be written as follows: 

Il = - ̂  (W'V"V - W'V"^) = 0 (B.IO) 
3B ^2 

u 
IL n ^ _ 1 (Y _ WB)'V-^ (Y - WB) = 0 (B.ll) 
3a 2o 2(0̂ )̂ 
u u u 

1^ = - T ^ (—) + A- (Y - WB)'V"V^ (Y - WB) = 0 (B.12) 
9^ 2 ^^^ v^ 2a^ 

u 
Simulteneous solution of B.IO to B.12 is extremely diffieult. Thus the 

2 
following iteretive procédure hes been used. Obtein estimetes of B end a by 

solving B.IO end B.ll simulteneously using an arbitrery sterting velue for n. 

Simulteneous solution of B.IO end B.ll implies 

6 = (W'v"-'-W)~-'-W'V~-'-Y (B.13) 

end 

-2 1 . - 1 
Y) °u " ^(Y'V"^ - B'W'v'-'-Y). (B.14) 

Equetions B.13 end B.14 ère the usuel generelized leest squeres estimetes when the 

V metrix is known. However, V consists of e diegonel metrix with the typicel die-
2 

gonel élément v. = ri + H. whieh is not known. As mentioned above, en erbitrery 

sterting velue of n = n cen be seleeted. However, H. is the level of humen ceoi-

tel of the ith individuel whieh is not directly observeble end must be estimeted. 

2 
Assuming thet f(EX.) = ôiEX + e„EX in Equetion 3.3 is e quedretic function of ex
périence, en estimete of H. cen be obteined es 

"i " f̂O î "̂  Vl^i ^ V2^^i^^^0 (̂-1̂) 
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and y« , Yrie-, > and Y^So ère consistent OLS estimetes of the peremeters of eque

tion (B.6) (i.e., Equetion 3.6 of the text). 

After estimetes of B end o^ heve been obteined using Equetions B.13, B.14, 

end B.15, thèse estimetes cen be substitued into the log likelihood function to 

obtein e merginel likelihood function, 
-2 "2 

L* = -n/2l£n(2Ti) - £n o ] - (1/2)1(1)^ + H^) 

- (1/2 0^) Z [(S^ - Z \V^^n^/iT)^ + H^)] . (B.16) 
1=1 k=l 

The merginel likelihood function wes evelueted for eltemetive velues of n, end the 

velue of n corresponding to the meximum of L* was used es e revised estimete. This 

new velue, n-, , elong with revised estimetes obteined from Equetion B.13, were then 

used to obtein e new V metrix to be used in e second iteretion to obtein revised 

estimetes of B end o^. This iteretive process was continued until the estimetes 

converged to e steble velue. The stopping criterion used wes that the largest 

chenge in eny peremeter between iteretions wes less then 1%. 

FOOTNOTE 

(1) We ère coneerned with the generelizetion of the rendom coefficients model by 

Singh et el., (1976) to what they term the varieble meen response model. Note 

thet if H. were directly observeble, this would be e lineer rendom coefficients 

model. 



APPENDIX C 

ESTIMATING FEMALE EXPERIENCE CORRECTIONS FOR CHILDBEARING 

Define potential gross eernings (Y*) in yeer t es 

^t " ^ f (Cl) 

where R is the rentel price per unit of humen cepital end K is the emount of humen 

cepitel et time t. Actuel earnings (Y) in yeer t ère 

Y^ = Y* - Cj. = Y*(l - 6̂.) = RK^ (1 - e^.), (C.2) 

where C is gross investment in human cepitel in yeer t meesured in terms of fore

gone gross eernings, or C = RS K , where 6 is the proportion of the existing 

stock of humen capital devoted to the eecumuletion of more human cepitel. The 

chenge per unit time in humen cepitel cen be written es 

g = k = C^ - 6K^ = (Re^ - 6)K^, (C.3) 

where 6 is e constent rate of dépréciation of the existing stock of humen cepitel. 

New essume thet e femele's life beginning et ege six cen be divided 

exheustively into three cetegories; i) periods of formel schooling, il) periods 

of no work end no formel schooling, end iii) periods of work and no formel 

schooling. 

During type-i periods of formel schooling, ell previously eccumuleted 

humen cepitel is devoted to the eecumuletion of more humen cepitel end 6 = 1 . 

Therefore, 

K = (R - 6)K^ for 0 _< t j< S, (C.4) 

where S equels the totel number of yeers of schooling underteken. At eny point of 

time during formel schooling, the eccumuleted stock of humen cepitel will be 

\ = V^^~ ^^^ for 0 < t < s, (C.5) 

where. K is the initiel stock of humen cepitel. 
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During type-ii periods there is no investment in humen cepitel end 6 = 

0. Hence, the rete of chenge of humen cepitel is 

k = -6K^, (C.6) 

end at a given point of time'during the hietus from work end school, the humen 

cepitel stock will be 

K = K^e"*^ . for 0 <, t £ H, (C.7) 

where H represents the length of the hiatus, and K^ is the'size of the human cepi

tel stock et the beginning of the hietus. 

Finelly, during type-iii periods, the existing stock of humen cepitel 

cen be elloceted to the eecumuletion of more humen cepitel through on-the-job 

treining, to eerning ineome through merket ectivities, or to some combinetion of 

the two. Thus, during this period 0 <_ 6 £.1. Considérations from the theory of 

the optimel eecumuletion of humen cepitel suggest that 9 will décline over the 

working life of the individual (Heley, 1973) end it is usually assumed thet invest

ment in humen cepitel ceeses towerd the end of the working life (i.e., 6 becomes 

zéro). Following Mineer (1974), we impose the restriction thet 9 déclines lineerly 

over the working life of the femele end 

e = a + bt for 0 <_ t £ T, (C.8) 

where T is the totel length of working life in yeers, end e end b ère peremeters 

such thet 0 _< e £ 1 end b < 0. Thus, during the working life, the rate of change 

of human cepitel is 

k = (e^R - 6)K^ = [R(a + bt) - 6]K^, 

The corresponding stock of humen cepital at any point in time will be 

Kj. = K2exp.{(Ra - 6)t + Rbt^/2}, ' (CIO) 

where K is the stock of humen cepitel et the beginning of the work period. 
2 . 

Given the ebove essumptions ebout the rentel velue, deprecietion end 

eecumuletion of humen cepitel, it is eesy rto show' thet the stock of humen cepitel 

et e given point of time is independent of the order of the schooling-hietus-expe-

rience séquence whieh preceded- it, end thet the stock dépends only on the length of 

time involved in eech phese. Humen cepital eecumuletion during the working life 

dépends on the stock of humen capital at the beginning of the working period, actuel 

(C9) 
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elepsed working time, end the constent peremeters R, e, b, end ô. Given thèse 

essumptions, the eccumuleted cepitel stock is independent of the séquence regerdless 

of whether there were interruptions in schooling or work expérience for ehildbeering 

or for eny other reeson. Therefore, for simplicity of exposition but without loss 

of generelity, we essume thet the séquence is schooling-hietus-eontinuous ex

périence . 

Consider e women who hes S yeers of schooling, e hietus of H years, and X 

yeers of continuous expérience. Substituting Equetions C.5 end C 7 into Equetion 

C.IO, it cen be shown thet the stock of humen cepitel is 

Kjj « K^exp{(R - 6)S - 6H + (Ra - 6)X + RbX^/2). (Cil) 

Substituting Equetions Cil end C.8 into C.2, net eernings ère 

Y = {R(l - a - bX)K }exp{(R - 6)S - 6H + (Ra - 5)X 
o 

+ RbX^/2}. (C.12) 

Teking neturel logerithms of both sides of C12 results in 

ilnY = £n(RK ) + tn (1 - a - bX) + (R - 6)S - 6H 

+ (Ra - 6)X + (Rb/2)X^ (C.13) 

Sinee e + bX is smell, using e Teylpr séries expension it cen be shown thet 

J!,n(l - e - bX)=: - e - bX. Hence Equetion C13 can be epproximeted es 

E = JlnY = 6Q + B^S - 6H + 62^ + &^^^ (C14) 

where BQ =£n RK -e, B, = (R - 6), B2 = (Ra - 6 - b) , end B., = Rb/2. 

Unfortunetely, Equetion C.14 cennot be estimeted directly for femeles 

sinee the census dete do not provide observetions on H end X. However, it is pos

sible to obtein indirect estimâtes of H and X under the essumption thet H is e func

tion of the number of children ever born (N). Let such e function be epproximeted 

by a quedretic as 

H = a^n + a^ti^, (C.15) 

where a^ > 0 end a_ > 0. Define potentiel expérience X*, for femeles as ege (A) 

minus yeers of schooling minus six. If the hietus for ehildbeering end reering 

eccounts for the entire différence between actuel lebor force expérience end 
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potentiel expérience, then 

X* = X - H = A - S - 6, (C.16) 

Substituting Equetion C.15 for H end X* for X into C.14, the following 

estimeble equetion is obteined: 

E = B* + 6*S + «J- N + H'-N̂  + BiX* + è*X*^, (C.17) 

where Y = -ôa end "V = -6a . From C.14 end C.15, it is évident that if ^.. end 

y„ ère estimetes of the peremeters of C17, then 

5' N + 4» N^ = -ÔH (C.18) 

is en estimete of the décline in the neturel logerithm of potentiel eernings due to 

deprecietion of the humen cepitel stock end foregone investment opportunlties 

during the ehildbeering hietus. Define Z es the edditionel emount of potentiel 

work expérience required to offset the loss in eerning power due to the birth of e 

given number of ehildren. Given the estimeted coefficients of potentiel expérience 

end potentiel expérience squered in C.17 end using C.18 we obtein 

6*Z + 6*Z^ —?^N - ^^H^. (C19) 

Equetion C19 cen bè solved for the required edditionel expérience to offset the 

loss in eernings es e function of the number of children es 

-35 + 2 \j "2 
Z = — 

B*̂  + 4B*( ̂ N + 5-V) 

2B* (C.20) 

However, Z is en estimete of the length of the hietus in work expérience, 

H, end en estimete of ectuel expérience, X, cen be obteined using C.20 end C.16. 

Hence, Equetion C.14 cen be estimeted by replecing H end X by the estimetes H = Z, 

end X = X* - H. This involves first estimeting Equetion C.17, obteining estimetes 
(2) 

of H vie Equetion C.20, end then estimeting Equetion C.14 et the second stege. 

See footnote(s) on pege 153. 
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FOOTNOTES 

(1) Equetion C.14 hes two solutions corresponding to the positive end negetive 

squere roots. The positive root wes used sinee using the négative square root 

resulted in négative estimâtes for the hietus for every ethnie group. 

(2) While this procédure is probebly en improvement over not meking eny correction 

for ehildbeering or just using first stege results, it should be noted thet 

the first stege of this procédure involves en errors in veriebles problem 

sinee potential expérience meesures ectuel expérience with en upwerd bies 

(i.e., X* >_ X). Thus, the first stege estimetes will not be consistent. As e 

conséquence of this, the second stege estimetes will not be consistent either. 





APPENDIX D 

DEFINITION OF VARIABLES USED 

D.l. Binery Veriebles 

(1 if the cherecteristics is listed, 0 otherwise) 

Ethnie Groups 

ETHl - French ETH6 - Jewish 

ETH2 - Negro or West Indien ETH7 - Chinese or Jepenese 

ETH3 - Austrien, Finnish, Germen, ETH8 - Netive Indien 

Dutch or Scendinevien 

ETH4 - Czeeh, Hungerien, Polish ETH9 - Other end Unknown 

Russien, Slovek, or Ukrenien 

ETH5 - Itelien 

(British Isles is the excluded cetegory.) 

Régions 

REGI - Meritime Provinces REG3 - Ontario 

REG2 - Québec REG4 - Praire Provinces 

(British Columbie is the excluded région.) 

Communlty Type 

RESl — urben eree of 30,000 persons or more 

RES2 — rurel non-ferm 

RES3 - rurel ferm 

(Urben eree of less then 30,000 persons is the excluded cetegory.) 
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Period of Immigretion 

PIMl - before 1946 

PIM2 - 1946-60 

PIM3 - 1961-70 

(Cenedien-born is the excluded cetegory.) 

Oecupetions 

OCl — menegeriel, edministretive, 

end releted 

0C2 — neturel science, engineering end 

methemetics 

0C3 — sociel science end releted 

0C4 — religion 

0C5 — teeching end releted 

0C6 — medicine end heelth 

0C7 — ertistie, literery, recreetion, 

end releted 

0C8 - other̂ """̂  

0C9 - seles 

OCIO — service 

OCU - ferming, horticulture, end 

enimel husbendry 

0C12 — other primery oecupetions 

(fishing, hunting, trepping, 

forestry, mining) 

0C13 — processing 

0C14 — mechining, product fabrication, 

assembling, and repeiring 

0C15 — construction trede oecupetions 

0C16 — trensport equipment opereting 

(1) Meteriels hendling and releted oecupetions, other crefts and equipment opere
ting oecupetions (printing end utilities) end oecupetions not elsewhere 
clessified. 

(Clericel oecupetions is the excluded cetegory.) 

Industry 

INI — egriculture 

IN2 — forestry 
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IN3 - fishing end trepping 

IN4 - mines, milling, querries, end oil fields 

IN5 - construction 

IN6 - trensportetion, communicetion end other utilities 

IN7 - trede 

IN8 - finence, insurence, end réel estete 

IN9 - commumity, business end personel services 

INIO - public edministretion end défense 

(Menufecturing is the excluded ceterogy.) 

Educetion end Treining 

SQD — highest level of elementery or secondery school ettended wes in the Yukon, 

the Northwest Territories, or outside Cenede 

COL — completed e vocetionel treining course of three months or longer duretion 

V — completed en epprentieeship progrem of six months or longer duretion 

HS — highest level of schooling ettended wes Grede 9 through 13 

UN — ettended university 

DEG — received e university degree 

ASCH— ettended school full or part-time efter September 1970 

Working Time Per Week 

PTHRS — usuelly worked less then 35 hours per week 

TMl — usuelly worked pert-time weeks in 1970 

OTHRS — usuelly worked 45 or more hours per week 

OTSE - self-employed end usuelly worked 45 or more hours per week 
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Miscelleneous 

HH — heed of census femily 

MSI — currently merried 

MS2 — currently widowed, divoreed or sepereted 

EM — ever-merried 

SE — self-employed 

IMIG — living in différent province or county within Cenede in 1966 

MIS — merried prier to eompleting school, i^e., if ege et first merriege is less 

then or equel to YSCH + 6 

MIG — living outside Cenede in 1966 

LN02 - ebility to speek both English end French 

D.2. Continuous Veriebles 

AGE - ege et lest birthdey . 

YSCH — yeers of schooling ettended (including full-time vocetionel courses) 

EX - yeers of potentiel lebor force expérience (EX = (AGE - YSCH - 6)) if nege

tive set equel to zéro 

EE — yeers of potentiel expérience squered 

E — netural logarithm of earned ineome: weges end seleries plus self-employment 

ineome 

LWW — the neturel logerithm of weeks worked whieh was constructed es follows: 

If weeks worked during 1970 wes — 

1-13 weeks, LWW = «,n 7 

14 - 26 weeks, LWW = in 20 

27 - 39 weeks, LWW = in 33 

40 - 48 weeks, LWW = in 44 

49 - 52 weeks, LWW = «.n 51 
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LWR - the neturel logarithm of the implied weekly wege rete whieh wes defined as 

E - LWW 

LWS — the neturel logerithm of weges end seleries 

WAGE - 1970 meen eernings in the individuel's occupetion end province 

KLR - 1970 cepitel-to-lebor retio in the individuel's industry end province 

SQ — school quelity. Meesured by operating-expenditures per-student-enrolled in 

constant 1971 dollers for the yeer end province in whieh the individuel 

ettended highest level of elementery or secondery school 

D.3. Continuous Veriebles Defined for Females Only 

NCB — number of children ever born 

NC2 — number of children ever born squared 

HAT — predicted hietus in work expérience due to birth of children 

EXS — yeers of potentiel expérience edjusted for hietus due to pregnencies end 

birth of children 

EES — yeers of potentiel expérience edjusted for hiatus squered 
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INTERPRETATION OF THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE FULL MODEL 

This Appendix discusses in deteil the coefficients estimeted for the full 

ennuel eernings model whieh ère presented in Teble E.4. The discussion focuses on 

the net (or partial) effect of each verieble on the employment ineome received by 

individuels end compères the enticipeted direction of thèse effects with the signs 

of the estimeted coefficients. We begin by discussing the coefficients for the 

humen cepitel veriebles end the interection of thèse veriebles with the X's of 

Chepter 3; i.e., the feetors effecting the rate-of-return to human cepitel. This 

is followed by interpretetion of the coefficients for the personel attributes and 

the merket effects veriebles. Thèse ère the Z's discussed in Chepter 3. Sinee 

meny of thèse semé veriebles ère proxies for feetors effecting the rete-of-return 

to humen cepitel es well es proxies for feetors affecting eernings directly, thèse 

veriebles serve es X's es well. 

E.l. Human Capital Effects end Interections 

E.1.1. Yeers of Schooling (YSCH) 

The pertiel effect of eech edditionel yeer of schooling on eernings is 

expected to be positive for eech ethnie group. This pertiel effect, or the per

eentege rete-of-return to schooling, is celculeted es 

100 ( 3YsCH~^ " ^°° ^^Ik "̂  ̂ 2^Qi "̂  as^L^i + ^4^1 + a^KLS^) , (E.l) 

where e.,, is the estimete of the schooling coefficient for the kth ethnie group 

(the epproprietely edjusted British coefficient) end e (j=2,...,5) ère respectively 

the coefficients of the interection of yeers of schooling with schooling quelity 

(SQ), the provineiel cepitel/lebor ratio of the industry of employment (KLR), a 

dummy verieble whieh is 1 if the individuel participated in en epprentieeship pro

grem (V), end a dummy verieble whieh is one if the individuel wes merried in school 

(MIS). The estimeted coefficient of yeers of schooling (e.) for the British 

(référence) group is 0.0571, end for the French group (ETHl), the coefficient is 

See footnote(s) on pege 181. 



TABLE E.l. Effects on the Loeetion of the Eernings/Experience Peek of Verious Feetors (1) 

Ethnie 
group 

French 

North 
Européen 

Eest 
Européen 

Itelien 

Jewish 

Orientel 

Netive 
Indien 

Other 
Unknown 

British 

(1) Evelueted 

Merried 
in 
school 

eerlier 

eerlier 

leter 

leter 

eerlier 

leter 

leter 

eerlier 

eerlier 

Self-
employed 

eerlier 

eerlier 

eerlier 

eerlier 

eerlier 

eerlier 

eerlier 

eerlier 

eerlier 

using Equation E.5 end essùmi 

Apprentice 
treining 

eerlier 

eerlier 

eerlier 

eerlier 

eerlier 

eerlier 

leter 

eerlier 

eerlier 

Ing thet the ( 

ship 

:epil 

Attended 
high 
school 

eerlier 

eerlier 

eerlier 

eerlier 

eerlier 

eerlier 

leter 

eerlier 

eerlier 

tel/lebor retio 

Attended 
university 

eerlier 

eerlier 

eerlier 

eerlier 

eerlier 

eerlier 

leter 

eerlier 

eerlier 

is $23.07 per 

University 
degree 

leter 

leter 

leter 

leter 

leter 

leter 

leter 

leter 

leter 

worker. This 

Cepitel/ 
lebor 
retio 

leter 

leter 

later 

leter 

leter 

eerlier 

eerlier 

leter 

leter 

is the 

1 

ON 

1 

erithmetic everege of the KLR's for the semple used to estimete the full model. 

Source: Computed from Teble E.4 end Publie Use Semple Tepe. 



TABLE E.-2. Maximum Likelihood Estimâtes of the Redueed Model with the Logarithm of Weekly Wage Rate (LWR) as the Dépendent Variable 
(1) 

Personal 

Intercep 
3.887 
(.1017) 

OTHRS 
-.0672 
(.0170) 

Direct h' 

COL 
-.0799 
(.0277) 

Human ca 

YSCH 

EX 

EE 

YSCH 

EX 

EE 

attributes 

t ETHl 
.3438 
(.0778) 

OTSE 
-.2129 
(.0463) 

uman capital e 

V 
.1753 
(.1327) 

ETH2 
-1.769 
(.666) 

PTHRS 
-.499 
(.0262) 

ffects 

DEG 
.0580 
(.0599) 

pital interactions 

. BRITISH^^^ 
.0676 

.(.00770) 

.0337 
(.00351) 

-.000480 
(.0000583) 

V 
-.0141 
(.00944) 

.00643 
(.00651) 

-.000158 
(.000126) 

ETHl 
-.0204 
(.00552) 

-.0129 
(.00367) 

.000218 
(.0000688) 

Mi 

.00606 
(.00238) 

-.000225 
(.0000547) 

ETH3 
.270 
(.109) 

PIMl 
.0219 
(.0398) 

sa 
-.000541 
(.000333) 

ETH2 
.1159 
(.0384) 

.0152 
(.0410) 

-.000133 
(.00103) 

UN 

.00575 
(.00524) 

-.000299 
(.000136) 

ETH4 
.0383 
C.136) 

PIM2 
.0576 
(.0347) 

SQD 
-.00557 
(.0803) 

ETH3 
-.0183 
(.00758) 

-.00505 
(.00474) 

.0000324 
(.0000191) 

DEG 

.00382 
(.00773) 

.000156 
(.000196) 

ETH5 
.500 
(.186) 

PIM3 
.00664 
(.0528) 

ETH4 
-.00975 
(.00933) 

.00876 
(.00597) 

-.000235 
(.000114) 

sa 
.0000326 
(.0000283) 

ETH6 
-.225 
(.265) 

MIG 
-.0197 
(.0447) 

ETH5 
-.0250 
(.0124) 

-.00816 
(.00900) 

.0000183 
(.000167) 

SQD 
-.00537 
(.00713) 

ETH7 
-.0633 
(.361) 

IMIG 
.0136 
(.0197) 

ETH6 
-.00356 
(.0172) 

.0415 
(.0109) 

-.000640 
(.000215) 

ETH8 
.811 
(.416) 

SE 
.158 
(.0838) 

ETH7 
.00363 
(.0226) 

.00366 
(.0140) 

.00000951 
(.000240) 

ETH9 
.237 
(.161) 

• 

ETH8 
-.0680 
(.0302) 

-.0104 
(.0209) 

-.000103 
(.000368) 

MSI 
.0526 
(.282) 

ETH9 
-.0278 
(.0102) 

-.000179 
(.00775) 

.0000119 
(.000142) 

MIS 
-.866 
(.0863) 

MIS 
.0305 
(.00540) 

.0297 
(.00415) 

-.000486 
(.0000842) 

LN02 
.0411 
(.0200) 

SE 

-.0119 
(.00556) 

.0000560 
(.0000860) 

— not applicable. 
(1) Standard errors in parenthèses. 

(2) Brit ish is the référence group and a i l interactions should be interpreted as déviations from this group. 

Source: Public Use Sample Tape. 



TABLE E.3c Maximum Likelihood Estimâtes of the Redueed Model with the Logarithm of Annual Earnings (E) as the Dépendent Variable (1) 

Personal 

Intereept 
4.413 

(.1097) 

OTHRS 

-.0707 

(.0170) 

attributes 

ETHl 

.365 

(.0782) 

OTSE 

-.187 

(.0466) 

Direct human capital e 

COL 
-.0773 
(.0284) 

Human cap 

YSCH 

EX 

EE 

YSCH 

EX 

EE 

V 

.2084 

(.1336) 

ETH2 

-01.839 

(.676) 

PTHRS 

-.545 

(.0260) 

;f fects 

DEG 

.0785 
(.0610) 

)ital interactions 

BRITISH (2) 

.0703 

(.00763) 

.0352 

(.00346) 

-.000500 

(.0000569) 

V 

-.0140 

(.00964) 

.00383 

(.00647) 

-.000122 

(.000125) 

ETHl 

-.0230 

(.00567) 

-.0127 

(.00360) 

.000205 

(.0000670) 

M 

.00802 

(.00236) 

-.000274 

(.0000544) 

ETH3 

.259 

(.110) 

PIMl 

.0194 

(.0401) 

SO 

-.000479 

(.000323) 

ETH2 

.120 

(.0394) 

.0142 

(.0415) 

-.0000480 

(.00104) 

UN 

.00803 

(.00543) 

-.000352 

(.000143) 

ETH4 

.0873 

(.137) 

PIM2 

.0628 

(.0346) 

SQD 

.0107 
(.0785) 

ETH3 

-.0183 

(.00779) 

-.00359 
(.00467) 

.00000286 

(.0000897) 

DEG 

.000884 

(.00821) 

.000213 

(.000210) 

ETH5 

.571 

(.185) 

PIM3 

.000979 

(.0529) 

ETH4 

-.0126 

(.00960) 

.00783 

(.00587) 

-.000233 

(.000111) 

sa 
.0000244 

(.0000284) 

— 

— 

ETH6 

-.183 

(.271) 

MIG 

-.0122 

(.0452) 

ETH5 

-.0284 

(.0126) 

-.0113 

(.00883) 

.0000617 

(.000162) 

SQD 

-.00775 

(.00171) 

— 

— 

ETH7 

.0307 

(.365) 

IMIG 

.0193 

(.0198) 

ETH6 

-.00856 

(.0179) 

.0421 

(.0198) 

-.000642 

(.000210) 

ETH8 

.693 

(.403) 

SE 

.1685 

(.0831) 

ETH7 

-.00184 

(.0233) 

.00260 
(.0138) 

-.00000458 

(.000230) 

ETH9 

.237 

(.160) 

LWW 

.847 

(.0141) 

ETH8 

-.0609 

(.0297) 

-.00908 

(.0201) 

-.000112 

(.000351) 

MSI 

.0571 

(.0286) 

ETH9 

-.0282 

(.0193) 

-.000330 
(.00761) 

.0000190 
(.000137) 

MIS 

-1.044 

(.0873) 

MIS 

.0374 

(.00554) 

.0392 

(.00417) 

-.000620 
(.0000827) 

LN02 

.0426 

(.0200) 

SE 

-.0158 

(.00547) 

.000132 

(.000086 

— not applicable. 

(i) Estimated standard errors in parenthèses. 

(2) British is the référence group and ail interactions should be considered as déviations from this group. 

Source: Public Use Sample Tape, 



TABLE E.4. Maximum Likelihood Estimâtes of the Full Model with the Logarithm of Annual Earnings (E) as the Dépendent Variable (1) 

Personal attributes and market 

Intereept 
4.280 
(.162) 

OTHRS 
-.00362 
(.0170) 

OC 7 
-.0327 
(.0660) 

IN5 
-.0813 
(.0331) 

KLR 
.00417 
(.00156) 

ETHl 
.285 
(.0774) 

OTSE 
-.0554 
(.0457) 

OC 8 
.103614 
(.0317) 

IN6 
-.0353 
(.0455) 

LWW 
.827 
(.0138) 

Direct human capital 

COL 
-.0837 
(.0276) 

Human capj 

YSCH 

EX 

EE 

YSCH 

EX 

EE 

V 
.176 
(.129) 

ETH2 
-2.027 
(.00658) 

PTHRS 
-.479 
(.0256) 

OC 9 
-.0557 
(.0382) 

IN7 
-.108 
(.0242) 

effects 

DEG 
.0166 
(.0608) 

.tal interactions 

BRITISH (2Î 
.0571 
(.00777) 

.0270 
(.00377) 

-.000425 
(.000062) 

V 
-.0124 
(.00933) 

.00354 
(.00623) 

-.000128 
(.000120) 

' ETHl 
-.0155 
(.00553) 

-.0111 
(.00347) 

.000184 
(.000064) 

HS 

.00648 
(.00227) 

-.000230 
(.000052) 

effects 

ETH3 
.235 
(.107) 

PIMl 
-.0118 
(.0383) 

OCIO 
.00541 
(.0342) 

IN8 
-.0195 
(.0430) 

sa 
-.00137 
(.000332) 

ETH2 
.139 
(.0383) 

.00483 
(.0403) 

.000347 
(.00101) 

UN 

.00555 
(.00528) 

-.000296 
(.000139) 

ETH4 
.0558 
(.113) 

PIM2 
.042 
(.0036) 

OCll 
-.0153 
(.0768) 

IN9 
-.127 
(.0271) 

SQD 
-.133 
(.0769) 

ETH3 
-.0138 
(.00756) 

-.00422 
(.00450) 

.000030 
(.000085) 

DEG 

.00464 
(^00802) 

.000150 
(.000204) 

ETH5 
.320 
(.179) 

PIM3 
-.0214 
(.0515) 

OCl 2 
.0777 
(.0552) 

INIO 
-.0131 
(.0383) 

ETH4 
-.00990 
(.00933) 

.00961 
(.00564) 

-.000262 
(.000106) 

SQD 
-.0101 
(.00694) 

ETH6 
-.313 
(.254) 

MIG 
-.0421 
(.0441) 

OCl 3 
.0693 
(.0372) 

REGI 
-.163 
(.0466) 

ETH5 
-.0142 
(.0122) 

-.00774 
(.00848) 

.000051 
(.000155) 

sa 
.000019 
(.000027) 

ETH7 
.104 
(.354) 

IMIG 
.00774 
(.0194) 

0C14 
.0133 
(.0311) 

REG2 
-.137 
(.0357) 

ETH6 
.00166 
(.0174) 

.0353 
(.0104) 

-.000508 
C.000202) 

KLR 
-.000099 
(.000094) 

-.000152 
(.000063) 

.000003 
(.000001) 

ETH8 
.662 
(.389) 

OCl 
-.454 
(.130) 

0C15 
.0182 
(.0357) 

REG3 
-.0817 
(.0249) 

ETH7 
.0100 
(.0226) 

.00592 
(.0133) 

-.000093 
(.000221) 

ETH9 
.0719 
(.156) 

OC 2 
-.123 
(.0644) 

0C16 
.00899 
(.0355) 

REC4 
-.105 
(.0308) 

ETH8 
-.0475 
(.0286) 

-.0179 
(.0194) 

.000001 
(.000336) 

MAR 
.0430 
(.0276) 

0C3 
-.306 
(.105) 

INI 
-.195 
(.0731) 

RESl 
.0577 
(.0181) 

ETH9 
-.0179 
(.0101) 

.00169 
(.00733) 

.000026 
(.000131) 

MSI 
-.949 
(.0855) 

0C4 
-.484 
(.122) 

IN2 
.132 
(.0618) 

RES2 
-.0489 
(.022578) 

MIS 
.0350 
(.00541) 

.0341 
(.00406) 

-.000526 
(.000079) 

LN02 
.0323 
(.0195) 

OC 5 
-.0885 
(.0726) 

IN3 
-.171 
(.102) 

RES3 
-.0160 
(.0372) 

SE 

-.0172 
(.00530) 

-.000194 
(.000084) 

SE 
.210 
(.0817) 

0C6 
-.519 
(.151) 

1N4 
.0788 
(.0552) 

WAGE 
.000109 
(.000015) 

— not applicable. 

(1) Standard errors appear below estimated coefficients in parenthèses. 

(2) British is the référence group. Ail interactions should be interpreted as déviations from this group. 

Source: Public Use Sample Tape. 
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0.0571 - 0.0155 = 0.0416. Thus the rete-of-return to schooling for the French 

group is lower then for the British, ceteris peribus. The ectuel rete-of-return to 

yeers of schooling must be modified for the level of schooling quelity, the cepitel/ 

lebor retio of the industry of employment, end whether or not the individuel 

merried in school or participated in en epprentieeship progrem. 

The coefficient of the YSCH'SQ interection is .000019, whieh implies thet 

es schooling quality (meesured es expenditure per enrolled pupil) increeses, the 

rete-of-return to éducation elso increeses elthough this effect is not stetistieelly 

significent. The coefficient of the YSCH-KLR interection is -0.000099, whieh 

implies thet the rete-of-return to educetion is lower in reletively more cepitel 

intensive industries. The coefficient of the YSCH'V interection is -0.0124, this 

implies thet those individuels who participated in an apprentieeship progrem eern e 

lower rete-of-return on their investment in formel educetion then those who did 

not. The coefficient of the YSCH-MIS interection is 0.0350 end highly significent. 

This implies thet for those individuals who merried in school, the return to the 

lest unit of investment is substentielly higher then for those who were not merried 

in school. This is consistent with the argument, presented in Chapter 6, thet 

individuels who merried in school would heve a higher opportunity cost of funds for 

investment in formai éducation, end hence would require e higher rete-of-return to 

this investment in order to justify its greeter cost. 

The retes-of-return to educetion by ethnie group ère compered in Chepter 

E.1.2. Expérience (EX) end Expérience Squered (EE) 

Humen cepitel theory suggests thet post-school investments in on-the-job 

treining will initielly be positive, will décline during the working life of the 

individuel, end will eventually become zéro. This suggests thet eernings will in

creese et a decreasing rate, end mey ectuelly décline in the letter pert of the 

working life if net investment in human cepital is negetive because the déprécia

tion of hûman cepital exeeeds gross investment. This implies thet the coefficient 

for expérience should be positive end the coefficient for expérience squered should 

be negetive. This wes the case for every ethnie group. 
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The pereentage rete-of-return to expérience for the k ethnie group cen 

be celculeted es 

100 (_|-g_) = 100 (b̂ ĵ  + 2ci^EX + b^MIS + 2c2MIS»EX 

+ b3SE + 2C3SE-EX + b^KLR + 2c^KLR-EX 

+ h^V + 2C3VEX + bgHS + 2cgHS'EX 

+ byUN + 2e7UN-EX + bsDEG + 2cgDEG-EX), (E.2) 

where b,, end c.,, ère the coefficients of expérience end expérience squered for the 

k group (the epproprietely edjusted British coefficient). The b.(j=2,...,8) are 

coefficients for interection terms between expérience end merried in school (MIS), 

self-employment (SE), KLR, V, e dummy verieble whieh is 1 if the individuel 

ettended high school (HS), e dummy verieble whieh is 1 if the individuel ettended 

university (UN), end e dummy verieble whieh is 1 if the individuel obteined e uni

versity degree (DEG). The c.(j=2, ...,8) ère coefficients for interection terms 

between expérience squered end thèse semé veriebles. Equetion E.2 cen be rewritten 

es 

100 C^-pè—) = 100 ( E b. + 2EX ^ C.X.), 
3 ̂  J=l j=l ^^'^^ 

where the X. ère the veriebles intereeting with expérience end expérience squered. 

Eernings will peek when 9E/8EX = 0, whieh hes the solution 

E X * = E b / 2 Z c X = - B/2C, (E.4) 

where B > 0 end C < 0 . Sinee 3EX*/3B = -1/2C > 0, end 8EX*/9C = B/2C^ > 0, eny 

increese in the coefficients of either expérience or expérience squered tends to 

deley the peek in the eernings-experience profile. The effect on the loeetion of 

peek eernings in the experienee-eemings profiles of e simulteneous chenge in the 

coefficient of both expérience end expérience squered cen be determined from the 

sign of 
B à£ dBv 

dEX* = 2C Ĉ ~ B"'^' (E.5) 

whieh will be positive if both dB end dC ère positive, end will be negetive if both 

dB end dC ère negetive. If dB end dC ère of opposite sign, the peek eernings will 

be leter if (7:; rr—) < 0. The sign of this expression dépends on the ethnie 

group, the cepital intensity of the industry of employment, whether the individual 

was married in school, etc. Some of the results ère summerized in Teble E.l. 
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For the British référence group, b.. = 0.0270 end e, = -0.000425. Ignoring 

ell interection terms, the eernings profile would increese for the first 32 yeers 

of expérience (9E/9EX = 0.027 - 0.00085EX* = 0 implies EX* = 31.8) end deereese 
(2) 

thereefter. For a maie with eight yeers of schooling, this, in turn, implies 

thet the ege-eernings profile will peek et ege 46 (= 32 + 8 + 6). 

Insofer as formel schooling teeches leeming skills, better edueeted 

individuels will probebly leern more quickly on the job (increesing B) end, conse

quently, ère likely to eecumulete more post-school humen cepitel. But insofer es 

more formel educetion increeses eerning cepecity, it increeses the opportunity cost 

of on-the-job treining; end insofer es on-the-job treining tekes time, it reduces 

the potentiel working life over whieh returns to on-the-job treining cen be recei

ved. Together thèse two effects will tend to reduce the time extensiveness of 

investment in on-the-job treining end imply en eerlier cessetion of on-the-job 

treining investments (deereesing C). Thus, the earnings of relatively more edueeted 

individuels ère expected to increese more rapidly with expérience, with the peek in 

eernings coming eerlier in terms of expérience. From this ergument we expect the 

coefficients for the interection of expérience end schooling level (EX-HS end EX-UN) 

to be positive, and the coefficients for the interaction of expérience squered end 

schooling levels (EE-HS end EE-UN) to be negetive. Ail four of thèse coefficients 

turn out to heve the expected signs. From Teble E.l it is obvions thet for indivi

duels who ettended high school or university, the eernings peek is reeched with less 

expérience then for individuels who never got beyond Grede 9, with the exception of 

Netive Indiens whose earnings peak later for individuals who ettended high school 

or university. 

The dummy varieble for obteining e degree (DEG) cen be considered e proxy 

for ebility end mey elso serve es e sereening variable. The coefficients for the 

interaction of DEG with expérience end expérience squared ère both positive. This 

implies thet the eernings profile increases more rapidly end peeks leter for 

degree holders then for non-degree holders with equivelent yeers of éducation. 

An apprentieeship program can be viewed es e particularly intensive form 

of on-the-job treining whieh increeses the return to expérience end shortens the 

See footnote(s) on pege 181, 
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yeers over whieh there is investment in on-the-job treining. Thus, we would 

expect the coefficient for its interection with yeers of expérience (V'EX) to be 

positive, end its inter-ection with expérience squered (V-EE) to be négative. 

Thèse coefficients turn out to heve the anticipated sign, and apprentieeship 

treining results in en eerlier peek in the eernings-experience profile for ell eth

nie groups except Netive Indians. 

Individuels who get merried while ettending school cen be viewed as 

heving e high opportunity cost for funds to spend on humen capital investments. As 

such, we would expect them to only meke humen cepitel investments thet hâve e rela

tively high rate-of-return. Therefore, the return they get from any schooling 

should be higher than thet of individuels who did not merry in school, and conse

quently, we expect the coefficient for the interaction of schooling end merried-in-

school to be positive. This wes discussed ebove. Similerly, thèse individuels 

would be expected to be more diligent in leeming skills on the job, investing more 

intensively in eech yeer, but less extensively over time. This implies thet the 

inter-ection of years of expérience end merried-in-school (EX*MIS) should heve e 

positive coefficient, end the interaction of years of expérience squered end 

merried-in-school (EE-MIS) should heve e négative coefficient. Thèse coefficients 

turn out to heve their expected signs end ère both significant et the 1% level. 

From Teble E.l, it is epperent that for individuals who married in school, earnings 

tend to peak et e lower level of expérience for the French, North Européen, Jewish, 

Other end Unknown, and British groups, but tend to peek leter in life for the Eest 

Européen, Itelien, Orientel, end Netive Indien groups. 

The coefficients for the interection of the dummy variable for self-

employment (SE) with both expérience and expérience squared are negetive. This 

implies thet earnings for self-employed individuels rise more slowly end peek 

eerlier then for individuels working for wages or seleries. 

For individuels employed in reletively more cepitel intensive industries, 

eernings tend to increese less repidly with expérience sinee the coefficient of 

EX-KLR is negetive. However, the coefficient of the interection between expérience 

squered end KLR is positive tending to increese the length of time over whieh 

eernings increese. In Teble E.l it cen be seen thet for individuels employed in 

reletively more cepital intensive industries, earnings will peek leter in life for 

ell ethnie groups except Orientels end Netive Indiens. 
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E.l.3. Direct Humen Cepitel Effects 

Some of the veriebles discussed ebove thet interected with yeers of 

schooling end expérience heve effects over end ebove thèse interection effects. We 

now examine the total effects of thèse veriebles. In the eese of e dummy verieble 

(sey D), the totel effect cen be evelueted es 

' AE = E^ , - E^ ̂  = d-YSCH + d.EX + d.EE + d,, (E.6) 

D=l D=0 l 3 4 1 

where D is essumed to heve entered directly with coefficient d.. , end interected 

with YSCH, EX, end EE with estimeted coefficients d™, d-, end d, respectively. Ail 

other veriebles except D heve been held constent. Sinee E is the neturel logerithm 

of ennuel earnings, the change in E is epproximetely equel to the proportionete 

chenge in ennuel eernings. 

Using E.6 we get the following proportionete chenges in ennuel eernings: 

^^COL = -°-°"^ 

AEy = 0.176 - 0.0124YSCH + 0.0035EX - 0.000128EE 

ÛE = 0.0166 + 0.0046EX + 0.000150EE 
DEG 

AEj^g = -0. 949 + 0.0350YSCH + 0.0341EX - 0.000536EE 

AEg^ «= 0.210 - 0.0172EX - 0.000194EE 

For the continuous veriebles, schooling quelity end the cepitel/lebor retio, the 

enelogous expressions ère the following: 

3E/3SQ = -0.00137 + O.OOOOIÇYSCH 

aE/aKLR = 0.00417 - 0.000099YSCH - 0.000152EX + O.OOOOaEE 

Thèse expressions heve the following interpretetion. Those individuels who hed pert 

of their formel educetion es vocetionel treining (C0L=1) receive epproximetely 8.4% 

less ineome at ail levels of expérience end educetion then do their counterperts 

with equivelent yeers in en ecedemie progrem (C0L=0). Individuels who perticipeted 

in en epprentieeship progrem (V=l) receive 17.6% more ineome es e conséquence of 

their treining, but this is offset, in pert, by e lower return to YSCH of epproxi

metely 1.2% less ineome per yeer of schooling. Thus, en individuel just entering 
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the lebor force with epprentieeship treining end heving ten yeers of schooling 

would receive 17.6 - 10 (1.24) = 5.2% more then en individuel without apprentiee

ship treining. Apprentieeship treining elso hes en effect on the return to expé

rience with eernings rising more repidly initielly and peaking eerlier for ell eth

nie groups except Netive Indiens. University degree holders receive 1.7% more 

ineome upon sterting work then non-degree holders with eompereble yeers of educe

tion, end heve higher returns to expérience then non-degree holders et ell levels 

of expérience. Individuels merried in school tended to receive 95% less ineome on 

entering the lebor force, but this is offset in pert by e 3.5% increese in earnings 

for eech yeer of formel educetion. Thus, someone who merried in school with ten 

yeers of schooling would receive e sterting salary whieh was 95 - 3.5 (10). = 60% 

less than en individuel entering the lebor force with 10 years of schooling but who 

did not merry in school. As mentioned above, individuals merried in school also 

invest more intensively in on-the-job treining with eernings peaking eerlier for 

most ethnie groups. Self-employed individuels tend to eern 21% more than indivi

duels working for weges end seleries with comparable quelificetions, but self-

employed individuels heve e fletter eernings-experience profile and earnings peek 

at e lower expérience level for ell ethnie groups. 

An increese in school quelity (SQ), meesured es expenditure per pupil, 

tends to increese the return to educetion but there is elso a négative offsetting 

direct effect whieh swamps the effect of the increesed return to educetion. The 

sign of the coefficient of SQ had been expected to be positive. Finelly, indivi

duals employed in more cepitel intensive industries tend to eern higher incomes, 

but this is offset by lower returns to educetion end flatter earnings-experience 

profiles whieh peak leter for ell ethnie groups except the Orientel end Netive 

Indiens . 

E.2. Personel Attributes end Merket Effects 

E.2.1. Ethnie Groups 

Individuals from différent ethnie or culturel backgrounds may hâve very 

différent views of suceess or achievement and the acquisition of matériel goods, 

différent ettitudes toward work activity, on-the-job training, formai schooling and 

the sélection of courses of study and occupations. Furthermore, it may also be the 
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case that members of certein groups feee verious forms of diseriminetion, some of 

whieh mey teke the form of less pey for the semé work, or of entry berriers to 

trede unions, to epprentieeship progrems or to jobs whieh heve e high skill-leeming 

content. The members of certein groups in certein locations may find, or heve 

found it more diffieult then others to obtein finencing for their educetion, or 

even to gein edmission to certein educetionel progrems (perticulerly professionel 

sehools). Phénomène of this sort will ceterbis peribus tend to shift the inter

eept term for the effeeted ethnie groups. This will resuit in coefficients for the 

ethnie dummies whieh ère significently différent from zéro, producing intercepts 

différent from the British Isles référence group. Insofer es thèse effects operete 

through the cost of educetion, entry into perticuler progrems, or even diligence in 

school, they will elso resuit in coefficients for ethnic-yeers-of-schooling 

(YSCH'ETH.) interections whieh ère significently différent from zéro. Where thèse 

effects operete through union entry, edmission to epprentieeship progrems or jobs 

with verious skill leeming contents, they will shift eernings-experience profiles, 

producing significent coefficients for the experience-ethnic interection terms 

(EX-ETH.) end (EE.ETH.). The totel effect of thèse ethnie veriebles is discussed 

in Chepter 5. 

As concems the direct effects of ethnieity or rece elone, efter control

ling for their interections with humen cepitel veriebles, other personel ettributes 

end ell merket effects veriebles, we find only positive devietions from the British 

référence group. Being in the French Group (ETHl) implies 28% higher eernings than 

the British Group; being in the North European Group (ETH3) implies 25% higher 

earnings; being in the Itelien Group (ETH5) implies 33% higher earnings; end (most 

surprisingly) being in the Netive Indien Group (ETH8) implies 66% higher 
(3) 

eernings. While thèse results mey eppeer peredoxieel et first, it should be 

remembered thet emong other things, thèse coefficients refer to the eernings of in

dividuels ege 15 end over, with zéro yeers of schooling end expérience. The East 

Européen (ETH4), Jewish (ETH6), end the other end unknown groups (ETH9) ell hed 

direct pertiel effect coefficients whieh were not significently différent from zéro 

et the 20% level, implying that for zéro years of schooling and expérience, thèse 

groups heve eernings thet ère not significently différent from the British Isles 

Group. 

See footnote(s) on page 181. 
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When we consider the interaction effects of years of schooling end 

ethnieity, four groups (excluding the Negro/West Indien Group) seem to heve signi-

ficently différent returns to formel schooling from the British Group. The French 

(ETHl), the North Européens (ETH3), the Netive Indiens (ETH8) end the other end 

unknown (ETH9) groups ell heve a significently lower rete-of-return per year than 

the British. The returns per year of school for the Slavic (ETH4), the Itelien 

(ETH5), the Jewish (ETH6) end the Orientel (ETH7) groups do not eppeer to be signi-

ficently différent from the British Isles group. 

Considering the experience-ethnicity interection effects, it is epperent 

thet the fffect of expérience on eernings for three of the groups is significantly 

différent than for the British Isles group. As indiceted above, considering only 

the coefficients of EX end EE (hence the British Group) implies e peek in eernings 

et 32 yeers of expérience. In comperlson the eernings-experience profile for the 

French Group is significently fletter end eernings peek et 33 yeers of expérience. 

On the other hend, the eernings-experience profiles for the Slevic end Jewish groups 

eppeer to be significently steeper then for the British group. In the eese of the 

Slevic group, the coefficients imply that earnings peek et 27 yeers of expérience. 

For the Jewish group, the profile is even steeper - the peek oceurs et 33.4 yeers 

of expérience, whieh is leter then for either the French group of the British Isles 

group. 

E.2.2. Meen Oeeupetionel Eernings 

This is e continuous verieble meesuring the meen mêle eernings in eech 

individuel's occupetion end province of résidence (WAGE). It can be viewed es e 

proxy cherecterizing the regionel levels of suppiy end demend for lebor in an occu

pation, whieh meke the occupetion in whieh en individuel is working either e high 

or low peying occupetion in his or her province. As expected, the coefficient of 

this verieble is positive end highly significent. In fect, if lebor merkets were 

perfect end ell lebor within en occupetion wes homogeneous, then ell leborers should 

receive the oeeupetionel everege wege rete. Thus, the WAGE verieble end weeks 

worked verieble would be the only significent veriebles in the régression. It is 

only beceuse lebor merkets ère not perfect end lebor is heterogeneous thet the 

other veriebles ère significent. 
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E.2.3. •Occupetion 

As e conséquence of the heterogeneity of lebor, workers within oecupetions 

eern différent incomes based, in pert, on the emount of humen cepitel they possess. 

In some oecupetions, humen cepitel is more importent in determining incomes then in 

others (e.g., menegeriel-edministrative versus clérical occupations). In those 

oecupetions where humen cepitel is more importent, it is reesoneble to essume thet 

workers will on the everege, possess higher levels of humen cepitel. As e consé

quence, heving controlled for schooling end expériences, the inclusion of occupe-

tional dummies in the présence of the WAGE verieble will resuit in negetive coeffi

cients for the dummy veriebles for ell oecupetions in whieh humen cepital is more 

important in determining ineome then in clericel oecupetions whieh is the référence 
(4) cetegory. 

The oceupational coefficients whieh were found to be significantly dif

férent from zéro support this ergument. Using e two-teiled test, occupations heving 

negetive coefficients significent et the 10% level were the following: menegeriel-

edministretive (OCl), neturel science-engineering-methemeties (0C2), sociel science 

(0C3), religions (0C4) , medicel-heelth (0C6), end processing (0C13). Thèse ère the 

oecupetions in whieh either schooling end/or expérience cen be expected to heve e 

strong positive effect on eernings (probebly expérience elone for processing). 

Oecupetions where the coefficients were negetive but less significent - teeching 

(0C5), seles (0C9) , end ferming (OCll) - ère elso oecupetions in whieh expérience 

cen be expected to heve a sizeeble return, reinforced by e sizeeble return to 

schooling for teeching. Only the "other oecupetions" cetegory hed e positive co

efficient whieh wes significent. 

E.2.4. Industry 

We hed no e priori expectetions ebout the pertiel effect on eernings of 

being in one of the ten industriel catégories releted to menufecturing (the 

référence cetegory), efter eontrolling for the effects of such variebles es occu

petion, région,- educetion, expérience, hours end weeks worked, and the cepitel-to-

lebor retio. Forestry (IN2) end construction (IN5) produce significently higher 

eernings then menufecturing et the 10% signifieance level;, end egriculture (INI) , 

See footnote(s) on pege 181. 
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fishing end trepping (IN3), trede (IN7) , end communlty, business end personel ser

vices (IN9) seem to produce significantly lower earnings then menufecturing. The 

remeining industry coefficients ère not significently différent from zéro. 

The positive différentiels essocieted with the forestry end construction 

industries mey be the resuit of union-meinteined premiums to compensete for the 

highly seesonel neture of work in thèse industries. Employment in the egriculture 

end fishing end trepping industries is elso highly seesonel, but in contrest, the 

forestry end construction industries ère cherecterized by lebor orgenizetions whieh 

exercise e greet deel of merket power. (Note thet verietions in weeks of work ère 

controlled for seperetely.) 

E.2.5. Cepitel-to-lebor Retio 

The industriel cepitel-to-labor ratio preveiling in a province wes intro

dueed to cepture espeets of lebor demend thet dépend on cepitel es e complementery 

factor. The aveilebility of cepitel veries ecross industries end provinces. It 

will generelly be the eese thet the higher the cepitel-to-lebor retio in en indi

viduel's employment setting, the higher will be his or her merginel reproductivity, 

end hence, the higher the demend for his or her services. Ceteris peribus, this 

should imply higher eernings. Therefore, the coefficient for KLR is expected tobe 

positive. It turns out to be positive end significent at the 1% level with e one 

doller increese in the cepitel per employée implying e 0.42% increese in ennuel 

eernings. 

Sinee the cepitel intensiveness of e job mey sey something ebout its 

skill-leeming content, there might be a significent interection between the cepi

tel-to-lebor retio end the expérience variables. It seems reesoneble thet highly-

eutometed jobs, whieh would be essocieted with high KLRs would impart little in 

the way of skills, end hence, tend to heve fletter eernings-experience profiles 

then less eutometed jobs. This in turn would imply e negetive coefficient for the 

interaction for KLR end expérience (EX.KLR) end e positive coefficient for the 

interection of KLR end expérience squered (EE-KLR). Both interection coefficients 

heve the expected signs end ère significent et the 5% level, producing fletter 

eernings-experience profiles whieh peek leter for ell ethnie groups except Orientels 

end Netive Indiens. 
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E.2.6. Région 

The regionel coefficients for the Meritime Provinces (REGI), Québec 

(REG2), Onterio (REG3) end the Preirie Provinces (REG4) ère ell négative and signi

ficent. et the 1% level. Their megnitudes indieete thet, ceteris peribus, eernings 

ère highest in British Columbie, followed by Onterio, the Preirie Provinces, 

Québec, end lestly, by the Meritime Provinces. This finding, whieh wes expected, 

is noteworthy sinee it indicetes thet even efter controlling for humen cepitel fee

tors, occupetion, industry, size of communlty, regionel différences in meen-

occupetionel pey, regionel différences in the levels of cepitel investment (measured 

by cepitel-to-labor ratios) end personel cherecteristics in generel, the région of 

résidence still hes e significent effect on eernings. This implies thet efter one 

has controlled for différences in labor productivity, end hence, inter-personel 

différences in demend, es well es generel différences in industriel and occupation 

demend, lebor suppiy does not edjust to equelize nominel eernings. 

E.2.7. Type of Communlty 

A priori, we expect thet the type of the communlty in whieh en individuel 

résides will effect his or her eernings beceuse of intre-regionel différences in 

the spécifie job content of oecupetions and the neture of industriel activity. Note 

thet et the intre-provineiel level there is no eontrol for verietions in oeeupe

tionel meen weges or industriel cepitel-to-lebor retios. The estimeted coefficients 

for pièce of résidence in 1970 indieete thet reletive to urban arees of less then 

30,000 (the eontrol cetegory), résidence in urban arees of 30,000 or more (RESl) 

hes e pertiel effect of producing significently higher eernings, wherees résidence 

in e rurel non-ferm communlty (RES2) produces significantly lower eernings. The 

negetive but not significent coefficient for rurel ferm résidence (RES3) indieetes 

thet ferm eernings are not significantly lower than those of résidents in urban 

arees of less then 30,000. 

Thèse findings ère consistent with the results of meny studies thet heve 

found e gross positive reletionship between eernings end communlty size, and the 

prevelence of poverty in rural non-ferm coiranunities. Thèse letter communities heve 

been lergely supplanted in their économie rôle of servicing farming by the urban 

arees of less then 30,000, end hâve become réservoirs of individuels who ère either 

uneble or unwilling to meke the trensition from rurel to urben li.fe. 
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E.2.8. Immigretion and Migretion 

Migretion, whether from foreign countries or within Cenede, is likely to 

be sélective with respect to ege, educetion, end motivetion, with the resuit thet 

immigrents or migrents would tend to be younger, more edueeted, end more motiveted 

then the everege member of the populetion in the loeetion of origin or destinetion. 

It is elso likely to be the eese thet edeptetion of the new environment tekes time, 

perticulerly for the immigrent from e foreign culture. Hence, depending on the 

culturel gap involved, récent immigrents ère likely to eern less then non-migrents 

or immigrents of older vintege. The fect thet immigretion or migretion cen be 

viewed es e humen cepitel investment thet will increese lifetime eernings reletes 

to the individuel's pre- end post-migretion eernings, but hes no cleer implieetion 

for the eernings of migrents versus non-migrents, per se. 

In terms of the veriebles used in this study, the net effect of thèse 

phénomène should be to meke the coefficient for the verieble representing post-1966 

immigretion from e foreign country (MIG) negetive; for the veriable representing 

foreign immigration between 1961-70 (PIM3), elso negetive; end the coefficients for 

eerlier foreign immigretion in the periods 1946-60 (PIM2), end before 1946 (PIMl) 

inereesingly less negetive, or even positive. Following this reesoning, the coef

ficient representing internel immigretion sinee 1966 (MIG) should elso be negetive. 

None of thèse veriebles turned out to be significent et the 10% level. In generel, 

this leck of significenee indieetes thet efter one hes controlled for such things 

es ethnieity, occupetion, industry, schooling, expérience, end hours end weeks 

worked, récent internai migretion end the period of immigretion into Cenede heve no 

significent résiduel effects on eernings. 

E.2.9. Meritel Stetus 

Being merried es opposed to not being merried is likely to heve essocieted 

with it a variety of motivetionel feetors releted to the well-being of one's 

femily. Thus, merried mêles ère expected to eern higher incomes than unmerried 

mêles end the coefficient for MSI should be positive. Consistent with expectetion, 

it is positive end significent et the 10% level. 
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E.2.10. Officiel Lengueges . 

Government policies, primerily et the federel level, to promote bilin-

guelism mey be expected to produce job opportunlties fevoring individuels who heve 

e working knowledge of both English end French, whieh ceteris paribus, results in 

higher earnings. Insofer es individuels ère ewere of thèse opportunlties end 

strive to master "the other officiai languege", the knowledge of both officiel 

lengueges represents e dimension of motivetion. This effect would be observed es 

e positive coefficient, for LN02. This coefficient is positive, significent•et the 

5% level, end it implies en eernings premium of 3.2%. 

E.2.11. Self-emplo3nnent 

Whether one is self-employed or not is likely to dépend on enother set of 

personel cherecteristics. The self-employed individuel could be conceived of es 

being more edventurous, innovetive, or prone to beering risk; or simply more entre-

preneurially inclined then his or her counterpert who works for e wege or selery. 

Furthermore, self-selection is likely to operate in such a way thet those who feil 

on their own become employées. Thèse feetors suggest on belence thet self-employ

ment (SE), should bave the partiel effect of producing higher eernings. This is 

born out by e positive coefficient whieh is significent at the 1% level. The 

coefficient implies thet, holding everything else constent, the eernings of self-

employed individuels ère 21% higher then their non-self-employed counterperts. 

It elso seems reesoneble thet the work expérience of the self-employed is 

very différent from expérience of en employée; but, e priori, we heve no particular 

expectetion es to how the interections of self-emplo3nnent end expérience should 

effect eernings. It turns out thet both EX'SE end EE-SE ère negetive end signifi

cent et the 5% level. This implies, other things held constent, thet self-employed 

individuels tend to heve fletter experienee-eemings profiles then people who ère 

employées. Insofer es those who ère now self-employed heve been self-employed 

throughout most of their lebor merket involvement, the fletter profile mey indieete 

thet the self-employed leern by triel end error end heve e feirly erretic earnings 

profile through time, as opposed to the employed individuel who leems on-the-job 

from others and tends to steedily move up e job end selary hierarchy. Eernings 

peek substentielly eerlier for self-employed individuels. For the British, this 
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peek oceurs et 21 yeers of expérience for the self-employed, es opposed to et 32 

yeers for en employée working fore wege or selery. 

E.2.12. Hours Usuelly Worked 

Sinee ennuel eernings cen be viewed es the product of en hourly wege rete, 

the number of hours usuelly worked per week, end the number of weeks worked per 

yeer, the effect of usuelly working less then 35 hours per week should be, ceteris 

peribus, to reduce ennuel eernings. Conversely, the effect of usuelly working 45 

or more hours per week should be to increese ennuel eernings. The coefficient for 

the pert-time hours veriable (PTHRS) has the expected negetive sign end is signifi

cent et the 1% level. However, even efter controlling for the interection of over

time work end self-employment (OTSE) whieh should cepture the effect of the lower 

eernings received by the proprieters of smell femily enterprises, the coefficient 

for overtime work (OTHRS) is négative and insignificant. This indicates thet be

yond 44 hours per week, the edditionel hours of work do not increese eerned ineome, 

possibly even deereese it. This suggests thet overtime hours may be the resuit of 

an ettempt to compensete, in terms of e terget ineome level, for low hourly wege 

retes. 

E.2.13. Weeks Worked 

Veriation in the number of weeks worked per year should heve e positive 

essocietion with annual eernings. Verietion in weeks worked mey be voluntery (e 

suppiy phenomenon) or involuntery (e demend phenomenon). Thèse verietions in the 

weeks of work are probably ceused by meny of the semé factors whieh ceuse verietions 

in the wege rete, es well es pertly being e suppiy response to expected wege retes. 

This suppiy response effect poses e simulteneity problem whieh we hâve been uneble 

to solve in a conceptuelly setisfectory way given the large number of dummy vari

ebles in the model. Nonetheless, we expect to find e strong positive pertiel rela

tionship between the number of weeks worked end ennuel earnings even though the 

estimetes of the coefficient of this iverieble mey be inconsistent. 

In order to détermine if the implicit weekly wege rete is constent, in

creesing, or deereesing with respect to the number of weeks worked, we employed the 

logerithm of weeks worked (LW) es .en explenetory verieble. Its coefficient cen be 
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interpreted es the elesticity of ennuel earnings with respect to a chenge in weeks 

worked. An elesticity (coefficient) equel to unity implies e constent implicit 

weekly wege rete, end en elesticity greeter then unity indicetes thet the implicit 

weekly wege rete is en inereasing function of weeks worked. The coefficient for 

LWW turned out to be 0.827 end significently less then unity. This indicetes 

thet eernings increese much less then proportionetely with weeks worked - e 10% 

increese in the number of weeks worked only increeses eernings by 8.3%. This mey 

be due to the fect thet the bulk of Cenedien mêles who work less then e full yeer 

do so beceuse of the seesonel cherecter of their work end thet, in order to ettrect 

lebor to seesonel jobs, employers ère foreed to edd e premium to the weekly wege 

for the weeks ectuelly worked. Jointly, thèse would ceuse ennuel earnings to de

crease (increase) less than proportionetely with the deereese (increese) in weeks 

worked. 

See footnote(s) on pege 181. 
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FOOTNOTES 

(1) For convenience, thèse letter two interections vrere omitted from the compute

tion of the retes-of-return to schooling discussed in Chepter 5. 

(2) The eompereble figures for the French group (ETHl) ère b.. = 0.0270 - 0.0111 = 

0.0159, end c^ = -0.000425 + 0.000184 = -0.000241. Thus, the French eernings 

profile will tend to rise more slowly end peek slightly leter et 33 yeers of 

expérience. 

(3) This extremely lerge coefficient results from the very low returns to educetion 

end expérience to the Netive Indien group. In essence, en uneduceted indivi

dual with no lebor merket expérience will eern neerly as much as an edueeted, 

experieneed worker in this group. 

(4) The totel effect of being in the ith occupetion reletive to clericel oecupe

tions is e.OC. + b (WAGE.), where e. is the coefficient for the ith occune-
1 i X 1 

tien's dummy, b is the coefficient for WAGE, end WAGE. is the ecross-province 

everage of mean eernings in the ith occupetion. 

(5) Mineer (1974), using comparable census date for the United Stetes, found the 

coefficient of the logarithm of weeks worked to be significantly greater than 

unity in e much simpler eernings function. 





APPENDIX F 

VARIANCE PARTITIONING PROCEDURE 

This Appendix outlines the procédure used to pertitlon the varience into 

its verious components. The ith observetion on Equetion 3.6 cen be written es 

^i " ^^i° "^-^i^ "̂  ̂ ^i^ "̂  "i"i^ "̂  ̂ "i^^' ^^'^^ 

where Z. is e IxJ row vector of observetions on the Z..'s, a is e Jxl column vector 

of a 's, R. is e IxK vector of observetions on deta (with typicel éléments S., 

S.X , f(EX ) X , etc.), p is a Kxl column vector of parameters (with typicel élé

ments A end Yî )> H. is the humen cepitel proxy defined in Equetion 3.3, e. end u. 

ère the error terms defined in Equetions 3.4 end 3.5, W. is e scelar observation on 

the logerithm of weeks worked, end g is e scalar coefficient. The three terms 

enclosed in perenthesis correspond to PME, HCE, and LSE, respectively. 

Now suppose one individual is chosen et rendom. Thus, ell the independent 

veriebles ère rendom veriebles. The unconditionel verienee of E cen be written es 

V(E) = a'Z^^ a+a ^ + p'i^p + (o/ + y^^o^ + g'I^ 6 

+ 2a'Z2^p-h2 «T^^ 6 + 26'!^^ X , (F. 2) 

where E end E ère the verience-coverience metrices of Z end R, respectively; 

E is the metrix of coveriences between thèse vectors; E dénotes the sceler 

verienee of W, end E end E„„ dénote the coverience metrices between W end Z end 
ZW ZR _ 

W end R; respectively; p end o„ ère the meen end varianee of the level of human 
n n 

cepitel; ell other sjonbols hâve been previously defined. 

Sterting with corresponding logerithm of the weekly wege rate equetion, 

LWR^ = (Ẑ a + e^) + (R̂ p + H^u^) , (F.3) 

e perellel derivetion produces the following expression for the unconditionel 

verienee of LWR 

V(LWR) = a'I^^a + o ^ + p'.^p +(a ^ + y ^̂  a J -, 2.'E ^̂ p . ^^^^^ 
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The terms in F.2 end F.4 cen be collected es follows: 

V(PME) = a'E^^a + a : 
LL e ' 

V(HCE) = p'Ep^^p +(a^ + 4)aj; 

V(LSE) = B'Z^^ B; 

C(PME, HCE) = a'Ê ĵ  p; 

C(HCE, LSE) = 3'Z„_, p; end 

C(PME, LSE) = a'E^^ g. 

PME dénotes personel ettributes and merket effects; HCE dénotes humen cepitel 

effects; end LSE dénotes lebor suppiy effects. The terms in Equations F.2 end F.4 

heve been evelueted using meximum likelihood techniques end the resulting velues 

ère summerized in Tebles 5.3 end 5.4. 



APPENDIX G 

COEFFICIENT ESTIMATES FOR THE FEMALES 

EARNINGS EQUATIONS 

The first-end second-stege estimetes of the full ennuel eernings 

model for females appeer in Tebles G.l end G.2, respectively. Second-stege 

estimetes for the corresponding femele full wege rete model eppeer in Table G.3, 

end Teble G.4 conteins the second-stege estimetes for the redueed ennuel 

eernings model. Eech model wes estimeted seperetely for eech of the five 

femele ethnie subgroups. Sinee eech model tells very much the semé story, 

this eppendix will coneentrete exclusively on an interpretive discussion of the 

second-stege coefficient estimetes obteined for the full ennuel eernings model. 

G.l. Humen Cepitel Effects 

G.1.1. Formel Schooling 

Eech edditionel yeer of schooling is expected to increese ennuel 

eernings. As enticipeted, the YSCH coefficient is positive for eech ethnie 

grouping, end eech is significent at the 1% level. The coefficient for the 

French females wes highest, indicating a 4.0% increese in eernings per yeer 

of schooling. The Eest end South Européen grouping hed the lowest coefficient; 

it indiceted e 2.1% rete-of-return per yeer of schooling. 

Heving eerned e university degree, es opposed to having ettended 

university but not heving eerned e degree (DEOl) is expected, ceteris peribus, 

to yield higher eernings. This verieble turned out to heve e positive effect 

for eech ethnie grouping of femeles, end is significent et the 1% level for ell 

except the Other female grouping (whieh wes significent et the 10% level). 

G.1.2. Expérience 

Eernings were expected to increese et e deereesing rete for eech yeer 

of continuous work expérience. The coefficients obteined for the potentiel 

expérience veriebles edjusted for discontinuities in work expérience 
2 

(EXS=EX-HAT end EES =• EXS ) ère consistent with this expectetion. For eech 
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TABLE G.l. First Stege Régression Results for the Full Annuel Earnings Model 
for Females'-'-' 

Varieble 

Intereept 

HH 

MSI 

MS2 

LN02 

NCB 

NC2 

TMl 

OTHRS 

SE 

DEG 

OCl 

0C2 

0C3 

004 

0C5 

British 

3.373 
(0.112) 

.0912 
(.0273) 

.101 
(.0171) 

.0655 
(.0249) 

-.0210 
(.0236) 

-.0573 
(.00839) 

.00391 
(.00108) 

. -.754 
(.0139) 

.0477 
(.0236) 

-.222 
(.0356) 

.223 
(.0308) 

-.202 
(.0876) 

-.119 
(.0835) 

-.201 
(.0604) 

-.869 
(.249) 

-.00166 
(.0643) 

French 

3.319 
(.193) 

.0831 
(.0390) 

.108 
(.0219) 

.0926 
(.0374) 

.0769 
(.0174) 

-.0648 
(.0111) 

.00522 
(.00118) 

-.571 
(.0209) 

-.0723 
(.0287) 

-.143 
(.0463) 

.184 
(.0486) 

-.326 
(.170) 

.00133 
(.147) 

-.0490 
(.0885) 

-.381 
(.315) 

.111 
(.111) 

Ethnie groups 

North 
Européen 

3.149 
(.207) 

.0533 
(.0656) 

.0910 
(.0377) 

.135 
(.059?) 

-.0318 
(.0579) 

-.0461 
(.0187) 

-.00141 
(.00247) 

-.702 
(.0303) 

0.114 
(.0463) 

-.311 
(.0654) 

.291 
(.0716) 

-.423 
(.170) 

-.174 
(.174) 

-.163 
(.145) 

-.103 
(.721) 

-.245 
(.125) 

Eest end South 
Européen 

3.422 
(.222) 

.0850 
(.0655) 

.200 
(.0363) 

.141 
(.0594) 

-.0105 
(.0394) 

-.0645 
(.0204) 

.00498 
(.00302) 

-.644 
(.0290) 

0.0440 
(.0454) 

-.0831 
(.0648) 

.225 
(.0607) 

-.380 
(.189) 

.0823 
(.147) 

-.366 
(.136) 

.0457 
(.494) 

-.145 
(.134) 

Other 

3.683 
(.267) 

.0360 
(.0740) 

.0741 
(.0460) 

.0835 
(.0742) 

.00158 
(.0553) 

-.0591 
(.0242) 

.00311 
(.00311) 

0.582 
(.0415) 

.0559 
(.0556) 

-.0684 
(.0826) 

.0981 
(.0678) 

-.182 
(.248) 

-.0839 
(.182) 

.0840 
(.166) 

(̂ ) 

.113 
(.162) 

See footnote(s) et end of teble. 
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TABLE G.l. First Stege Régression Results for the Full Annuel Eernings Model 
for Femeleŝ -'-) (Continued) 

Verieble 

0C6 

0C7 

0C8 

0C9 

OCIO 

OCll 

0C12 

0C13 

0C14 

0C15 

0C16 

RESl 

RES2 

RES3 

REGI 

IŒG2 

British' 

.0978 
(.0296) 

.0681 
(.0626) 

-.0260 
(.0283) 

.0105 
(.0386) 

-.102 
(.0455) 

-.343 
(.0594) 

.396 
(.199) 

.107 
(.0530) 

.0314 
(.0367) 

.0502 
(.132) 

-.103 
(.0998) 

.0634 
(.0154) 

0.0668 
(.0210) 

-.0747 
(.0358) 

-.0873 
(.0301) 

-.0173 
(.0299) 

French 

.0510 
(.0631) 

.0072 
(.0882) 

.0270 
(.0439) 

-.0907 
(.0646) 

-.0422 
(.0774) 

-.212 
(.123) 

.0301 
(.228) 

.147 
(.0621) 

.0658 
(.0534) 

-.0912 
(.196) 

.505 
(.223) 

.0412 
(.0208) 

-.0613 
(.0298) 

-.219 
(.0542) 

.00414 
(.0793) 

.0173 
(.0629) 

Ethnie gro 

North 
Européen 

.0536 
(.0601) 

-.180 
(.142) 

-.0751 
(.0591) 

.0835 
(.0731) 

.0640 
(.0829) 

-.131 
(.0930) 

.283 
(.519) 

.299 
(.0964) 

.112 
(.0695) 

.532 
(.362) 

.221 
(.198) 

.0182 
(.0335) 

-.0330 
(.0450) 

-.0930 
(.0610) 

-.0654 
(.0794) 

.105 
(.0760) 

ups 

Eest end South 
Européen 

-.00905 
(.0668) 

.0961 
(.122) 

-.0627 
(.0561) 

-.0663 
(.0775) 

.00681 
(.0900) 

-.218 
(.105) 

.317 
(.702) 

.124 
(.0791) 

-.111 
(.0555) 

.800 
(.249) 

.771 
(.289) 

.0985 
(.0402) 

-.0170 
(.0660) 

-.0652 
(.0921) 

.222 
(.144) 

.0193 
(.0538) 

Other 

.0430 
(.0827) 

.266 
(.193) 

-.181 
(.0703) 

-.121 
(.108) 

-.0687 
(.111) 

-.137 
(.137) 

.774 
(.366) 

-.168 
(.106) 

-.123 
(.0706) 

-1.470 
(.685) 

.0719 
(.350) 

.0790 
(.0558) 

-.162 
(.0774) 

-.291 
(.139) 

.0531 
(.121) 

-.0685 
(.0634) 

See footnote(s) et end of teble 
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TABLE G.l. First Stege Régression Results for the Full Annuel Eernings Model 
for Femeles^1) (Concluded) 

Verieble 

REG3 

REG4 

YSCH 

EX 

EE 

WAGE 

LWW 

R2 

N 

British 

-.0187 
(.0184) 

-.0260 
(.0229) 

-.0373 
(.00290) 

.0254 
(.00142) 

-.000351 
(.0000270) 

.000162 
(.0000296) 

.943 
(.00895) 

.665 

15,093 

Ethnie groups 

North Eest end South 
French Européen Européen 

-.0565 
(.0649) 

.0121 
(.0738) 

.0391 
(.00382) 

.0259 
(.00211) 

-.000379 
(.0000400) 

.000183 
(.0000520) 

.908 
(.0129) 

.608 

7,623 

-.0634 
(.0388) 

-.0575 
(.0398) 

.0361 
(.00617) 

.0290 
(.00308) 

-.000402 
(.0000574) 

.000241 
(.0000538) 

.951 
(.0192) 

.658 

3,298 

.00314 
(.0448) 

-.00437 
(.0480) 

.0201 
(.00487) 

.0218 
(.00290) 

-.000260 
(.0000530) 

.000209 
(.0000589) 

.915 
(.0188) 

.615 

3,592 

Other 

-.0849 
(.0511) 

-.122 
(.0606) 

.0231 
(.00584) 

.0249 
(.00379) 

-.000308 
(.0000684) 

.000171 
(.0000705) 

.917 
(.0257) 

.624 

1,875 

(1) Numbers in perentheses ère estimeted stenderd errors. 

(2) There were no observetions in this cell. 

Source: Publie Use Semple Tepe. 
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TABLE G.2. Second Stege Régression Results for the Full Annuel Eernings 
Model for Femeles'•'-̂  

Veriable 

Deg 

OC 1 

OC 2 

OC 3 

OC 4 

OC 5 

OC 6 

OC 7 

OC 8 

OC 9 

OC 10 

OC 11 

OC 12 

See footnote 

British 

.2202 
(.031) 

-.2001 
(.088) 

-.1216 
(.084) 

-.2039 
(.060) 

-.8688 
(.25) 

-.002521 
(.064) 

.09774 
(.030) 

.06853 
(.063) 

-.02915 
(.028) 

.006719 
(.039) 

-.1059 
(.045) 

-.3469 
(.059) 

.3960 
(.20) 

(s) at end 

French 

.1769 
(.049) 

-.3308 
(.17) 

-.006878 
(.15) 

-.05291 
(.088) 

-.3638 
(.32) 

.1109 
(.11) 

.05028 
(.063) 

.07877 
(.088) 

.03038 
(.044) 

-.08765 
(.065) 

-.04008 
(.077) 

-.2117 
(.12) 

.03215 
(.23) 

of table. 

Ethnie 

North 
Européen 

.2841 
(.072) 

-.4241 
(.17) 

-.1756 
(.17) 

-.1702 
(.15) 

-.1318 
(.72) 

-.2521 
(.12) 

.05387 
(.060) 

-.1837 
(.14) 

-.07923 
(.059) 

.08553 
(.073) 

.06325 
(.083) 

-.1325 
(.093) 

.2990 
(.52) 

group 

Eest end South 
Européen 

.2163 
(.061) 

-.3741 
(.19) 

.08119 
(.15) 

-.3702 
(.14) 

.05237 
(.49) 

-.1433 
(.13) 

-.007759 
(.067) 

.1002 
(.12) 

-.06287 
(.056) 

-.06592 
(.078) 

.005183 
(.090) 

-.2160 
(.10) 

.2966 
(.70) 

Other 

.09726 
(.068) 

-.1620 
(.25) 

-.07651 
(.18) 

.08194 
(.17) 

(2) 

.1152 
(.16) 

.04822 
(.083) 

.2645 
(.19) 

-.1825 
(.070) 

-.1209 
(.11) 

-.07214 
(.11) 

-.1358 
(.14) 

.7762 
(.37) 
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TABLE G.2. 

Verieble 

OC 13 

OC 14 

OC 15 

OC 16 

MS 1 

MS 2 

LNO 2 

SE • 

RES 1 

RES 2 

RES 3 

REG 1 

R£G 2 

REG 3 

Second Stege Régression Results for 
Model for Femeles(1) (Continued) 

British 

.1059 
(.053) 

.03217 
(.037) 

.05150 
(.13) 

-.1029 
(.10) 

.1164 
(.017) 

.07219 
(.025) 

-.02542 
(.024) 

-.2189 
(.036) 

.06266 
(.015) 

-.06712 
(.021) 

-.07880 
(.036) 

-.08648 
(.030) 

-.01508 
(.030) 

-.01788 
(.018) 

French 

.1531 
(.062) 

.06927 
(.053) 

-.08994 
(.20) 

.5031 
(.22) 

.1215 
(.022) 

.09545 
(.037) 

.07742 
(.017) 

-.1414 
(.046) 

.04059 
(.021) 

-.06181 
(.030) 

-.2195 
(.054) 

.003504 
(.079) 

.01583 
(.063) 

.05750 
(.065) 

the Full Annuel 

Ethnie group 

North 
Européen 

.3055 
(.096) 

.1139 
(.070) 

.5399 
(.36) 

.2272 
(.20) 

.1146 
(.035) 

.1464 
(.059) 

-.03656 
(.058) 

-.3049 
(.065) 

.01894 
(.034) 

-.03087 
(.045) 

-.09295 
(.061) 

-.06386 
(.079) 

-.1016 
(.076) 

-.06212 
(.039) 

Eest end South 
Européen 

.1277 
(.079) 

-.1058 
(.056) 

.7952 
(.25) 

.7840 
(.29) 

.2172 
(.035) 

.1504 
(.059) 

-.01311 
(.039) 

-.08283 
(.065) 

-.1023 
(.040) 

-.01731 
(.066) 

-.06811 
(.092) 

.2219 
(.14) 

.02110 
(.054) 

.003234 
(.045) 

Eernings 

Other 

-.1719 
(.11) 

-.1241 
(.071) 

-1.422 
(.68) 

.09071 
(.35) 

.09012 
(.044) 

.09207 
(.074) 

.004046 
(.055) 

-.06949 
(.082) 

.07608 
(.056) 

-.1601 
(.077) 

-.2950 
(.14) 

-.05598 
(.12) 

-.06635 
. (.063) 

-.08513 
(.051) 

See footnote(s) et end of teble. 
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TABLE G.2. Second Stege Régression Results for the Full Annuel Eernings 
Model for Femeles ̂•'-̂  (Concluded) 

Verieble 

REG 4 

TMl 

HH 

WAGE 

YSCH 

LWW 

OTHRS 

EXS 

EES 

HAT 

INTERCEPT 

R2 

N 

British 

-.02593 
(.023) 

-.7523 
(.014) 

.09989 
(.027) 

.0001618 
(.00003) 

.03775 
(.0029) 

.9424 
(.0090) 

.04727 
(.024) 

.02471 
(.0014) 

-.0003629 
(.00003) 

-.01977 
(.0032) 

3.3816 

.66 

15,093 

French 

.01362 
(.074) 

-.5692 
(.021) 

.08976 
(.039) 

.0001855 
(.00005) 

.03994 
(.0038) 

.9056 
(.013) 

-.06907 
(.029) 

.02717 
(.0022) 

-.0004312 
(.00004) 

-.02300 
(.0045) 

3.3102 

.61 

7,623 

Ethnie group 

North 
Européen 

-.05676 
(.040) 

-.6968 
(.030) 

.06547 
(.065) 

.0002437 
(.00005) 

.03684 
(.0062) 

.9494 
(.019) 

-.1142 
(.046) 

.02920 
(.0032) 

-.0004398 
(.00006) 

-.02583 
(.0052) 

3.1426 

.66 

. 3,298 

Eest end South 
Européen 

-.005796 
(.048) 

-.6432 
(.029) 

.09144 
(.065) 

.0002081 
(.00006) • 

.02097 
(.0049) 

.9156 
(.019) 

-.04595 
(.045) 

.02083 
, (.0029) 

-.0002646 
(.00006) 

-.01486 
- (.0057) 

3.4394 

.61 

3,592 

Other 

-.1218 
(.061) 

-.5807 
(.041) 

.03723 
(.074) 

.0001675 
(.00007) 

.02359 
(.0058) 

.9161 
(.026) 

.05796 
(.056) 

.02580 
(.0039) 

-.0003591 
(.00008) 

-.01799 
(.0076) 

3.6942 

.62 

1,875 

(1) Numbers in perentheses ère estimeted .stenderd errors. 

(2) There were no observetions in this cell. 

Source: Public Use Semple Tepe. 
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TABLE G. 3. 

Verieble 

DEG 

OC 1 

OC 2 

OC 3 

OC 4 

OC 5 

OC 6 

OC 7 

OC 8 

OC 9 

OC 10 

OC 11 

OC 12 

OC 13 

Second Stj 
Model for 

British 

.2217 
(.031) 

-.2084 
(.088) 

-.1243 
(.084) 

-.1954 
(.061) 

-.8693 
(.25) 

-.009059 
(.064) 

.09691 
(.030) 

.07176 
(.063) 

-.02092 
(.028) 

.01372 
(.039) 

-.09129 
(.046) 

-.3278 
(.059) 

.4440 
(.20) 

.1272 
(.053) 

îge Régression 
Femeles(1) 

French 

.1831 
(.049) 

-.3057 
(.17) 

.009957 
(.15) 

-.01683 
(.089) 

-.3494 
(.32) 

.1248 
(.11) 

.06310 
(.063) 

.1046 
(.088) 

.03977 
(.044) 

-.08210 
(.065) 

-.03316 
(.078) 

-.1776 
(.12) 

.09220 
(.23) 

.1684 
(.062) 

i Results 

Ethnie 

North 
Européen 

.2812 
(.072) 

-.4228 
(.17) 

-.1692 
(.17) 

-.1624 
(.15) 

-.1485 
(.72) 

-.2465 
(.13) 

.05822 
(.060) 

-.1801 
(.14) 

-.07354 
(.059) 

.08740 
(.073) 

.06807 
(.083) 

-.1188 
(.093) 

.2985 
(.52) 

.3181 
(.096) 

for the Full Wege Rete 

group 

Eest end South 
L Européen 

.2149 
(.061) 

-.3838 
(.19) 

.09214 
(.15) 

-.3472 
(.lA) 

.1025 
(.50) 

-.1557 
(.13) 

-.01363 
(.067) 

.1328 
(.12) 

-.04561 
(.056) 

-.05303 
(.078 

.02393 
(.090) 

-.1821 
(.10) 

.3044 
(.70) 

.1590 
(.079) 

Other 

.1023 
(.068) 

-.1698 
(.25) 

-.07757 
(.18) 

.06859 
(.17) 

(2) 

.1188 
(.16) 

.04666 
(.083) 

.2737 
(.19) 

-.1823 
(.070) 

-.1240 
(.11) 

-.07585 
(.11) 

-.1077 
(.14) 

.8183 
(.37) 

-.1618 
(.11) 

See footnote(s) et end of teble. 
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TABLE G.3. Second Stege Régression Results for the Full Wege Rete 
Model for Femeles(1) (Continued) 

Verieble 

OC 14 

OC 15 

OC 16 

MS 1 

MS 2 

LNO 2 

SE 

RES 1 

RES 2 

RES 3 

REG 1 

REG 2 

REG 3 

REG 4 

TMl 

British 

.04284 
(.037) 

.06224 
(.13) 

-.1005 
(.10) 

.1117 
(.017) 

.06616 
(.025) 

-.02316 
(.024) 

-.2267 
(.036) 

.06129 
(.015) 

-.06583 
(.021) 

-.07613 
(.036) 

-.08421 
(.030) 

-.01540 
(.030) 

-.01961 
(.018) 

-.02543 
(.023) 

-.7259 
(.013) 

French 

.07704 
(.054) 

-.07692 
(.20) 

.5242 
(.22) 

.1207 
(.022) 

.09100 
(.038) 

.07863 
(.017) 

-.1598 
(.046) 

.04017 
(.021) , 

-.05575 
(.030) 

-.2168 
(.054) 

-.002848 
(.080) 

.008785 
(.063) 

.04847 
(.065) 

-.0007252 
(.074) 

-.5229 
(.020) 

Ethnie group 

North 
Européen 

.1203 
(.070) 

.5545 
(.36) 

.2344 
(.20) 

.1104 
(.035) 

.1360 
(.060) 

-.02729 
(.058) 

-.3184 
(.065) 

.01610 
(.034) 

-.03019 
(.045) 

-.09391 
(.061) 

-.06737 
(.079) 

-.1078 
(.076) 

-.06347 
(.039) 

-.05909 
(.040) 

-.6729 
(.029) 

Eest end South 
Européen 

-.08694 
(.056) 

.8366 
(.25) 

.7993 
(.29) 

.2098 
(.035) 

.1443 
(.059) 

-.005885 
(.039) 

-.09319 
(.065) 

.09835 
(.040) 

-.009557 
(.066) 

-.07088 
(.092) 

.2263 
(.14) 

.01330 
(.054) 

-.001491 
(.045) 

-.01109 
(.048) 

-.6058 
(.028) 

Other 

-.1226 
(.071) 

-1.3066 
(.69) 

.09977 
(.35) 

.08926 
(.044) 

.09566 
(.074) 

.003185 
(.055) 

-.07389 
(.083) 

.06259 
(.056) 

-.1563 
(.077) 

-.2997 
(.14) 

-.05202 
(.12) 

-.06033 
(.063) 

-.08626 
(.051) 

-.1267 
(.061) 

-.5449 
(.040) 

See footnote(s) et end of teble. 
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TABLE G.3. Second Stege Régression Results for the Full Wage Rate 
Model for Femeles'-"-̂  (Concluded) 

Verieble 

HH 

WAGE 

YSCH 

OTHRS 

EES 

HAT 

EXS 

INTERCEPT 

R2 

N 

British 

.09849 
(.027) 

.0001638 
(.00003) 

.03746 
(.0029) 

.05048 
(.024) 

-.0003372 
(.00003) 

-.01846 
(.0032) 

.02292 
(.0014) 

3.1879 

.33 

15,093 

French 

.08992 
(.039) 

.0001769 
(.00005) 

.03906 
(.0038) 

-.06760 
(.029) 

-.0003785 
(.00004) 

-.02025 
(.0046) 

.02368 
(.0021) 

3.03587 

.26 

7,623 

Ethnie group 

North 
Européen 

.06460 
(.066) 

.0002412 
(.00005) 

.03676 
(.0062) 

-.1121 
(.047) 

-.0004159 
(.00006) 

-.02474 
(.0051) 

.02767 
(.0031) 

2.9864 

.32 

3,298 

Eest end South 
Européen 

.08165 
(.066) 

.0002120 
(.00006) 

.02111 
(.0049) 

-.04922 
(.046) 

-.0002222 
(.00006) 

-.01268 
(.0056) 

.01802 
(.0029) 

3.1505 

.25 

3,592 

Other 

.03118 
(.074) 

.0001627 
(.00007) 

.02329 
(.0059) 

.05601 
(.056) 

-.0003284 
(.00008) 

-.01646 
(.0075) 

.02348 
(.0038) 

3.4449 

.28 

1,875 

(1) Numbers in perentheses ère estimeted stenderd errors. 

(2) There were no observetions in this cell. 

Source: Public Use Sample Tepe. 
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TABLE G.4. Second Stege Régression Results for the Redueed Annuel Eernings 
Model for Femeles ̂-'-̂  • 

Ethnie group 

Verieble 

DEG 

RES 1 

RES 2 

RES 3 

REG 1 

REG 2 

REG 3 

REG 4 

TMl 

EM 

YSCH 

HAT 

EXS 

EES 

British 

.2382 
(.030) 

.06140 
(.016) 

-.08718 
(.022) 

-.1239 
(.036) 

-.1444 
(.024) 

.07434 
(.028) 

.04328 
(.018) 

-.05410 
(.022) 

-.7933 
(.014) 

.1523 
(.017) 

.06629 
(.0027) 

-.01795 
(.0027) 

.02714 
(.0015) 

-.0004250 
(.00003) 

French . 

.2324 
(.049) 

.04961 
(.021) 

-.05708 
(.031) 

-.2831 
(.054) 

-.02472 
(.074) 

.1368 
(.064) 

.1514 
(.067) 

.01213 
(.075) 

-.5759 
(.021) 

.1473 
(.022) 

.07611 
(.0035) 

-.02341 
(.0046) 

.03196 
(.0023) 

-.0005166 
(.00005) 

North 
Européen 

.3063 
(.069) 

.02866 
(.034) 

-.05256 
(.046) 

-.1883 
(.059) 

-.1713 
(.076) 

-.004566 
(.072) 

.007524 
(.038) 

-.1034 
(.038) 

-.7196 
(.030) 

.1605 
(.036) 

.06188 
(.0058) 

-.02545 
(.0047) 

.03258 
(.0032) 

-.0005335 
(.00007) 

Eest end South 
Européen 

.2699 
(.060) 

.1047 
(.041) 

-.01557 
(.068) 

-.1496 
(.085) 

.1752 
(.14) 

.07579 
(.051) 

.05471 
(.044) 

-.04338 
(.046) 

-.6784 
(.029) 

.2576 
(.036) 

.04180 
(.0043) 

-.01435 
(.0052) 

.02083 
(.0030) 

-.0003007 
(.00006) 

Other 

.2041 
(.067) 

.08697 
(.057) 

-.08568 
(.078) 

-.3649 
(.14) 

-.1176 
(.12) 

.004667 
(.059) 

-.01455 
(.049) 

-.1275 
(.060) 

-.5965 
(.041) 

.1028 
(.045) 

.05103 
(.0052) 

-.01865 
(.0078) 

.02847 
(.0039) 

-.0004060 
(.00008) 

See footnote(s) et end of teble. 
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TABLE G.4. Second Stage Régression Results for the Redueed Annual Eernings 
Model for Femeleŝ •'-̂  (Concluded) 

Verieble 

LWW 

INTERCEPT 

2 
R 

N 

British 

.9645 
(.0092) 

3.446 

.64 

15,093 

French 

.9319 
(.013) 

3.343 

.57 

7,623 

Ethnie 

North 
Européen 

.9603 
(.020) 

3.533 

.63 

3,298 

group 

Eest end South 
Européen 

.9317 
(.019) 

3.750 

.59 

3,592 

Other 

.9353 
(.026) 

3.727 

.59 

1,875 

(1) Numbers in perentheses ère estimeted stenderd errors. 

Source: Public Use Semple Tepe'. 
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ethnie grouping, the coefficient for EXS wes positive end the coefficient for 

EES wes negetive end much smeller in ebsolute size. Eech coefficient wes 

highly significent for eech ethnie grouping. The effect of initiel yeers of 

expérience ère greetest for the North Européen females.(2.9% per yeer) end 

leest for the Eest end South Européen femeles (2.1% per yeer). The rete of 

décline in the return to expérience dépends on the level of expérience, end 

this rate of décline is largest for the North Européen group (.088 EXS % per 

yeer), wherees for the Eest end South Européen femeles it is the smellest 

(.052 EXS % per yeer). Together, thèse two effects imply eh eernings-experience 

profile for continuously working North Européen femeles whieh rises steeply et 

first but levels out reletively quickly. For the Eest end South Européen group, 

the profile rises more slowly initielly but also levels off at a slower rate. 

For thèse two groupings of femeles, the coefficients imply meximum eernings 

being reeched, respectively, et 33 end 39 yeers of continuous work expérience. 

For British femeles meximum eernings would be reeched et 34 yeers of continuous 

expérience, for French femeles et 31 yeers, end for Other femeles et 36 yeers. 

When en individuel withdrews from lebour merket, for purposes other 

then to engege in formel schooling, humen cepitel eecumuletion is presumed to 

ceese end consequently eernings potentiel cennot increese. Work releted skills 

cen be expected to deteriorete from leck of use, resulting in e deprecietion 

of the individuel's elreedy ecquired humen cepitel stock. This will resuit in 

the individuel's eernings potentiel declining with the length of the hietus 

from work ectivity. Thus we expect to find ennuel earnings negetively releted 

to the length of hietus from work expérience computed using first-stege results 

(see Appendix C). The length of hietus verieble (HAT) turns out to heve been 

negetive end highly significent coefficient for eech of the ethnie groupings. 

In ebsolute size the coefficient is lergest for North Européen femeles, eech 

yeer of absence from work ectivity due to ehildbeering end reering implying e 

2.6% décline in ennuel eernings. Eest end South Européen femeles heve the 

smellest coefficient, with eech yeer of ebsehce from work ectivity implying'e 

1.5% décline in eernings. The fect thet the coefficient for North Européen 

femeles greetly exeeeds the coefficient for the Eest end South Européen females 

cennot simply be interpreted es e more repid deprecietion of North Européen 
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femeles' humen cepitel, sinee the eernings increase thet would heve resulted from 

en edditionel yeer of expérience would heve been lerger for the North Européen 

then Eest or South Européen femele. 

G.2. Personel Attributes end Merket Effects 

G.2.1. Meritel Stetus 

On the besis of the discussion in Chapter 4 we expected that being 

currently married (MS1=1), ail other things constant, would tend to reduce 

earnings, wherees being widowed, divoreed or sepereted (MS2=1) would tend to 

increese eernings. Our expectetions were fulfilled for the letter verieble: 

the coefficient for MS2 wes positive for eech femele ethnie grouping end 

significent in eech instence except for the Other femeles. Unexpectedly, the 

coefficients for MSI turned ont to be significently positive for every ethnie 

grouping. The explenation for the surprising resuit mey be self-selection 

bies. The women who work when they are married, end hence eppeer in our semple 

of merried women, eccording to besic lebour suppiy theory ère only those women 

whose merket weges exceed their reservetion wege (determined by the velue of 

their time spent in household ectivities). To the extent thet the merried women 

in our sample tend to be those who, given otherwise identicel ettributes, heve 

higher eernings cepecities end not those with lower household productivity, 

MSI is serving es e proxy for otherwise unexpleined sources of higher eernings 

end not the motivetionel effects of merriege on eernings. At eny rete, the 

positive effect of merriege on femele eernings, ceteris peribus, is consistent 

with the findings of Oexece (1973) with U.S. dete end Gupiderson (1976) with 

Cenadien date. 

G.2.2. Family Heed ' ' " 

Being the heed of e femily unit is usuelly essocieted with é single 

femele being finencielly independent, or else e femele being the primery 

breedwinner of e multi-person femily. Either situetion would leed us to expect 

the coefficient for being e femily heed (HH=1) to be positive. Ail of thèse 

coefficients turned out to heve e positive sign, but they were stetistieelly 

significent only for the British end French groups. 
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G.2.3. Being Bilinguel 

Knowledge of both officiel lenguages wes expected, ceteris peribus. 

to resuit in higher eernings. This only turned out to be the eese for French 

femeles. The coefficient for LN02 wes positive end highly significent for 

this group, wherees it wes not significently différent from zéro for eny 

of the other groups. 

G. 2.4. Self-employment 

Using the semé line of ergument epplied to the mêle model (see 

Appendix E), we expect self-employment to heve e positive effect on femele 

eernings. The coefficient for SE turned out to be significently différent 

from zéro for only the British, the French end the North Européen groups» 

However, in eech instence the coefficient wes negetive end lerge, implying 

thet self-employed femeles eerned from 14% to 30% less, ceteris peribus, 

then their counterperts working for weges end seleries. For thèse three 

groups, et leest, self-employment mey represent e désire for independence 

(and possibly flexible hours in the case of married women) whieh must be 

purchased et the price of much lower eernings. 

G.2.5. Hours Usuelly Worked per Week : - -

Usuelly working fewer then 35 hours per week, wes expected to reduce 

annual eernings.' This expectetion wes fulfilled es eech ethnie grouping of 

femeles hed e lerge negetive coefficient for TMl thet wes significent et the 

1% level. On the other hend, usuelly working more then 44 hours per week wes 

expected to increese ennuel eernings. The British group, however, wes the only 

one for whieh the coefficient of OTHRS wes positive end significent (et the 

5% level). For the French and North Européen femeles, the OTHRS coefficient 

wes negetive end significant at the 1% level. The East end South Européen 

femeles end the Other femeles hed coefficients whieh were not significently 

différent from zéro. Thus, it eppeers thet for ell of the femele groups, 

except the British, women work overtime hours where they ère ettempting to 

echieve some terget level of ineome in e job with a low wage rete. 
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G.2.6. Weeks Worked 

Annuel eernings ère expected to increese with the number of weeks 

worked. Thus we expect the logerithm of weeks worked (LWW) to heve e positive 

coefficient. Eech ethnie grouping of femeles turned out to heve e highly 

significent positive coefficient for this veriable. Thèse coefficients renge 

in size from .95 for the North Européen femeles to .91 for the French femeles, 

indieeting thet eernings increese proportionetely less then weeks of work. 

G.2.7. Meen Oeeupetionel Eernings 

WAGE is the meen-femele eernings in the province of résidence for the 

occupetion in whieh e female works. It is used to eontrol for interrégional 

verietions in the lebor supply-demend situation within occupations. If e 

women works in whet is generelly e high peying occupetion within her province 

of résidence, it is enticipeted thet, ceteris peribus, her ennuel eernings will 

be higher then if she did not. Thus, the WAGE coefficient is expected to be 

positive. This turned out to be the eese for the ennuel eernings equetions 

estimeted for eech grouping of femeles; eech hed e positive WAGE coefficient 

thet wes highly significent. 

G.2.8. Occupetion 

Most of the occupetional coefficients for each grouping of females, 

except British females, were not significantly différent from zéro. This 

indicates thet efter one hes controlled for ecquired humen cepitel, personel 

ettributes, mean provinciel-oceupetionel eernings end loeetion, reletive to the 

clericel oecupetions, being in most other oecupetions does not produce 

significently différent eernings for femeles. Wherees we hed no perticuler ex 

ente expectetion ebout the signs of individuel oeeupetionel coefficients, the 

reasoning ùsed in the discussion of the oeeupetionel coefficients for mêles 

(see Appendix E) suggests thet oecupetions whose coefficients turn out to be 

significently negetive ère those in whieh humen cepitel is reletively more 

importent in determining eernings then in the clérical occupations, with the 

converse being true for those oecupetions whose coefficients turn out to be 

significently positive. For the British femeles, this would imply thet 
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menegeriel-edministretive (OCl), sociel science (0C3), religion releted (0C4), 

service (OCIO) end egriculturel (OCll) oecupetions ère the ones for thet ethnie 

group in whieh humen cepitel is e more importent déterminent of eernings then 

it is in the clérical occupations, whereas in the médical-heelth (0C6), other 

primery (0C12), end processing (0C13) oecupetions, humen cepitel is e less 

importent déterminent of eernings then it is in clericel occupations. In this 

context the highly significent negetive coefficient for egriculturel oecupetions 

end the highly significent positive coefficient for medicel-heelth oecupetions 

eppeer to be enomelies. It mey, however, be the eese thet within thèse two 

broed oeeupetionel cetegories women ère concentreted in jobs in whieh human 

capital is correspondingly more and less importent then it is in the clericel 

oecupetions. 

The signs of significent coefficients for the semé oeeupetionel 

cetegory ère generelly consistent ecross ethnie groupings of femeles. The only 

sign reversels oecur for the meehining-febrieetion-essembling-repeiring 

oecupetions (0C14) end the construction tredes occuperions (0C15). Thèse ère 

perticulerly broed oeeupetionel cetegories in whieh ethnie groups mey 

coneentrete in distinct types of jobs offering very différent rewerds for the 

eecumuletion of humen cepitel. 

G.2.9. Type of Communlty 

Across ethnie groups, the megnitudes of coefficients for the pièce 

of résidence veriebles indieete thet eernings tend to be higher, ceteris 

peribus, the lerger the size of the communlty in whieh e femele résides. The 

référence cetegory is urban erees with e populetion of less then 30,000. The 

coefficients for urben erees greeter then 30,000 ère positive, while those for 

rurel nonferm end ferm résidences ère inereesingly négative. 

G.2.10. Région 

The coefficients for the régional eontrol variebles will be 

stetistieelly significent only if efter controlling for ell other factors such 

es level of educetion, weeks of work, provincial oeeupetionel wege, etc., 

there wes still en unexpleined résiduel essocieted with eernings levels in 
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e perticuler région reletive to British Columbie (the excluded cetegory). It 

turned out thet except for e negetive Meritime Provinces (REGI) coefficient 

for the British femeles end negetive Ontario (REG3) end Preirie Provinces 

(REG4) coefficients for Other femeles, none of the regionel coefficients were 

significently différent from zéro. Therefore, one mey présume thet, in 

generel, geogrephic feetors do not produee résiduel interregionel eernings 

différentiels (reletive to British Columbie) for femeles. Thet is, efter one 

hes controlled for schooling, expérience, lebor supplied, occupetion, size 

of communlty, etc., the pert of Cenede e women lives in hes very little effect 

on her eernings. 



APPENDIX H 

PARTITIONING THE EARNINGS DIFFERENTIAL BETWEEN TWO GROUPS 

This eppendix outlines the procédure used to pertitlon the eernings dif

férentiel between two groups of individuals into that portion whieh can be expleined 

by différences in ettribute levels end thet portion whieh results from différences 

in retes-of-return on ettributes (whieh hes sometimes been ettributed to diserimi

netion) . 

Assume thet the eernings functions heve been correctly specified end esti

mated without bias for two seperete groups using ordinery least squeres. Then, for 

eech ethnie group, 

J 
E b^X^, s = 1, 2, (H_i) 
1=1 

—s —s where E end X. dénote, respectively, the semple meens of the logerithm of ennuel 
g 

eernings end the ith ettribute for the respective subgroup, end the b. dénote esti

meted peremeters. The logerithmie meen eernings différentiels can be expressed 

either as 

Ë^ - E^ = ^^1^4 " ̂ i^ •*" ^^^^i - tj) - J:(X^ - xj)(b^ - bj) (H. 2) 
i i 

or es 

- 1 . - 2 ^..2,^1 ^2. . „:.2,.l Zb^(X^ - Xp + ZX2(b^ - bp + z (Xj - xj)(b^ - b^). (H. 3) 

Equetion H.2 end H.3 eech pertitlon the mean logerithmie eernings diffé

rences between the two groups into three components. The first terms of the right 
s —1 —2 hand sides of thèse equetions, E b.(X. - X.), s = 1,2, ère eltemetive meesures of 

the différence in eernings thet is eccounted for by différences in the meen levels 

of ettributes using the régression weights of Groups 1 end 2, respectively. 

— s i 2 
Mesters (1974) considers the middle terms on the RHS, EX. (b. - b.), 

. i i . x 

s= 1,2, to be eltemetive meesures of diseriminetion using ettribute levels of 

Groups 1 end 2, respectively, es weights. Oexece (1973), on the other hend, 

defines diseriminetion es the gross ineome différentiel less the emount "expleined" 
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by meen e t t r i bu t e différences. Thus, besed on Equetion H.2, Oexace's déf ini t ion 

of diseriminetion i s 

Ë'^ -Ë^ - I h\âl - X )̂ = z X (̂bJ - b^) - E(xJ - x2)(b^ - bj). (H.4) 
i i i 

Expending the lest term on the right-hend side of the Equetion H.4 end collecting 

terms yields 

I SCbJ - bj) - Z(X^ - xj)(b^ - bj) = Z X^(b^ - b^), (H.5) 

whieh is precisely equal to Mesters' définition besed on the régression coefficients 

from Group 2. Similerly it cen be shown thet Oaxace's meesure besed on Equetion 

H.3 is equivelent to Mesters' définition using Group 1 régression coefficients. 

Oexece's end Mesters' procédures eech yield two meesures beceuse of the 

inhérent index-number problem involved in choosing the eppropriete weights, and the 
— 1 — 2 1 2 

two meesures differ by the megnitude of the interection term, E (X. - X.)(b, - b.). 

Sufficient but not neeessery conditions for this interection term to be zéro ère 
1 2 

thet either b. = b. for ell i (i.e., the retes-of-return ère the same between the 
1 1 

two groups and ail earnings différences are expleined by différences in ettributes 
—1 —2 levels) or X. = X. for ell (i.e., ettribute levels ère the semé for the two groups). 

In the letter eese, there is no problem of choosing the eppropriete weights. Thus, 

e nonzero interection term results from en index number problem of differing ettri

bute levels end from en index number problem of differing ettribute levels end 

differing rates-of-return between the two groups. Consequently, it seems reesoneble 

thet only pert, but not ell, of this interection term should be included in the 

meesure of the rates-of-return or "discrimination" effects. Hence, Oexece's end 

Mesters' two meesures should be considered upper end lower bounds on the extent of 
1 2 "diseriminetion". Furthermore, if b. end b. differ for reesons other then discri-

minetion (such es motivetion or self-selection), the sum of the ettribute-weighted 

différences in the retes-of-return will not be pure meesures of diseriminetion, but 

will be confounded by thèse other feetors. For this reeson, we prefer to use the 

term "résiduel" or "retes-of-return" effects rether then diseriminetion. This is 

particularly true in view of some of the findings reported in Chapter 7. 



APPENDIX I 

SPECIFICATION OF THE EARNINGS FUNCTIONS USED IN CHAPTER 7 

Observetions were confined to individuels ege 30 end over who reported 

positive wege or selery eernings end hed no property or non-wege ineome in 1970. 

The resulting semple sizes ère indiceted in Teble I.l. 

For eech ethnie - sex - meritel stetus group except ever-merried femeles, 

e besic model spécification wes estimeted whieh hed the logerithm of weges end 

seleries (LWS) es the dépendent verieble. The independent veriebles in this basie 

or redueed model included the following: ̂"""̂  YSCH, EX, EE, LT-W, SQ, SQD, COL, TMl, 
(2) DEG, IMIG ', MIG, LN02, ASCH, end en intereept. In eddition, groups of dummy 

veriebles were included to eontrol for région, communlty type, end period of immi-
(3) gration. An expended version of this specificetion, the full model, wes elso 

estimeted whieh included eontrols for industry end occupation of employment. Sinee 

the sample sizes in some cases tended to be quite smell (see Teble I.l), it wes 

necessary to eggregete some of the industriel end occupetional veriebles es follows: 

0C2 + 0C3; 0C4 + 0C5; OCll + 0C12; 0C13 + 0C14 + 0C15 + 0C16; end INI + IN2 + IN3 + 

IN4. This resulted in 10 dummy veriebles for occupetion end eight dummy veriables 

for industry. 

Sinee no reesoneble proxy for lebor force expérience wes eveileble for 

ever-married women, the model spécification for ever-merried women hed to be eltered 

slightly. For the ever-merried women groups, AGE end AGE squared were used insteed 

of EX end EE. In eddition, the number of children ever-born (NCB) end the number 

of children ever-born squered (NC2) were elso included. This spécification is 

ealled the "female specificetion". In order to meke the comperisons between ever-

merried femeles end other groups es discussed in Chepter 7 and Appendix H, it wes 

neeessery to elso estimete the femele specificetion for the comperlson groups 

(never-merried femeles end ell mêles). 

See footnote(s) on pege 207. 
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TABLE I.l. Semple Sizes 

Ethnie 

groupe ' 

British 

French 

North Européen 

Eest end South 
European 

Other 

Never-

Mêle 

1,015 

723 

237 

272 

192 

-merried 

Femele 

928 

723 

165 

162 

139 

Ever-

Mele 

12,379 

7,139 

3,037 

3,499 

1,746 

-merried 

Femele 

7,249 

'2,664 

1,571 

1,780 

796 

(1) Thèse groupings correspond to those discussed in Chepter 6. 

Source: Public Use Semple Tepe. 
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FOOTNOTES 

(1) The veriebles end groups of variables are ell defined in Appendix D. 

(2) IMIG wes diseggregeted to seperetely eccount for interprovineial end inter-

county moves. . 

(3) This wes eggregeted into two cetegories, PIM3 end other. 
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